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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
May 9, 1978
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was ca l led to order by President Steirer at 3: 35 p.m.

2.

Approval of Mi nutes
The minutes of the April meeting were approved after several minor
corrections.

3.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Edie, Chairman,
submitted the fo ll owing report on hi s committee's activities
for 1978-79:
(1 . ) Fol l ow-up on the initial work done by the 1977-1978
committee on a mini mum major GPR for graduation.
(2.)

Follow-up on the publication of the faculty grade
summary.

(3.)

Compare in major" versus "out of major" GPR ' s for
various departments.

(4.)

Prepare and distribute a faculty questionnaire covering
final exam policy (exemption policy, percent of total
course grade, cumulative type of exam, etc.).

(5.)

Determine to what degree departments use student
evaluations in determining faculty evaluations.

11

(6 . ) Study departmental policies on student advising.
During the discussion which followed, questions were raised about the
practice of marginal students "shopping around" for courses that they
believe might increase their GPR's to the minimum required for graduation.
Senator Edie pointed out that the minimum GPR in courses that constitute
a major woul d help reduce this practice. In response to a question on
the present final exam policy, it was brought out that there must be a
written final exam in each course with the exception of laboratory courses.
At one time in 1973-74 the Faculty Senate recommended that final exams be
made opt ional; however, this po l icy was not adopted by the Undergraduate
Council. Senator Edie stated that his committee intends to study this
problem and determine what deviations in the administration of final exams
exist.
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b.

Policy Committee - Senator West, Chairman, reported that his
committee has had an organizational meeting and formed two
subcommittees: Constitution - to be chaired by Tom Mcinnis;
Clemson News Service - to be chaired by Senator West. The next
meeting is scheduled for May 23.

c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, reported that
the Research Committee met on May 3 to consider topics to be
worked on this coming year. Problems associated with Research
and Equipment Funding, Consulting, and Tenure Policies were
mentioned. The committee will follow up the implementation of
the proposed copyright policy prepared by last year's Senate
and requests that this policy be included in the Faculty Senate
Minutes (SEE ATTACHMENT A) . In response to a question on the
statu~ pf this policy, Senator Fennell stated that it is in
Adm. McDevitt's office awaiting a legal opinion.

d.

Welfare Committee - Senator Burt, Chairman, reported that his
committee met just prior to the Senate meeting this afternoon
and that it will continue to function as three subcommittees:
Retirement System chaired by Steve Melsheimer; Calendar Year
Faculty chaired by Senator Mazur; Academic Faculty chaired
by Senator Lambert. Other projects under consideration are:
an examination of tenure and promotion policies throughout
the university; investigation into complaints by students that
some faculty members are not functioning as responsibly as they
Gould be; continue evaluation of fringe benefits; i nvestigate
how consulting policies vary from college to college through
out the university.

e.

Ad Hoc Committees - £aculty Compensation - Senator Burt, Chairman,
reported that his committee met just prior to the Welfare
Committee meeting this afternoon . The meeting was organizational
in character . He announced that each meeting will be publicized
in advance at the Senate meetings . The next meeting is scheduled
for June 27, 1:30 p.m. in Room 114 Kinard Laboratory. One major
item under discussion is the AAUP study on faculty compensation
and how Clemson Faculty Compensation compares with ACC, South
eastern, and sister Land Grant Institutions. Also, the make
up of compensation and fringe benefits will be studied.
11

11

At this point Senator Jacobus expressed concern about the Report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Fringe Benefits which appeared as an
attachment to the Minutes of the February 21 Meeting of the
Faculty Senate and which were subsequently published in the.
Clemson Univeristy Newsletter, April 15, 1978. This report was
placed in the minutes as information only and was not accepted
as policy. President Steirer ruled that discussion on this matter
was inappropriate at this time and should be held until Old
Business.
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Ad Hoc Executive Corrmittee - President Steirer reported that this
committee has had two meetings, April 25 and May 8 to review, coordinate,
and work out committee plans and activities for the coming year. He
announced that the Executive Committee will meet at least once per
month at lunch on the Monday before each Faculty Senate meeting.
f.

University Councils and Committees Bowl Ticket Distribution Committee - Steve Melsheimer reported that
a compromise ticket distribution scheme had been devised whereby:
(1) initially only faculty/staff season ticket holders will be
considered; (2) on first distribution to season ticket holders a
maximum of two bowl tickets will be provided to each season ticket
holder; (3) the first half of bowl tickets will be distributed according·
to IPTAY priority of faculty/staff members; (4) the remaining tickets
will be distributed by lottery to the faculty/staff not receiving
tickets as above.
Traffic and Parking Committee - Senator Burt reported that a sub
committee is developing long range plans for parking throughout the
University. He announced that any requests should be routed through
this subcommittee.
Undergraduate Council - President Steirer reported that the Powell
report had been turned down. No changes were made in the items.
Faculty responsibility in developing and creating class syllabi
and objectives was left unchanged. The opinion was expressed
that the requests were poorly made.

4.

President's Report
1.

Steve Melsheimer has been appointed to the Welfare
request and with chairman Burt's concurrence. The
on Faculty Compensation is now complete with Roger
Steve Melsheimer and E. P. Stillwell as non-Senate
Burt will serve as chairman and other Senators who
Ted Adkins, Alan Grubb and Sam Turnipseed.

Committee at his
Ad Hoc Committee
Rollin joining
members. Phil
will serve are

2.

I still intend to meet with every Senator to talk over problems and
issues. Section 504 has slowed me down considerably, but I have
talked extensively with ten members so far. In the next two weeks
I hope to see everybody else.

3.

Many faculty members have shown an interest in the selection of the
next President of Clemson and are concerned that the special interests
of their particular college and department may not be considered. I
intend to ask the Faculty Senators in each college to arrange meetings
with groups of Faculty members (by departments or several small
departments combined) during the summer. I know of no other way to
insure that individual Faculty members will feel that I understand
their expectations, desires and concerns than to give them this
opportunity.
This is important so that I appreciate your cooperation in scheduling
these meetings. When you do, please give me several days notice.
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4.

Vice-President Dickey and I agree that the many issues facing the
Faculty, and within the scope of the Faculty Senate, this year are
serious enough to warrant special attention. He would like to talk
to small groups of Faculty members in much the same fashion as
described earlier. These groups should include Faculty Senators
and the purpose is to develop dialogues aimed at dispelling some
of the misunderstandings that exist between Faculty in different
colleges.
Again, we appreciate your cooperation in scheduling these meetings.
Give Vice-President Dickey some notice in scheduling.

5.

The practice of conducting meetings with their particular constituents
has been initiated with some success by at least one college delegation
of Senators. I would like to suggest that other colleges follow suit.
One of our serious problems is communicating our enthusiasm and concern
to all the Faculty. This helps accomplish that end, and, in this year
when we hope to get a positive response on the Constitution, that is
an important consideration.

6.

I plan to sit down with Dean Hurst next week and review the resolutions
that were passed last year and either remain in negotiation or need
further explanation.

7.

The Section 504 Self-Evaluation Steering Committee has submitted the
first draft of its report on how to bring Clemson into compliance
with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Darrel Roberts and I have
stressed in the section on Academic Adjustments the need for faculty
members to receive the specialized training, sensitivity counselling
and other assistance that will enable them to do what is expected of
them. We have indicated, further, that the Faculty is willing to
assume its share of the responsibility for educating handicapped
students, but that the primary responsibility should not fall on
individual Faculty members.

8.

Unless serious objections are raised in the Senate, the next meeting
of the Senate on June 20 will be held in Hardin Hall Room 200.

During the discussion following the President's Report, the following
items were brought out: President Steirer feels that Item #3 is extremely
important. He is willing to talk with each department and would appreciate
maximum attendance . The meetings can extend into fall; September 1 is
when the screening process begins.
Item #4 should help dispell animosities which might have developed among
the Colleges and is designed to unify the faculty, to help develop the
new constitution, and to promote the enthusiastic support that the faculty
must give the constitution.
Item -#7 deals with a very serious problem facing the faculty. There are
indications that some colleges are willing to saddle faculty members with
the responsibility of complying with Section 504 with little regard to the
time and emotional demands which will be required. We need to be sure that
the faculty members are not faced with more responsibility than they deserve.
The faculty will need help -- financial, et al. -- from the Unive_rsity.
President Steirer expressed his displeasure with the simple response that
faculty members wil l do whatever is necessary to comply with the section
because faculty members need more support than such simple statements suggest.
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6

Appropriations were discussed and $1.8 million has been requested for
physical accessiblity only . The University is expected to supply funds
for the purchase of specialized equipment. It is anticipated that no
Federal money will be utilized. One Senator suggested that the University
take the Federal Government to court over this matter. At least one Dean
(Vogel of the College of Sciences) has suggested that one of his faculty
members submit requests for funds to support innovative research into the
problems of teaching handicapped students. Two rather serious questions
were raised: (1) Will Clemson University accept the legal ana moral respons
ibilities?, (2) What will the role of the Faculty Senate be in monitoring
this?
The following motion FS 78- 5-1 was made by Senator Jacobus :
Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate invite Adm. J. B. McDevitt,
Col. E. N. Tyndall and Dean Sam Willis to attend the next Faculty Senate
meeting on June 20 to discuss Section 504.
The motion received a second , and the vote in favor of the resolution
was unanimous.
Item #8 generated a spirited discussion on the pros and cons of meeting
i n the Student Senate Chamber vs. Hardin Hall Room 200. There was some
serious objections to the proposal and Senator Fennell made a motion
that the Senate move its next meeting to Hardin Hall Room 200.
The motion
received a second, the question was called, but the motion was withdrawn
before a vote was taken . President Steirer announced that since there are
serious objections, the meetings henceforth would continue to be held in
the Student Senate Chamber.
5.

Old Business
a.

Constitution - Report
Senator West reported that work on revising the constitution was
still in progress and that Tom Mclnnis is heading up a constitu
tion revision subcommittee of the Policy Committee.

b.

FS- 78-4-5
At the April meeting this resolution was postponed until the May
meeting and an oral report on the subject was to be given by the
Welfare Committee. Senator Burt gave an oral report and then moved
to tabl e FS-78-4-5 for further study. The motion to table received
a second. The vote to table carried but not unanimously .

c.

Senator Edie moved that FS-78-4-3, a resolution dealing with Summer
Empolyment of Faculty, be removed from the table [see ATTACHMENT C.]
The motion received a second. A discussion followed and the vote to
remove from the table passed unanimously. Senator Edie moved that
FS-78-4-3 be adopted, there was a second, a short discussion and an
unanimous vote of approval.
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d.

Senator Lambert asked about the status of FS-78-2-2, a resolution
dealing with the Affirmative Action Committee [see page 13 of
February 21 minutes]. President Steirer stated that the resolution
is still under discussion.

e.

Senator Burt reported that the Welfare Committee has received
several complaints concerning the current Faculty Evaluation
procedure. Pres i dent Steirer reminded the Senate that he (Steirer)
is an ex officio member of the committee monitoring faculty
evaluations . Dean Landreth is chairman of this committee and
questionnaires wi l l be sent out to determine how faculty members
feel about the procedures. There is a representative from each
college on this committee and if facul ty members have complaints
or grievances, they should contact their representative.

f.

In response to a question by Senator Worm, President Steirer reported
on the progress that has been made toward the development of a
Faculty Club. Approximately $1400 has been received from faculty
members. The Alumni Fund will supply a matching grant in the amount
of $5000. If our $5000 can be collected by May 15 or shortly
thereafter remodeling can be started in the Tiger Tavern, a Board
of Governors can be elected, and decisions can be made on meals and
refreshments this summer so that the Club can begin functioning in
the fall.

?

The question on whether the Faculty Senate has give official sanction
on the Facul ty Club elicited a negative response; however; it was
pointed out that Past Presidents Noblet and Edge and Past Vice- President
Mcinnis are serving on the committee . At this t ime a point of order was
raised that the possibility of official sanction should be considered
under Old Busi ness .
6.

New Business
a.

Senator Hester, in Senator Baron's absence introduced Fringe
Benefits Reso l ution FS-78- 5-2 and moved its adoption [see ATTACHMENT BJ.
There was a second and a rather spirited discussion fol l owed. Senator
Jacobus presented some major and minor criticisms. Sentor Addison
responded that the report was not intended to be a fina l report and
that further studies should be made. · Senator Burt moved that the
resolution be amended to refer the report to the Welfare Committee for
further study. Senator Hester was willing to refer it to the Welfare
Committee, but he was not willing to el iminate the reference to ·
rejection. Senator Burt agreed to retain the word reject and just
add the Statement :
·
Therefore, be it further resolved that the whole matter of Fringe
Benefits be referred to the Wel fare Committee for further study.
Senator Hester stated that the Faculty Senate must go on record that
it is rejecting it. Senator Whitten asked if we are rejecting the
report or are we condemning the fringe benefi ts? The answer received
was "Both."
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After the proper agreements, seconds, etc. the question was called and
the motion was approved, but not unanimously. [As information the
objection had nothing to do with the resolution per se, but was based
on the fact that the Senate had not officially accepted the report in
the first place. So how could the Senate reject something that had
not been accepted?].
b.

Senator West introduced a motion to continue the Ad Hoc Committee
on Intercollegiate Athletics. A lively debate ensued over the wording
of the resolution and the conmittee charge and the motion was with
drawn. After withdrawal efforts were made to draw up a motion from
the floor; this too failed and the effort was abandoned.

c.

Senator Dillon attempted to introduce a resolution on Graduate
Assistant Stipends; however, at this time the quorum was lost and
business ceased.
·
Discussion did continue and this matter was referred to the Admissions
and Scholarship Conmittee.
President Steirer requested that all resolutions be put in writing
and submitted to Secretary Adkins at least one week prior to each
Senate meeting. Secretary Adkins also requested that Committee
Chairmen submit written reports to him at the end of each meeting.

7.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~.iJ!!f!%:
Secretary

Members absent:
D. B. Smith
J. L. Prince
E. M. Caul ter
0. S. Hipps

q
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ATTACHMENT A

College of Forest and Recreation Resources
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

March 16, 1978

MEMO TO:

Faculty Senators

FROM:

D. H. Van Lear, Chairman of Senate Research Committee

SUBJECT:

Revised Copyright Policy Proposal

»vt.

The Research Committee is sending you under the cover of this memo the
attached copyright policy proposal. This is a revised version of the proposed
copyright policy that was prepared by the Copyright Committee of the University
Research Council and sent to the Senate by Bob Henningson on December 12, 1977.
Our committee realized that there is some feeling throughout the University
that there should be no University copyright policy. However, after studying
the matter for some months we could see that it was only a matter of time until
Clemson would have a policy, either drafted from within or from outside the
University. We felt the better alternative was to prepare a copyright policy
from within.
In our study of the policy drafted by the University Research Council, we
found a number of points which we felt needed either clarification or modification.
Several Senators not on our committee, as well as other faculty members, helped
us in drawing these conclusions . Some of the revisions that our committee made,
and our reasoning, follow:
1.

Copyright ownership will be retained by the originator(s). We felt
this was important even when the University had an equity in the
royalties. The University doesn't really want the responsibility
that accompanies ownership of copyrightable materials, but it should
share in the royalties in cases where significant support is provided.

2.

Joint ownership of copyrightable materials is omitted from our revised
version . We felt that this could become a real legal problem and
could be avoided by sharing of royalties in appropriate cases, rather
than joint ownership of the copyright .

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631

-9Memo to Faculty Senators
Page Two
March 16, 1978
3.

We omitted the phrase regarding University imprimatur, i.e., the
right to license or approve, because it could infringe on academic
freedom .

4.

Since copyrights are a legal matter , or at least have legal
implications, we felt the University Counsel should be the
Executive Secretary of the Copyright Committee.

5.

Members of the Copyright Committee should serve non-concurrent
terms to insure continuity, and there should be a representative
from the Office of Business and Finance, as well as one from the
Office of Graduate Studies and University Research, as ex-officio
members.

These are some of the major revisions we made. We want to make it clear
that this policy states that the originator(s) of copyrightable materials would
be the sole owner of the copyright and receive any royalties that result, unless
the University provides significant support . The copyright procedures in the
policy state how the issue of significant University support is determined.
The Research Committee thinks that this revised policy has removed many of
the weaknesses of the original proposed policy, while retaining its strengths.
We urge you to study it and be prepared to vote on i t at the next Senate meeting.

DHVL:mp
Attachment
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
COPYRIGHT POLICY
Policy Statement
The purpose of the University copyright policy is to foster, enhance, and
maintain traditional scholarly incentives for the production of copyrightable
materials and for their widest possible dissemination and use. The University
desires to provide expertise, facilities, and executive action in support of
individual or University consideration and/or effort; to comply with Federal
copyright law in the creation and use of copyrightable materials and in the
execution and contractual and grant obligations concerning copyrights; and to
ensure the equitable distribution of income derived from copyrightable materials
in which the University has an equity . Copyrights will be applied for and
retained in the name(s) of the originator(s) even though the University has an
equity in the royalties. This policy will not be used for censorship or
infringement on academic freedom. This policy does not apply to manuscripts
or articles that are submitted for publication in journals, reviews, magazines,
or newspapers since copyrights to these materials are usually owned by the
publishing firm.
Rights of Originator(s) and Clemson University in Copyrights
1.

The University acknowledges the privilege of University faculty, staff, and
students on their own individual initiative to write or otherwise generate
copyrightable materials to which they have the sole rights of ownership and
disposition.

2.

Where the University provides support of an individual(s) effort resulting in
copyrightable materials by contributing significant faculty, staff, or student
time, facilities or resources, joint rights to the royalty income are
anticipated. Copyright originator(s) will have the primary responsibility
for seeking out commercial publishers or developers for the copyright materials.
The University Administration and the originator(s) of the copyright materials
will jointly agree and sign a contractual agreement with the commercial
publisher or developer. Royalty income will be paid directly to the University
and the University will retain all royalty income until the University is
compensated for the cost associated with the development of the copyright
material. (This development cost will be determined by a Copyright Committee
when it receives and acts on a copy~ight proposal) .

3.

Ownership of copyrightable materials generated as a result of sponsor
supported efforts will generally reside with the supporting agency subject
to the specific provisions of the grant or contract. Where projects are
expected to generate copyrightable material, formal agreement for disposition
of royalties should be reached prior to commencement of the project. A
Memorandum of Understanding will be used for internal or on-campus agreements
covering ownership, royalties, and other rights of parties. Faculty, staff
and students who will execute the grant or contract should be made fully
aware of the terms through the Memorandum of Understanding .
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Definition of Copyrightable Materials
The following types of material are now, or may be in the near future,
subject to copyright and are covered by the University Copyright Policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Books, journal articles, texts, glossaries, bibliographies, study guides
and laboratory manuals.
Syllabi, tests, and proposals.
Lectures and unpub l ished scripts.
Musical or dramatic compositions.
Films, film strips, charts, transparencies, and other visual aids.
Video and audio tapes and cassettes .
Live video or radio broadcasts.
Programmed instruction materials.
Computer programs.
Other materials.
University Copyright Committee

A Copyri ght Committee will be appointed as set forth (on specified page
in Faculty Manual). The functions of the Committee shall be:
1.

It shall consider and evaluate each forwarded copyright request and
recommend ownership equity and royalty distribution to the University
Administration. Where possible, the originator(s) shall be present
when their proposal is considered.

2.

It shall be aware of and have available copies of the Federal Copyright
Law for distribution to any faculty, staff, or student who requests such
information.

3.

It shall consider written requests from faculty, staff or students for
available Copyright Royalty income for use in pursuing publishers or
developers for copyrighted materials. This may involve travel by the
originator(s) or the hiring of a literary agent for this purpose.
Their recommendation will be forwarded to the Administration .

4.

Minutes of the Committee meetings shall be recorded and available to
those in attendance; however, they would not be published in the University
Newsletter since it may not be in the best interest of the originator(s)
to do so.

5.

The Vice-President for Executive Affairs and University Counsel, an ex
officio member of the Copyright Committee and its Executive Secretary,
shall maintain a file of all minutes of Committee meetings, shall keep
originator(s) of copyrightable materials informed of the status of their
proposals, shall forward all Committee recommendations to the University
Administration for action, and shall execute all copyright applications .
Disposition of Proceeds

All copyright royalty income accruing to the University shall be deposited
in an auditable University account, not subject to annual closure, to be
maintained for assistance in helping Univer.sity Copyright originator (s)
pursue publishers or developers. If such an account is not possible under
South Carolina laws, copyright royalty income accruing to the University shall
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be deposited in an auditable University account, with an amount budgeted
annually to re-establish the account equal to the previous fiscal year ending
balance, to be maintained for the above stated purpose .
Copyright Committee
This Committee consists of one faculty member from each academic college,
nominated by the dean of the college and appointed by t he Dean of the University
to serve non-concurrent terms of three years; one undergraduate student and one
graduate student, nominated annually by the Student Senate and the Graduate
Student Association, respectively; the Vice-President for Executive Affairs and
University Counsel, ex-officio, who will be Executive Secretary of the Committee;
a representative from the Office of Graduate Studies and University Research,
ex-officio; and one representative from the Office of Business and Finance,
ex-officio. A faculty member shall be elected annually to serve as Chairperson
of the Committee.
Copyright Procedures
The following steps will be taken by Clemson University faculty, staff,
students, and administrative units in order to secure a just and fair
determination of royalty equity in copyrights:
1.

Originator(s) wil l report the creation or development of copyrightable
materials to their department head. The department head and originator(s)
mutually decide if the University has an equity in the materials. If they
agree that the University does not, the originator(s) may pursue copyright
on their own.

2.

I f the department head feels that the University has provided significant
support in the development or creation of the materials, the matter is
brought to the college dean. A decision by the dean that the University
has not provided significant support allows the originator(s) to pursue
the copyright on his own . If the college dean decides that the University
has provided significant support, the matter is sent to the University
Copyright Committee.

3.

The University Copyright Committee will consider and evaluate the matter
of significant University support for each copyright request it receives .
I f the Committee finds that significant support is lacking, the originator(s)
is free to pursue the copyright on his own . Otherwise, the Committee will
recommend to the University Administration copyright roya l ty distribution
within the guidelines of the University Copyright Policy.

4.

The University Administration wil l endorse or, with written reasons for
doing so , request reconsideration by the University Copyright Committee.

5.

The individual(s) or administrative unit(s) generating the copyrightable
materia l s will be i nformed, in writing, of the University Copyright Committee
recommendation an~ the University Administration's endorsement.

6.

The originator(s) of the copyrightabl e material may appeal the recommendation
and endorsement , i n writing , to a t hr ee person pane l composed of the originator
or his representatives , t he Vice-President for Executive Affairs and University
Counsel, and a third person agreed to by the first two.
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7.

If the University Copyright Committee decides the University has equity
in the copyrightabl e materials, the Vice-President for Executive Affairs
and University Counsel wi l l apply for the copyright in the name(s) of the
originator(s). He should also provide advice, assistance, and guidance
to originator(s) in the cases where they are seeking the copyright on their
own.

8.

A file copy of the copyrighted material will be furnished to the University
Copyright Committee at the appropriate time.

9.

Prior review of all programs, projects, or activities expected to generate
copyrightable materials with full or significant support by the University
or a sponsor is recommended so that advance determination of rights, and
disposition of royalty income will be made. Such an advance determination
may be subject to revision as the program, project, or activity progresses.
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ATTACHMENT B
FRINGE BENEFITS RESOLUTION
On February 21, 1978 a report was submitted to the Faculty Senate by
the Ad Hoc Committee on Fringe Benefits. This report purporting to
review the fringe benefits received by faculty members at Clemson
University was accepted by the Faculty Senate without discussion. It
was included in the minutes of the February meeting and subsequently
published in the University Campus News.
The Fringe Benefit report is divided into two sections; the first
dealing with the major benefits, social security, retirement, health
insurance and workman ' s compensation; the second with ''apparent fringe
benefits". In its report the committee concluded that fringe benefits
at Clemson University are competitive with those of other universities
with similar characteristics. The committee went on to list "apparent
fringe benefits" received by Clemson Faculty. Included in these "apparent
fringe benefits" are such items as the use of the University Library, the
privilege of buying tickets to concerts, movies and plays, the privilege
of being a member of the South Carolina State Employees Association , etc .
After reviewing the fringe benefits report as published in the Clemson
Campus News we have concluded that the statements of the committee and
their conclusions as described in the report are not supported by facts
as contained in the report and in fact misrepresent the fringe benefits
received by Clemson Faculty .
We, therefore, call upon the Faculty Senate to support the following
resolution:
FRINGE BENEFITS RESOLUTION FS-78-5-2
WheJLe.M .:the. 6Ju.nge. bene.6,i..t.6 c.ommU.:te.e.' -6 c.onc.luo,fon .:tha..:t .:the. 6Ju.nge.
be.ne.6,i;t,6 pnovide.d .:to Clem-6on Univ~ily 6ac.uli:.y ane. c.ompe.:ti.:tive. wl.:th
.:thMe. 06 o.:theJL uru.v~Uiu wl.:th ,.s..unUan c.hanac..:teJLi-6.:tic.-6 hM no.:t be.en
de.mo n-6.:tna..:te.d.
WheJLe.M .:the. W.:t 06 "appMe.n.:t 6Ju.nge. be.ne.6,i;t,6" due.Ju.bu ilem-6 whic.h
Me. eilheJL:

i) 6 a ~ u ne.quUr.e.d in an ac.ademic. e.nv~onme.n.:t,

ill 06 e.ilheJL utile. on no c.0-6.:t nupoMib-<.LUy .:to .:the. Univ~i-ty,
and/on
ili)

06 utile. advantage. .:to .:the. majo4ily 06 .:the. 6ac.uli:.y.

TheJLe.6one., be. il nuolve.d .:tha..:t .:the. Fac.uUy Se.na..:te. ne.je.c..:t ,.said ne.pon.:t
on F4inge. Be.ne.6i.:t-6, and
TheJLe.6one., be. il 6WttheJL nuolve.d .:tha..:t .:the. whole. ma.:t.:teJL 06 FJu.nge.
Be.ne.6,i;t,6 be. ne.6e.Me.d .:to .:the. Wel6Me. CommU.:te.e. 6on 6WttheJL ,.study.
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FS-78-4-3
Resolution on Conditions of Sunvner Employment
of Academic Year Facul ty
Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate requests the University
Administration to adopt the Policy Statement on Sunmer Employment of
Academic Faculty developed by t he Wel fare Committee.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OF ACADEM IC FACU LTY
The academ i c faculty are professiona l employees of the Un iversity
whose base period of employment is the 9-mont h academic yea r . As the
teaching, r esea r ch, and pub li c serv i ce act i v i t ies of the Univers i ty do
cont i nue through the summe r, i t i s often found to be necessary (sometimes
as a contractua l requ i rement) to employ academic f acu l ty for a l l or part
of the summer. The se r v i ces provided by t he facu l ty in the summer are of
the same natu r e as those prov ided in t he academ i c yea r . The emp l oyment
con di t ions sha ll , therefore, be on t he same profess iona l bas i s as in the
academ i c year.
To this end, the Univers i ty and the facu l ty membe r sha l l ente r a
f orma l agreement for emp loyment during the summe r (or po r t ion of the
sunvne r ) fo r wh i c h the faculty member's services a r e desired. The agree
ment sha l l be conc l uded at the ea r liest date mutua l ly agreeable to the
University and t he faculty member, a nd may be executed separately for
d i stinct tas ks or segments of t he summer . The genera l te rms of employment
shal l be as fol lows:
1.

Compensat ion shal l be at a l eve l commensurate wi th the academic
yea r sa lary of t he facu l ty member. For summer schoo l teaching,
compensation for a ful l -t i me load for one session shall be one
sixth of the academ i c year salary for the previous year. For
other dut ies, the compensat ion will be based on a da i ly rate
ca l cu l ated to yie l d one-th i rd of t he faculty member's base pay
for the preceding academic year if employment were for the ful 1
three month summer pe r iod.

2.

~he n the summe r fac ul ty member is a continuing emp l oyee, r ather
than a new employee , the fringe benef i ts accorded shal l reflect
th i s status. In particula r , the summer faculty emp l oyee shall
cont i nue h i s participation in the Ret i rement System and be
entit l ed to benefits f rom the Ret i rement System ref l ecting th i s
participat ion. He s hall accumu l ate s i ck leave credits propor
tiona l to employment (add ing to maximum s i ck leave carry over
as described by app li cab l e state l aw) and be e nt i t l ed to
ut ili ze acc umu l ated s i ck leave c r edi ts fo r schedu l ed per iods
of emp l oyment (even where not yet commenced) . The sunvner facu l ty
employee shall be provided with reasonable and equ i table vacat ion
leave t i me with pay dur i ng the summe r (between terms for summer
schoo l teach i ng , and a numbe r of days proportiona l to period of
employment for facu l ty emp l oyed for other dut i es) and sha ll
receive such lega l o r dec l ared ho li days as fa l l on a work day
duri ng the schedu l ed employment.
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
June 20, 1978

1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at
3:31 p.m . Senator Fennell moved that the normal order of
business be suspended in order to permit the taking up
of Special Reports . The motion was seconded and unanimously
approved.

2.

Special Reports
President Steirer noted that the Senate had extended an
invitation to Dean Willis and Colonel Tyndall to speak
to the Senate concerning the impact on the University and
its personnel of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. These gentlemen were present and President Steirer
turned the floor over to them. Colonel Tyndall presented
a brief history of the development of Section 504 and the
early efforts of the university to comply . Dean Willis
also made brief comments. Senators asked questions
regarding the implementation of this law , and the speakers
attempted to answer . This interchange continued for
50 minutes. The speakers were thanked for their presentations.

3.

Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of May 9, 1978 were approved
without change.

4.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Edie,
Chairman , reported as follows:

The Admiss i ons and Scho la rsh i p Comm it tee met on June

5 and worked on

a first draft of a faculty que~t ionnaire conce rning fin a l exams.

Thi s

questionnaire shou ld be ready for distribution at college facu l ty meetings
on August 2 1 and the res ul ts wil l be used only for information.

Al so,

the committee i s trying to compi l e li sts of courses which the various
departments define as a

11

major 11 in the i r program.

This work is a

continuation of l as t year ' s faculty senate effort to estab li sh the
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graduation requirement of a minimum GPR in the student's major.
The committee a l so d i scussed departmental policies on student advising.
It was felt that new faculty should receive some sort of departmental
orientation covering student advising and, when faculty are evaluated,
student advising duties should have status as least equal to committee
assignments.

b.

Policy Committee - The Chairman was absent and no
one else was prepared to report. President Steirer
reported that he understood that the work is pro
ceeding well on revising the Constitution, and that
it may be ready to submit to the Senate in July.

c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman,
reported as follows:
The Research Committee met on June 13 with Dean
Schwartz. Discussion centered on the following topics :
copyright policy , State Classification System, graduate
student support, State support of University Research,
indirect costs of research, and tenure policy .

d.

Welfare Committee - No report.

e.

Ad Hoc Committees - No report. Senator Burt, Chairman
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Compensation noted
that the Committee will meet on Tuesday, June 27 .

f.

University Councils and Committees - No reports.

5.

President Report

1.

On behalf of the Faculty Senate, I sent a card to Senator Lambert
expressing our sympathy in the death of his daughter, Dottie, on
June 1.

2.

A new senator from the College of Sciences, H. Keith McDowell, has
been elected to replace John Jacobus. Also, Senator Ron Dillon will
begin new duties on June 23 as Acting Head of the Botany Department.
James E. Schindler will replace him while he is on the required leave
of absence from the Senate. Senator Dillon had been appointed to serve
on the Affirmative Action and Student Relations Committees. He will
be replaced by Bob Mazur (Affirmative Action) and Alan Grubb (Student
Relations).

11
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3.

The Council of Academic Deans met on May 15 . They unanimously disapproved
four items from Student Senate Resolution No . R-77-78-74 which the Under
graduate Council had accepted. I might add that in each case the Faculty
Senate at the April meeting had indicated an unwillingness to accept these
proposals. The four are Items G, K, L, and O (please refer to the April
minutes for details).
The final draft governing the various Professional Master ' s Degrees was
submitted to the Council and a new format was approved to serve as the
guideline for the dual agreements concerning undergraduate transfer to
Clemson University with other institutions .

4.

The Copyright Policy as revised by the Faculty Senate and submitted in
March (FS-78-3-5) will provide the basis for a new draft that will be
written by Admiral McDevitt and Ben Anderson. At a meeting on June 12 of
these individuals with Dean Hurst and myself, no fundamental objections
were raised . The changes will make the distinction between the copyrightable
products of work-for-hire and copyrightable work produced in other academic
situations sharper and more explicit and will place a ceiling on the amounts
of money in the proposed fund for copyright assistance . As a result of
this policy the University seems ready to provide more aid for the sub
vention and subsidization of publications than previously true.
The next step for the Copyright Policy will be review
by the Cabinet .
I will get an opportunity to look at the McDevitt-Anderson draft and
make further comments before it goes to the Cabinet. I am greatly
encouraged that the Faculty Senate ' s version has been so well-received.

5.

FS 78-4- 2 concerned the Additional Group Life Insurance Option for Nine
Month Faculty . Ron Herrin has explained to me that the Prudential
Insurance Company will make this option possible if all nine month
faculty who are participating in the plan accept it.----i:i"e believes it is
the Faculty Senate ' s responsibility to persuade the faculty participants
to accept the proposed option. I will ask the Welfare Committee to
assume this responsibility .

6.

The disposition of other resolutions is as follows: (a) FS 77-3-11
Performing Arts Center. Plans have been drawn up and a site picked but
the Center is only 11th out of 13 projects on the priority list in the
Second Three-Year Phase (1978-1982) . (b) FS 77-9-1 Payroll Deductions
for Contribution to Alumni and University Foundations. Two questions
have been raised. Can the computer do it? Vice-President Barnette is
looking at this ; if the answer is yes, the second question will be confronted .
That is -- whether establishing precedents for types of payroll deductions
other than the one$ now permitted , IRS, FICA, South Carolina Retirement,
South Carolina income tax, and insurance premiums, would be a good idea.
(c) FS 78-2-2 Affirmative Action Committee. The charge to the Committee
is interpreted by Colonel Tyndall, the Affirmative Action Office~ as not
requiring that the Committee be consulted in such matters as the recent
Library situation. Dean Hurst has no control over the Affirmative Action
Committee . If the Senate wishes, it can rewrite the charge to accomplish
what we want -- an active, involved committee that takes Faculty opinion
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seriously. (d) FS 78-2-3 Plus and Minus Final Grades. This is in the
Undergraduate Council at present. (e) FS 78-2-4 Athletic Ticket Priorities.
The Athletic Council is working on this. (f) FS 78~2-5 IPTAY Support of
Academic Excellence. IPTAY would have to change its chaTter to accomodate
this. There is no indication that they will. (g) FS 78-4-3 Conditions 'of
Summer Employment of Academic Year Faculty. Dean Hurst is studying it.
7.

FS 78-4-1 directed me to meet with faculty leaders of other state colleges
and universities. I think it worth noting that only USC has a faculty
senate. Winthrop has a defunct organization but I am trying to contact
certain individuals.

8.

Dean Hurst has asked the Faculty Senate to recommend a new University Marshall
to him. With the Senate's approval I would like to appoint a connnittee of
Vice- President Dickey (chairman) and Senators Lambert and Young to make that
recommendation for the three year term beginning July 1 , 1978.

9.

The Faculty Club drive to match the $5000 grant from the Alumni Council
has netted $2500. I suggest that those faculty members who are interest ed
in this project begin to sell it to the Faculty. Indications now are
that $1500 more will be enough for renovations to begin on the proposed site.

10.

I have continued to meet with individual .Faculty Senators. Only six remain
to be contacted. Not only do I know the individual Senators better but
what their concerns and expectations are and how they propose to have the
Senate and its officers deal with those concerns.

11.

One thing that I have learned is how the Senators from Agriculture are
representing their Faculty. They believe that they should represent their
Faculty to their Dean as well as in the Faculty Senate . As a result
they meet periodically with Dean Anderson and take up a varied agenda in
those meetings as well as having a Senator at each department heads' meeting
both to gain information and to advocate the faculty point of view. Any
Senator from Agriculture can tell you more about what they are doing.
I would simply like to applaud their efforts and suggest that other
college delegations might like to introduce similar procedures.

12 .

A number of departments (14) have accepted my invitation to talk with me
about the presidential selection process. I have learned a great deal .
The invitation remains in· effect and I hope that many departments will take
advantage of it.

13.

Last fall the decision was made that the Faculty Senate President would
represent the Extension staff on the presidential screening and selection
committees. This means that on June 27 I will spend the day in Columbia
talking with the leaders of the Extension Senate and the Extension Associations.
I have also talked with the pesticide regulatory staff and will talk with
the livestock regulatory staff in Columbia, both at the request of Dean
Anderson.

rJ, I
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14.

6.

7.

8.

On July 1, Benjamin Anderson will become University Counsel replacing
Admiral Joseph McDevitt who will remain Vice-President for Executive Affairs.
Ben Anderson will be the individual to consult on legal questions within
the University,

Old Business

a.

Constitution - Policy Committee had no report. Vice 
President Dickey had attended a meeting of the sub
committee on the Constitution and said that he was
very pleased with the work to date.

b.

Other Old Business - None.

New Business
a.

FS-78-6-1 Resolution on Ad Hoc Committee on Inter
collegiate Athletics; its adoption was moved and
seconded. After brief comments, and with two
abstentions.the motion was carried unanimously. A
copy of the resolution is attached.

b.

Other New Business

- None.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

1/J?n.

~ r ~ I ~.

William C. Whitten, Jr.
Acting Secretary

tJ·r

Members absent:
T. R. Adkins (substitute present)
E. Hood (substitute present)
c. s. Thompson (substitute present)
J. L Young
H. E. West

c.

W. Baron
J.C. Hester (substitute present)
H. W. Fleming (substitute present)
R. S. Lambert (substitute present)
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FS-78-6-1

Be it resolved that the Ad Hoc Co111Tiittee on Inter-Collegiate Athletics
be re-established for 1978-79 for the purpose of continuing Faculty
Senate efforts to improve Faculty imput into athletic affairs through
enhanced and clarified operational guidelines for the University
Athletic Council.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
Ju ly 18, 1978

The Senate Chamber

1. Call to Order
In the absence of President Steirer, the meeting was called to order
by Vice Pres ident Dickey at 3:35 p.m . Vice President Dickey announced
that President Steirer's mother-in-law had passed away recently, and
that he had sent a sympathy card in the name of the Senate.
2. Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the June meeting were approved after three minor
corrections.
3.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Edie, Chairman,
reported as follows :
The Admi ssions and Scholarship Committee met at 10:30 a.m. on
Monday, July 10. The faculty questionnaire on final exam policy
was f i nalized and will be distributed during the next week. Committee
members are also contacting individual department heads to obtain
statements defining the major courses in various programs .
It was noted that starting in the Spring 1980 graduation,students
will have to obtain a 3.4 GPR for graduation with honor, a 3.7 GPR
for graduation with high honor and a 3.9 GPR for graduation with
highest honor.
The Admissions and Scholarship Corrmittee has agreed to monitor the
academi c impact of the implementation of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Should any faculty have comments or
problems created by the implementation of this program, please
encourage them to contact a committee member.
Professor Corrine Sawyer is invited to the next admissions and
scholarship corrunittee to discuss Clemson's honors program. The
next committee meeting will be August 1 at 3:30 p.m . in the library
class room.

b.

Policy Committee - Senator West, Chairman, reported as follows :
The policy committee recommends approval of the Revision of The
Constitution of the Faculty of Clemson University as circulated by
T. Mcinnis. The committee recognizes that a meeting with Dean Hurst
prior to the submission of this revision of the Faculty Senate is
needed, and recommends that this meeting be scheduled as soon as
possible.

-2The policy committee also reviewed a proposed resolution dealing
with the faculty evaluation procedures at the July 6 meeting. It
is the committee recommendation that the resolution be accepted,
but that it may be best addressed through your discussion of the
problem with Dean Hurst prior to Senate action.
The policy committee chairman is collecting supporting information
relative to item #6 of your June President's Report (FS-78-2-2) and
will circulate to the policy committee for study prior to an
August 1 meeting.
At this time a discussion ensued on the definition of a quorum at the
general faculty meetings. Senator Burt announced that he was introducing
a Constitutional Amendment, Bylaws, Article 1, Section 2. Quorum, signed
by five faculty members (See ATTACHMENT A).
c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, had no report.

d.

Welfare Committee - Senator Burt, Chairman, reported that the
Welfare Committee has had two meetings. Faculty salary-compensation
and the rejected FS-78-4-3 were topics of discussion.

A discussion ensued on FS-78-4-2 concerning 9-month faculty being able
to obtain Group Life Insurance coverage based on their salary converted
to a 12-month equivalent. It was the consensus of the Senate that the
9-month faculty should be polled to determine if they wish to have this
additional coverage. It was pointed out that a majority vote in favor
would mean that all who are participating would have to take the coverage
based on 12;9 of their salary. They would still be eligible for the low
option and the one-half of 12/9 salary option. It also was pointed out
that this was a requirement of the insurance company, because of the
possibility of adverse selection if it were on a strict voluntary basis.
Secretary Adkins was asked to convey the Senate's feelings to Ron Herrin
[NOTE: Secretary Adkins rep·o rts that the poll will be conducted after
August 15 when 9-month Faculty return to the campus].

4.

e.

Ad Hoc Committees - no reports.

f.

University Councils and Committees - no reports.

President's Report
1.

The Screening Committee is now complete.
Board of Trustees

W. Gordon McCabe, Chairman
D. Leslie Tindal, Vice-Chairman
Paul W. McAlister, ex officio

Faculty

Hugh H. Macauley
William F. Steirer, Jr.
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Students

Michael M. Ozburn
T. Todd Lankford

Staff

Melvin E. Barnette
Melanie Willingham

Alumni

Dave T. Moorhead

University Foundation

George H. Aull

The actual screening of candidates will begin in September.
to determine procedures will be held in August.

Meetings

2.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Athletics has been appointed with your approval.
Senator Hester will serve as chairman. Members will be Senators
Thompson and West and non-senators Steve Melsheimer and Rich Saunders.

3.

FS 78-4-3 concerning su1ID1er employment for nine month faculty has
been rejected by Dean Hurst. His reasons are:
a. that the pay scale is now an equitable one;
b. that formal contractual obligations would actually work to
the disadvantage of faculty members;
c. that there seems to be no way to make a leave policy for
summer employment both practical and equitable;
d. that many of the items are already in force.

4. The faculty members of twenty-five departments have described the
qualities they are looking for in the new President of Clemson
University. I have thus reached approximately half of the depart
ments. I am looking forward to listening to the other half.
5.

I will be away July 24th through July 29th and August 1st through
13th. Contact Vice-President Dickey if you need the Faculty Senate
to be informed or become involved.

The following motion concerning Item 3 was made by Senator Baron: It
is requested that President Steirer report in more detail why FS 78-4-3
was rejected. The motion received a second and was passed unanimously.
5.

Old Business - none

6.

New Business a.

FS-78-7-1 Resolution on Faculty Evaluation Process was postponed.

b.

Other New Business
Senator Worm moved that the Presidential Screening Committee
be invited to meet with the Faculty Senators for the purpose
discussing their view and the faculty's interests concerning
next President of Clemson University. The motion received a
and was passed unanimously.

members
of
the
second
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Senator Worm moved that the Senate ask President Steirer to
prepare and submit to the Senate a summary of his findings on the
concerns of the faculty towards the next President of Clemson
University. The motion received a second and was passed unanimously.
7.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 4:05 p.m .
Respectfully submitted,

_j
t
WL:..~T. R. Adkins, Jr.
Secretary

Members absent:

c.
o.

E. Hood (V. Carmack, substituti ng)

B. Smith
Hester (S. s.
Reamer (G . E.
Merrell
Whitten
B. Bryant (B. N.
F. Steirer
M. Coul ter
s. Hipps
E. Schindler (J.
s. Snipes

c.
L. o.
E. A.
w. c.

J.

H.
W.

E.

o.
J.
o.

Mel sheimer, substituting)
Sabi n, substituti ng)
Skardon, substituti ng)

B. Waide, substituting)
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ATTACHMENT A
Bylaws
Article 1, Section 2. Quorum
Replace Section 2. "A Quor9!l\ for any meeting of the faculty shall be that
number of members deemed necessary by the presiding officer to t ransact
anx business."
By. Section 2. Quorum. A quort!Jll for any meeting of the faculty shall be 1
more than fifty per cent of the members of the faculty.

,
( , ,?

r:J'

f.f,JI~

A~c£.. ~~.
f/_W. Xk~
Y'-1 "'( ,b~

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
August 22, 1978

The Senate Chamber

1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at 3:36 p.m.
2.

Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the July meeti ng were approved after a few minor corrections.

3.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Edie, Chairman,
reported as follows:
The Admissions and Scholarship Collmittee met at 3:30 PM on Tuesday,
August 1. The faculty questionnaire on final exam policy has now been
distributed . We would like all senators to urge their college faculty
to fill out this short questionnaire and return it by September 15.
The results will be meaningful only if a large enough sample is obtained.
Professor Corrine Sawyer met with the colTITiittee and discussed the honors
program. Clemson has about 200 students in the honors program and
Dr. Sawyer is given~ time to administer the program and the Scholarships
and Awards Committee (Wofford has a~ time counselor and a full time
secretary and U.S.C. has one 2/3 time faculty member with an eleven
month contract, a full time administrative assistant and two work study
students to administer their program to 300 to 350 students). At
Clemson only the math department has a departmental honors counselor.
The honors students would like the university to establish an honors
cormions room for our honor students to meet. This would also be an
excellent place for faculty to meet and exchange ideas with the honor
students.
The committee also noted that the required GPR for graduation with
honors or the requirements for senior division honors should be described
i n the graduation program.
Resolutions on these topics will be forthcoming from the committee.
Chairman Edie discussed future co1Tmittee plans which involve workshops
for undergraduate advisor.s , recruiting, and the admissions policy. It
was suggested that the committee study why the admissions process is
under the VP for Student Affairs rather than the VP for Instruction.
It was suggested that the Con111ittee review the grading polic~ on self-paced
instruction as compared with regular instruction. It was pointed out
that a student can take a module over and over and when it is passed
he gets an A.
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b.

Policy ColTlllittee - Senator West, Chairman, reported as follows:
The revisions of "The Constitution of the Faculty" as prepared by the
Faculty Senate Policy ColTlllittee are presented for review by the Faculty
Senate. This document is planned as an agenda item for the Faculty
Senate in September, 1978. Senators are urged to forward comments,
questions, and suggestions concerning this document to W. West (3447)
or T. Mcinnis (3452) prior to September 15, 1978.
Items under study:
The charge statement for the Affirmative Action Co1T111ittee is being
studied by a sub-colTlllittee chaired by Senator Fist.e . Senators and
Facu l ty with suggestions for action on this committee are urged to
contact Senator Fiste.
The policy statement dealing with "Faculty Participation in the
Selection of Academic Administrators" is being reviewed.
The "Section 504 Self Evaluation Steering Committee Report on
Academic Adjustments" is being reviewed.
During the discussion on this report, Senator Baron pointed out that a
selection colTlllittee is appointed wi th no input from the faculty, and he
stated that this was not an appropriate procedure.

c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, reported that the
ColTITlittee met on August 17 and is continuing to study reseach support
(how research funds are administered across the University), consulting,
and tenure policies.

d.

Welfare Committee - In the absence of Chairman Burt, Senator Lambert
stated that there would be no report . A question on the poll concerning
additional group life insurance option for nine-month faculty (FS-78- 4-2)
was answered by Secretary Adkins: The poll will be conducted by
Mr. Ron Herrin's office as soon as information on eligible faculty can
be generated by the computer.
(Secretary ' s Note: A majority of the nine-month faculty who have signed
up for the insurance program must vote in the affirmative for the
program to be approved.)
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e.

Ad Hoc Corrrnittees
University Marshal Committee - Chairman Dickey reported that he has
received nominations from colleges which have not supplied a University
Marshal in the past, and that his committee will be meeting in the near
future to make a reconmendation.

f.

University Councils and Conmittees
Traffic and Parking Committee - President Steirer stated that the
barricades will probably be erected again on Palmetto Blvd. The
University now has permission to do with it what they want. It seems
that Palmetto Blvd. was under state jurisdiction, and that the University
did not have permission to put up barricades (the barricades were
challenged in traffic court by a student motorcyclist).
Athletic Council - Vice-President Dickey attended the Athletic Council
meeting on August 7, and his report appears as Item #8 under President's
Report. Questions were raised on IPTAY-Faculty/Staff priority and on
reallocation of seats for students. The Senate was referred to Item #8 ,
point d which concerns committee to study ticket priorities.
Educational Council - Vice-President Dickey attended the meeting of the
Educational Council and reported that the anticipated total enrollment
is approximately 11 ,400 with approximately 10,500 on the main campus;
there has been a change in the Presidential Screening Conmittee -
Because of illness W. Gordon McCabe, Jr.· has resigned as Chairman of the
Committee (Secretary's Note: Mr. McCabe passed away August 26) and
Mr. Thomas McTeer, Jr. will serve as Chairman; the Conmittee wishes to
dispell all rumors that there is a frontrunner for President; The 1979-80
budget is due September 15; a policy on the new retirement age regulation
is being developed by the Administration (it will be based on evaluation
of performance, and the deadline for the policy is January 1).

4.

President's Report
1.

I thank Senators Grubb, Lambert, McDowell, and Schindler, Secretary Adkins
and Vice-President Die.key for their invaluable aid with Faculty Orientation
on August 17.

2.

Because of illness W. Gordon McCabe, Jr. has resigned as Chairman of the
Presidential Screening Committee. Thomas McTeer, Jr. will serve as
Chairman.

3. The faculty consensus on Presidential qualifications follows. The list.
includes the qualifications stipulated by the Board of Trustees along with
my comments based on my understanding of faculty desires.
Background
(a) Be a recognized scholar or person with an academic background ..
(Unanimous agreement-- no sentiment whatsoever for anyone lacking
such qualities)

-4(b) Preferably hold an earned terminal degree.
to be mandated)

(An earn~d Ph . D. seems

(c) Understand fully the teaching, research and public service functions
of the University . (Yes!)
(d) Understand the role of public-supported universities.

(Yes!)

(e) Understand fully the unique role of a land-grant university.
(More emphasis is placed on this by faculty in Agriculture and
Forestry)
(f) Be fully sensitive to the needs and desires of students. (The· Faculty
preferred to leave the expression of this to students)
(g) Articulate well and expand on the University's problems, accomplish
ments and future goals. (This is a high priority)
(h) Be able to educate all of the University ' s constituencies on the
development of the institution. (High priority)
(i) Be a well seasoned and effective administrator or executive in
either the private or public sector. (Other qualifications seem
more important)
(j) Be able to set goals and move toward them with a firm pace.
(Considered a primary part of the job)
(k) Have astute political sense. (Faculty think each individual should have
basic instincts for this, but not necessarily the experience)
(l) Be able to provide a good evaluation of results.
a primary responsibility for President)
(m) Be an excellent planning leader.

(Setting policy

(Same as l)

Personal Qualifications
(a) Ability to coordinate all academic activities of a large university.
(Faculty would prefer coordination of academic affairs be responsi
bility of Dean of the University)
(b) Ability to gain full r'ecognition from the faculty, students and
trustees as an effective academic and administrative leader. (Important)
(c) Ability to make persuasive presentations to the various governmental
agencies, the Legislature and the numerous constituencies of the
University. (Faculty feels that this can be learned)
(d) Potential to make a significant contribution to the development of
higher education in South Carolina. (What's good for Clemson is good
for higher education in South Carolina)

-5(e) Ability to attract and retain recognized scholars as members of
the faculty. (Faculty doesn't see this as his/her function save
in setting overall tone)
(f) Capability of securing gifts and grants for the University that
permit it to do those unique things that make for a great learning
and research center . (Important)
So what do faculty members want? In order of priorities -- Faculty members
want an individual with an earned Ph.D. with a teachina and research back
ground. The next President should be a two-way communicator who as an
administrator is secure enough to surround himself/herself with strong people
who are delegated enough authority to do their jobs well.
The next President should be able to educate the people of South Carolina
about Clemson's public service as a land grant institution. He/she should
exercise strong leadership in determining policy and establishing a positive
public image.
The next President should have some administrative experience, but need have
no experience in dealing with legislatures provided it is obvious that
he/she is able and willing to learn what is needed to function in this area.
Finally he/she should be a cautious innovator who does not tinker with the
academic excellence that the Faculty feels already exists.
The Faculty does not want an individual who will expand the University's
enrollment or even physical plant so much as one who will expand its horizons.
4.

Ed Merrell has resigned from the Faculty. He was the Senate's representative
on the Site and Landscape Development Committee. I need a volunteer.

5.

I, also, need a volunteer for the appointment to the University Union
Board. Butch Trent has asked me several times to make that appointment,
but I can find no takers. Please volunteer.

6.

Vice-President Dickey and I will be visiting the Experiment Stations on
August 29 and 30.

7.

I have attempted to contact the President of the University of
South Carolina faculty without success. I will continue trying.
other faculty organizations exist at public institutions .

No

Vice-President Dickey attended the Athletic Council on August 7.
of interest to the Faculty are:

Matters

8.

(a) Bowl ticket priorities have been established.
l.

Official party comes first.

2.

Total season ticket sale is determined by adding IPTAY,
Faculty/Staff, and average student attendance without
non-student dates.

33
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3.

Each group will receive the number of tickets equal to the
percentage of total regular season tickets sold in that group.

4. A. Faculty/staff. 50% wi ll go to IPTAY-Faculty/staff,
distributed according to current IPTAY priori ty list.
2 or more season tickets equal 2 bowl tickets.
1 season ticket equals 1 bowl ticket .
Tickets remaining go to B.
IPTAY members may go to IPTAY pool for more tickets .
B. Faculty/staff. Non-IPTAY Faculty/staff will have access
to 50% plus remainder from A for season ticket holders.
Number of tickets to be purchased same as A. .
If insufficient tickets available, availability will be
determined by lottery.
(b) Faculty priority for Season Tickets extended to August 1.
(c) Voted to ban umbrellas and umbrella hats in stadium.
(d) Appointed a committee to study ticket priorities in response to
Faculty Senate motion. The chairman will be Billy Edge. Members
will be Todd Lankford, Bobby Joe Skelton, Ray Noblet, Jerry Reel,
and Bill Mclellan.
(e) Athletic department budget in black with income of $3.5 million.
IPTAY raised $1,507 ,125.22 in 1977-78. Every sport is funded in
scholarships to full level allowed by NCAA and AIAl~. HEW has not
contacted Clemson about Title IX, but it is believed Clemson is in
compliance. Any problems will be resolved as quickly as they
become known.
A discussion followed. Senator Young disagreed with the way in which
Item #3 funder Background was presented . The change was made to
reflect his criticism. President Steirer reported that the Presidential
Screening Committee decl ined the invitation to meet with the Faculty
Senate . It is the wish of the Committee to continue to isolate the
screening procedures from all outside pressure. It was moved and
seconded that the material on the Presidential Screening Committee be
accepted as information and that the Senate move on to the next item
of business. The motion was passed unanimously .
5.

Old Bus i ness
a.

The floor was declared open for discussion on the Amendment to the
Bylaws printed in ATTACHMENT A, page 5 of the July 18 minutes which
would change Art icle 1, Section 2, Quorum. To get the matter on the
floor, Senator Snipes moved acceptance of the Amendment , and Senator
Hester provided the second. The motion to accept failed by a 30 to 1
vote.

b.

Senator Baron referred to page 3 of the July 18 minutes and asked why
FS-78- 4-3 was rejected. President Steirer stated that Dean Hurst will
present fuller documentation of his case at a later date .

-76.

New Business
There was none.

7.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 4:57 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

l.'fki~:\_.
Secretary

Members absent:
Smith (Agriculture)
J . J. Komo (En9ineering)
E. A. Merrell {Forest and Recreation Resources) Resigned
p. B. Burt (Sciences)
D. B.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
September 19, 1978
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at 3:36 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
Senator Fennell, Chairman of the Research Committee, moved for deletion of
paragraph 2 under 3c. Research Committee concerning consulting policies.
He stated that his committee is studying consulting policies in detail in
all colleges, and that discussion at this time is premature. The motion to
delete was approved unanimously.

3.

Special Reports
President Steirer introduced Dean of Extension Sam Willis . Dean Willis
explained that the Board of Trustees of Clemson University established within
the Clemson University Foundation a permanent endowment of not less than
$1,000,000.00 to be known as the Robert Cook Edwards Endowment for Excellence
in Science and Technology, the annual income from which is to be allocated by
the Directors of the Foundation upon the basis of recommendations received
from the President of Clemson University to include, but not be limited to,
recommendations for graduate fellowships, scholarships, professorships, visit
ing professors, research and public service programs and continuing education,
to the end that the excellence of the academic programs of the University will
be enhanced, the economic life and well-being of the citizens of South
Carolina and the nation will be improved, and the institution will become
even more the "high seminary of learning" envisaged by its founder, Thomas
Green Clemson. Dean Willis is the Campus Coordinator of the endowment.
President Steirer introduced Past Vice President Tom Mclnnis who spoke on
behalf of The Faculty Club Planning Committee. He reported that approximately
160 have indicated that they are interested in a Faculty Club and have sent in
donations of $25 each. He stated that a minimum of 200 individuals are needed
to start the club. [Secretary ' s note: Past President Ray Noblet informed me
that the Development office has received 225 donations and that the fund now
exceeds $5000.] During a discussion the followinq points were brought out: A
board of directors elected by the membership will run the club and make
decisions on its operation; the club will be accessible to active Alumni
and at least 300 members will be needed for a successful club .

4.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Edie, Chairman, reported
that the Admissions and Scholarship Committee met on September 5 and
completed work on four resolutions (FS-78-9-1 through 4) which will be
introduced under new business. Three of these resolutions deal with
strengthening the University honors program.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

-2To date the committee has received over 500 completed questionnaires
from faculty on their final exam policies. Tabulation of the results is
nearly complete. The next committee meeting will be October 3 at 3:30 PM
in the library class room. Mr. Marvin Carmichael, the director of financial
aid, will be invited to discuss the availability of student scholarships.
The committee plans to study the new Withdrawal Policy as amended.
b.

Policy Committee - Senator West, Chairman, reported as follows:
The Faculty Senate Policy Committee held one full committee meeting, and
two sub-committee meetings since the August Senate session. Reports from
the Sub-committee dealing with 'Affirmative Action Committee' and 'Faculty
Participation in the Selection of Academic Administrators' were reviewed.
The committee chairman reviewed the meetings with Dean Hurst, Dean Willis,
and President Steirer and their review of the proposed Faculty Constitution
Revisions.
The policy committee does not suggest a rewrite of the Affirmative Actions
Committee description (page 25, Faculty Manual). Work is underway to
rework the policy dealing with 'Faculty Selection of Academic Administrators'.
The committee is attempting to determine 'who' are academic administrators,
and how selection committees are structured. The Faculty Senate Constitution
Revisions will be addressed under Old Business. No report on behalf of
the sub-committee on public relations was presented.

c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, stated that the Research
Committee did not meet during the past month. Current Studies: Research
Support - the committee solicits faculty suggestions on methods to further
improve University support of research, contact George Worm, Industrial
Management, or Bob Fennell, Mathematical Sciences; Consulting Policy College Deans are being queried with regard to individual college policies.
Senator Hester asked that the Research Committee request how much overhead
is allotted to clerical help.

d.

Welfare Committee - No report.

e.

Ad Hoc
University Marshal Committee - Chairman Dickey reported that the committee
has recommended Dr. Clayton Aucoin, Professor of Mathematical Sciences and
Industrial Management, be appointed as the next University Marshal.

f.

University Councils and Committees
(l )

Undergraduate Council - Senator Hipps reported that on the following
matters of concern to the Senate and faculty as a whole were dealt
with at the September meeting of the UGC:
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Statement of Class policy
Recorrmendation that each professor prepare a Statement of Class
Pol icy for the students in each course he teaches for distribution
in writing to the students at the first class meeting was defeated
by the Council after a long discussion. Opposition focused primarily
on the legalistic ramification of having a Written policy requiring
teachers to have a policy statement rather than the need for a
statement of class policy itself.
FS-78-2- 3:

Resol ution on Use of Plus and Minus Final Grades

Ad hoc corrmittee chaired by Judy Melton and including Gary Powell,
Dean Vickery, and Kenneth Darr was appointed by Chairman Green to
study resolution. Corrmittee to report at November meeting .
Col lege of Architecture
Proposed changes in
in course prefix to
courses together in
Architecture-Visual
(2)

nomenclature to include College and Department
permit a listing of all College of Archi tecture
the University Catalog, i .e . , CAVA; Col lege of
Arts. Proposal tabled until October meeting.

Graduate Council - Senator Edie filed the following report :
At the last Graduate Council meeting a number of new graduate courses
were approved. Also , a report concerning the implementation of a
cooperative education plan for graduate students was discussed .
At the request of the faculty of the College of Agricultural Sciences,
a new col l ege policy was discussed. The policy states that only
experiment station projects (regardless of the source of support for
the students) can be used for thesis or dissertation projects. The
Graduate Council made the following statement on the subject:
"The Graduate Council has gone on record in expressing its concern with
regard to the policy of Agricultural Sciences concerning research and
invites graduate students and graduate faculty to bring to attention
any specific cases in which graduate student research is being unduly
restricted . " Senator Edie requested that this policy be referred to
the Research Comr,ittee for further study.

5.

Pres ident ' s Report
a.

As you are well aware the Board of Trustees met this past Thursday and
Friday. Several items relating to the Board should be of some interest
to you.
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(1) The Board passed the following item on Retirement Policy:
Statement: On October 29, 1956, in an Executive Session, the
Board of Trustees adopted unanimously a retirement policy which
stated in effect that, as of June 30, 1957, persons would normally
be retired who had reached the age of 65 during the current fiscal
year. Provisions were made whereby individuals could be employed
on a year-to-year basis following their having reached the age of
65 during a given fisc~l year, but the intent was clear to retire
persons at the age of 65.
Due to recent changes in law and judicial holdings, such a policy
will no longer be valid after January 1, 1979, inasmuch as it
discriminates on the basis of age.
Recorrrnendation of the Executive Committee: That the Board of Trustees
rescind, effective January 1, 1979, the retirement policy adopted by
the Board of Trustees on October 29, 1956; and that the Administration
prepare a new retirement policy for consideration and adoption by
the Board of Trustees at its next meeting.
(2)

The figures presented below are the figures given to the Board on the
academic capabilities of the entering freshmen class.
SAT SCORES OF COLLEGE BOUND
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS*
Verbal
Math
Male
Female
Male
433
1976-77
382
369
434
388
371
1877-78
*South Carolina Bound Seniors, College Board ATP

Female
388
389
Summary Report

SAT SCORES OF ENROLLED FRESHMEN
AT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Verbal
Male
Fa 11 1977 460
Fa 11 1978 467

Math
Female
461
472

Male
543
545

Female
497
508

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS STANDING OF CLEMSON ENTERING FRESHMEN
Top 50 Percent
Top 20 Percent
Top 10 Percent
Year
95 %
64 %
40 %
1978
95
62
35
1977
95
62
38
1976
93
58
33
1975
91
54
32
1974
91
53
1973
30
87
47
27
1972

-5SCHOLASTIC APTITUTE TEST (SAT) SCORES
National Senior Average Vs. Clemson Entering Freshmen Average
1972 1973 1974 1975
1976
- - 1977 1978
982
Clemson Average
995
975
983
996
985 1000
National Senior
Average

937

926

924

906

903

899

897

(3) The default rate on Federally-backed Student Loans has recently
become a much- discussed item. The Board of Trustees was told
proudly that Clemson's program for loan recovery is considered a
model by HEW. The national default is 16.8% for 3019 institutions
of higher learning, South Carolina's rate is 22.6% (38 institutions)
while Clemson has a default rate of only 3.6%.
(4) The Board will next meet on January 12 and 13 . With your approval
I will invite the Board to a reception on Friday evening, January 12
as we have done the past two years. I will arrange for the funding
as well.
b.

In April, the Senate directed me to arrange a meeting with appropriate
facul ty members from all the state- supported institutions of higher
education. No mechanism for such a meeting exists, but a start is being
made . On October 13, Vice-President Dickey, Secretary Adkins, Senator
Baron and myself will travel to Columbia to meet with officers of the USC
Faculty Senate. We all hope that the sharing of information and concerns
will produce meaningful results.

c.

Gordon Howard is the new Senator from Forest and Recreation Resources.
Welcome !

d.

Than~are due Senators Young and Whitten for accepting the last two
committee assignments open to Faculty Senators. Senator Young will serve
on the University Union Board and Senator Whitten on the Landscape and
Site Development Committee.

e.

A last-ditch drive for membership i n the Faculty/University Club is underway.
An appeal has been sent to the members of the staff who were determined to
be eligible at the last meeting of the Planning Committee in May. Frankly,
if this appeal and continued efforts to get faculty members to join don't
soon show results the whol e matter must be reevaluated. There has been an
effort for approximately ten years to get a Faculty/University Club started.
Never has that effort come both so close to succeeding and, yet, been
further away .

f.

Vice- President Dickey and I found the trip on August 29-30 to the Experi
mental Stations both informative and entertaining . We were able to discuss
matters of mutual concern with the faculty members at the stations. The
trip that we will take on September 26-27 to Hobcaw should be of equal
val ue.
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g.

Your constituents appreciate the time and effort you are now spending
on Senate bus i ness . Yet the kind of results that we all hope to see the
Senate produce will require even more time and effort in committee
assignments and preparation than previously the case.

h. The article which appeared in the press on September 15 reporting that
some 400 faculty members (other than Francis Marion College) received
raises of 15-35% distorted and mi srepresented the salary situation, but
the best way of dealing with it is to ignore it. A later article on
faculty salaries as information would be valuable.
6.

Old Business
a.

Constitution - Senator West moved to go into a committee of the whole to
consider the Revision of the Constitution of the Faculty of Clemson
University for not more than one hour. The motion received a second and
was approved unanimously . After the one hour period of discussion, the
Senate resumed regular business.

b. University Marshal - Vice President Joe Dickey, Chairman of the Committee,
moved that Dr. Clayton Aucoin, Professor of Mathematical Sciences, be
appointed University Marshal. After a second the motion was approved
unanimously.
c.

7.

FS- 78-4- 5 - A discussion ensued on the Student Liability Insurance Coverage
Resolution . President Steirer suggested that Senator Hood consult with
the Student Senate on the implementation of this resolution.

New Business
The following four resolutions were introduced by Senator Bryant from the
Admissions and Scholarship Committee:
FS-78-9-1 Honoring Gordon McCabe
Whereas the Board of Trustees of Clemson University has always been one
of the University's greatest assets and
Whereas Trustee W. Gordon McCabe, Jr. served the University in the highest
tradition as both a member of the Board of Trustees since 1960 and as chairman
of the Educati onal Policy Subcommittee
Therefore, be it resolved that the faculty of Clemson University deeply
regrets hi s passing. His guidance and interest in the University and its
academic excel lence will be missed.
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved unanimously.]
FS-78- 9- 2 Publishing Honors Criteria
Whereas the requirements for graduation with honors, high honors and
highest honors will change beginning in the Spring 1980 commencement and

- 7Whereas graduation with departmental honors is a relatively new distinction
be i t therefore resolved that the cri teria for such honors at graduation
shou l d be published in the graduation program .
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved unanimously.]
FS- 78- 9- 3 Increase time available for Honors Program
Whereas the honors program at Clemson University today has grown to over
two hundred undergraduate students and
Whereas the proper administration of this vital program and counseling
of these students requires far more than the one-quarter time faculty position
originally allotted ,
be it therefore resolved that the university should fully support this
program by increasing the faculty release time for administration of Clemson
University's honor program.
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved 15 to 12.]
FS-78-9-4 Honors Common Room
Whereas an active ~onors program both encourages scholarship in the student
body and allows faculty to better teach gifted undergraduate students and
Whereas the honor students at Clemson University have requested that an
honors common room be established
be it therefore resolved that the Faculty Senate of Clemson University
supports the request for a common room in which honor students can meet, study
and exchange ideas with invited faculty.
[The motion to accept was seconded but was not approved.]
Senator Hester introduced the following resolution and moved its acceptance:
FS-78-9- 5 Endorsement of safety measures
taken at pedestrian crosswalk to
Clemson House.
Whereas the safety and well being of the University community is endangered
by the present pedestrian crosswalk from the Campus to the Clemson House ,
Be it hereby resolved that the Faculty Senate endorses the radar monitored
speed limit enforcement, the efforts of the President of the University in his
discussions with the Highway Department, and the proposed short term solution
of improved lighting in the crosswalk area, and
Further strongly endorses a near term implementation of a pedestrian
crosswalk scheme such as a stoplight(s), bridge(s), or tunnel(s) that will
overtly separate pedestrian and automobile traffic .
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved unanimously.]
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Senator Flemmi ng introduced the following resolution for Senator Coulter and
moved its acceptance:
FS-78-9-6 Grade distribution
The 1977-78 Grade Distribution Report of the Office of Vice President
for the Second Semester lists faculty members by name in reporting the grades
given by them without taking into account variables such as the specific hours
to-grade ratios, special internship or activities courses, or the ratio between
upper and lower division courses taught in a given semester; and
Whereas the result of ignoring these and other determining variables is
often to create a false impression, not only of the real grading standards of
the University, but also of the individua l professor's own standards; and
Whereas this misinformation may become available to students as well as
administrative judges of academic performance with the result of unjust damage
to the reputations of professors; be it therefore resolved that
The Faculty Senate (l) deplores the collection and dissemination of the
Grade Distribution Report, and (2) wishes to see the practice of collecting
this information in the current manner to cease altogether.
[A motion was made by Senator Fennell to submit this resolution to the
Admissions and Scholarship Committee for further study and recommendation.
After a second this motion was approved unanimously . ]
Senator West introduced the following resolution and moved its acceptance:
FS-78-9-7 Retirement Policy
Whereas the Board of Trustees has rescinded the retirement policy
established for Clemson University in 1956;
Whereas, the Board of Trustees has directed the Administration to prepare
a new and sui table retirement policy for the Board's examination; and
Whereas, that policy will have a profound impact upon the Faculty of
Clemson University; Be it therefore, resolved that a sufficient number of
faculty representatives, including the president of the Faculty Senate, be
included as participants in the process of drafting a new retirement policy;
and Be it further resolved, that any retirement policy which will affect the
Faculty of Clemson University and be included in the Faculty Manual receive
the review and approval of the Faculty Senate.
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved unanimously.]
Vice President Dickey introduced the following two resolutions and moved
their acceptance :
FS-78-9-8 Establishment of Committee on Protocol
Whereas there is need for a faculty standing committee to plan for
ceremonial and social occasions in the academic life of the University and
to maintain its traditions and symbols
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be it therefore resolved that a Committee on Protocol, consisting of
the University Marshal, the college marshals, and the vice president of
the Senate, ex officio, be established to plan Faculty-sponsored social and
ceremonial functions, to cooperate with University admi.nistrative officials
in planning inaugural ceremonies, and to make recommendations for the
preservation or modification of University historic and academic traditions
and symbols, and
be it further resolved that, in keeping with the general practice among
universities, a formal inaugural ceremony should be held to install the new
President during the 1979-80 academic year.
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved unanimously.]
FS-78-9-9 Social events to recognize President
Edward's retirement and welcome the
President-elect to campus.
Whereas President Edwards will retire and his successor will be named
during the present academic year
be it therefore resolved that the Faculty should sponsor suitable social
events before Commencement next May to recognize President Edward's retire
ment and to welcome the President-elect to the campus.
[The motion to accept was seconded and was approved unanimously.]
Senator Burt, Chairman of the Welfare Committee, introduced the following
resolution and moved its acceptance:
FS-78-9-10 Commendation of Tiger Editor and Staff
\~hereas, the Tiger in its recent report of funding in the University has
rendered valuable service to the entire University community,
Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate commends the Tiger editor and
staff for the timeliness and professionalism of their news coverage.
[The motion to accept received a second and was approved unanimously. J
8.

The meeting adjourned at 6:05 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

-i.€~i~(j
Secretary

Members absent:
A. R. Mazur (Agriculture) substitute present
B. R. Smith (Agriculture)
H. F. Senter (Sciences)

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
October 17, 1978
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
A quorum was declared and the meeting was called to order by President Steirer
at 3:35 p.m.

2. Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the September 19 meeting were approved with the following
additions under Section 3. Special Reports: in paragraph 1 the addition of
the word "scholarships," in the list of allocations of the annual income from
the Robert Cook Edwards Endowment for Excellence in Science and Technology; in
paragraph 2 the addition of the word "active" to describe Alumni who will
have access to the Faculty Club.
3.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarshi p Committee - Senator Edi·e , Chairman, reported
that the Adm i ssions and Sc holarship Committee met on October 3. Mr. Marvin
Carmichael, Director of Financial Aid, and Dr. Jim Strom, of the Office of
the Vice President for Development attended and discussed student aid and
scholarships.
Dr . Strom handles the agreement preparation for setting up endowed
and annual scholarships . The University tries to make new scholarships
as unrestricted as possible so the maximum number of students can benefit
from them. If faculty are contacted by individuals or companies who
wish to establish endowed or annual scholarships, Dr. Strom will assist
in preparing the necessary agreements and having them approved and signed
by the appropriate University/Clemson University Foundation officer.
The Office of Financial Aid annually publishes a brochure of available
financial aid for students (a copy is mailed to each department head). A
copy of this brochure can be obtained from the Office of Financial Aid in
Sikes Hal l . The brochure is also mailed to every high school guidance
counselor in the state.
Mr. Carmichael pointed out that any student who wishes to be considered
for any scholarship, grant or loan must apply. One form must be filled out
while the needs analysis must be completed~ if the student wants a needs
related scholarship or loan .
Last year about $187,000 in scholarships were awarded. This amounted to
350 to 400 scholarships . More scholarships will be available next year.
Five Poole Scholarships are awarded each year. Last year the Alumni Asso
ciation establ ished the Alumni Merit Scholarship Program and about 27, $250
Alumni Merit Scholarships were awarded. Next year the Alumni Association
is doubling its financial commitment to this excellent program and from 60
to 70 Alumni Merit Scholarships will be awarded .
The number of scholarships have at least doubled in the last three years.
A $1500 Faculty and Staff Merit Scholarship also exists. This scholarship
is funded by our donations .

1:6-2Other committee business:
1.

The committee has completed tabulation of the final exam questionnaire.
The results should be ready next month .

2.

The committee is still collecting letters from department heads defining
major courses in their program . This information is for establishing a
minimum major GPR for graduation .

3.

The committee discussed the proposed withdrawal policy and resolution
FS-78-9- 6 and these will be discussed under old business.

4.

The committee prepared two resolutions for consideration under new
business.

The next committee meeting will be at 3:30 p. m. on November 7 in the
library classroom.
b.

Policy Committee - Senator West, Chairman, reported as follows:

The Con6.:tl.tU,t,lon o the FacuLt o Clem6on UruveJt.6,i;t revisions have been
ma e y t e Facu ty enate Po icy Committee , and the committee recommends
that the revised constitution be acted upon as part of the November,
Faculty Senate Meeting .
Copies of the revised constitution will be circulated at the October meeting
of the Faculty Senate. The work sheet that the Policy Committee developed
to show how the constitution might apply to on-going Faculty concerns are
being prepared for distribution to the Faculty Senate after October 20, 1978.
Dean Hurst has prepared a list of administrative positions in the academic
area for which it would be necessary to create search committees in order
that the positions might be fil l ed . The Policy Committee has this list
under study, and should be able to report any recommendations for Senate
action by the November meeting of the Senate. The list was prepared by Dean
Hurst at the request of the Policy Committee during the study of the need
for revision of the Policy Statement dealing with Faculty Participation in
the Sel ection of Academic Administrators . I anticipate that the list will
give the necessary information for a rewrite of this policy statement.
c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, reported that the Research
Committee met on Wednesday, October 4, at 3:30 p.m. in Room E202 Martin Hall.
Discussion centered on a College of Agricultural Sciences thesis policy
which had been referred for further study to the Research Committee by the
Senate Representative to the Graduate Council [See page 3, September 19
minutes]. A resolution concerning this policy will be presented to the
Senate under New Business.
Responses from College Deans to questions about consulting policy are being
reviewed by the Committee.
The Committee requests that the status of the Research Committee in the
proposed Faculty Constitution be reviewed.
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During the ensuing discussion questions were raised about secretarial
allocation in grants, and how research money is distributed throughout
the University. One Senator stated that the administrati on is very
cooperative and releases copious amounts of data on the distribution of
research money, but the information is very difficult to assimilate .
d.

Welfare Conmittee - Senator Burt, Chairman, stated that the Wel fare
Committee had not had a meeting. Academic Year and Calendar Year Sub
committee reports are due this month. The final report on the retirement
system is due soon. The Faculty Ad Hoc Committee on Compensation will
meet Tuesday,October 24 at 1:30 i~l~Kinard Laboratory, and the Welfare
Committee will meet at 3:30 p.m. the same day in the Library Classroom .
Senator Fennell asked if there had been any reP,orts on the Tenure Policy.
A conment was made that USC had recently changed the minimum time for
granting tenure from six to seven years; however, they do have the pre
rogative of granting immediate tenure if circumstances so warrant . (by
comparison - Clemson policy requires a minimum of four continuous years
of service. )

4.

e.

Ad Hoc - No reports

f.

University Councils and Committees - No reports

President's Report
a.

The meeting with the USC faculty leaders took place on Friday, October 13
in Columbia. The four Clemson representatives-- Baron, Adkins, Dickey, and
myself--agreed that it was a fruitful session which initiated a continuing
dialogue aimed at sharing data and tactics on welfare issues such as
retirement and fringe benefits. Additionally, much of the dialogue focused
on problems of university governance. It became readily apparent that the
USC faculty possesses all of the legislative authority that the Senate has
indicated it would like to possess, so that there was much to learn.

b.

The Athletic Council met on October 9 and discussed a number of routine
items. Of most interest to the Faculty Senate is a development that meets
many of the objections that the Senate has maintained about the Athletic
Council. The faculty members are meeting to outline agenda items before
Council sessions. With bowl ticket priorities set, other ticket priorities
under study by a committee headed by Billy Edge, and ticket prices stable,
not many problems unique to faculty members exist right now, but the
determination to deal with such problems when they do arise is being
established.
HEW's recent interpretations of Title IX indicate that the emphasis has
moved from equal numbers to equal fund ing. By this interpretation, the
revenue-making sports are no longer separated from the others. It is easy
to see that such an interpretation , if continued and enforced, would change
the nature of college athletics. On another issue, Clemson will continue
to support the es tab 1is hment of the so- ca11 ed super conference.
II
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The results of the poll taken to ascertain whether policy holders who
are ni.ne-months' employees wish to have the group 1i fe insurance based
on twelve-months' earnings are in. Few faculty members (faculty members
composing that category) bothered to vote and since all non-votes were
registered as "no" votes, the option will not take effect. I am sure
that the option idea can be raised again, but the Senate should only do
so if, through the Welfare Committee, it is prepared to work to see that
it is accepted. Of those voting, 75 voted "Yes" and 43 voted "No . " This
total of 118 represents less than half of the 243 eligible.

d.

The committee on monitoring the faculty evaluation system has begun its
work . It is too early to say much about the committee's work, but
the data have been collected and are being evaluated. The system will
remain the same for this year.

e.

The report of the Section 504 Self-Evaluation Steering Committee compiled
by Darryl Roberts and myself has been at least partly implemented. A
committee, on which the Senate President serves ex officio, has been formed
to advise handicapped students, to serve as consultants and resource experts
for teachers of handicapped students, and to assist faculty in any way
possible . The members of the Handicapped Student Advisory Committee are
listed below:
Dr. George R. von Tungeln -- College of Agricultural Sciences
Professor Gordon W. Patterson -- College of Architecture
Dr. William 0. Corder -- College of Education
Dr. Cecil 0. Huey, Jr. -- College of Engineering
Professor Ann E. James -- College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Dr. Thomas N. Schapp -- College of Industrial Mgmt. and Textile Science
Dr. Carol Furry -- College of Liberal Arts
Professor Mary G. Robinson -- College of Nursing
Dr. Ralph P. Ashworth -- College of Sciences
Mr. L. R. Wood - R. M. Cooper Library
Dr . William F. Steirer -- President, Faculty Senate
Mr. Bill Pace -- Housing Office
Dr . William H. Wells -- Counseling Center (CHAIRPERSON)

f.

Nothing has been done about rewriting the retirement policy for the
University. I am remaining in contact with Dean Hurst on this matter
and am sure that the Facul ty Senate has not been ignored.

g.

Professor Corinne Sawyer has been granted the three hours of additional
release time that the Faculty Senate requested in FS 78-9-3.

h.

The story printed in The Tiger of October 6 concerning student records
is accurate, but incomplete. No serious problems, legal or ethical,
are thought to exist, but the Council of Academic Deans will take up
the subject at their October 27 meeting. Any Faculty Senators who have
any thoughts on this subject should let me know .
During the ensuing discussion the following points were made: Item c.
The poll can be conducted again if the Facul ty so desires, and if approved
can become effective February 1. The Faculty Senate in April did support
the concept of additional insurance for academic-year faculty based on a
prorated twelve-month salary.
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Item h. Dean Hurst sees no problem concerning student records . We are
in full accord with the law .
The Steering Committee for the Robert Cook Edwards Endowment for
Excellence in Science and Technology will begin its activities next
month. President Steirer has been appointed as the only faculty
member on this conmittee .
The Presidential Screening Committee has blocked off the upcoming weekend
to determine the most highly qualified candidates and to request their
philosophies . The Screening Committee operates under the rules of total
confidentiality with no public statements being made.
Senator Baron asked President Steirer to expand on Item a. and explain
what legislative authority USC faculty have. President Steirer stated
that USC faculty establishes~ policy dealing with the academic side
of the university and has the power to see that it is implemented. In
response to Senator Coulter's question "Does our Administration know
about this?,'' President Steirer promised that he will ask Dean Hurst if
he knows about it and what he thinks about it. President Steirer further
stated that this power was at least partial ly put into the hands of the
Faculty by sympathetic administrators. Senator Burt stated that USC has
Department Chairmen instead of Department Heads a situation which was changed
within the last four years. Senator Baron observed that the USC Faculty
supported the change; whereas, the Clemson Faculty has not been able to
convince the administration of the value of this change.

5.

Old Business
a.

Constitution - Senator West reviewed the Rev,u.,ion oo The CoYL6,lLtu;t.i.on 06
t he Faeu£;t.y 06 Clem6on U~ veJt6~y. He specifically pointed out that
twenty- five percent (25%) of the Faculty shall constitute a quorum (which
would be 250 + faculty members). He urged the Senators to consult with
their collegues and work in earnest on this important document. The Policy
Committee is distributing a work sheet to help in making revisions.
Senator Fennell requested that Senator West review the reasons why the
Research Committee was eliminated. Senator West responded that most faculty
are interested in research, and it did not need to be singled out as an
entity unto itself and can be handed across all committees. Senator Fennell
protested that it serves as a watchdog conmittee even though it is relativel y
inactive.
Senator Snipes moved that under Article II, the Faculty Senate, Section 5,
Conmittees, there be a #6 entitled Re.1.ieaJteh Comm<..t.tee. Senator Howard
seconded the motion.
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A rather spirited discussion followed during which Senator Fennell stated
that the University Research Council had no continuity and research problems
can be handled by the Research Committee. Senator Burt stated that he had
been told that the Research Committee had never done anything and he asked
what its function had been. Senator Hood reported that it was responsible
for the Copyright Policy . Senator Grubb suggested that it be handled under
the new committee -- Academic Affairs. Vice President Dickey stated that
he was in favor of research; however, we have no standing committees that deal
specifically with teaching and extension. It was his opinion that it should
be combined within another committee. Senator Whitten was of the opinion
that the name is not important; what is done is important. At this point
Senator Snipes called for the question . The vote to call the question passed
unanimously. The vote in favor of adding the Research Committee failed by
voice vote.
Senator West reported that the following faculty members have affixed their
signatures to the Revision of the Constitution of the Faculty of Clemson
University:
William E. West
Joseph F. Dickey
Daniel B. Smith
Edwin M. Coulter
Horace W. Fleming
[Secretary's Note:
signatures.]
b.

David Fiste
Keith McDowell
William Baron
Stephen S. Melsheimer
John H. Walker
I have in my files the document bearing the original

Withdrawal Policy - Senator Edie moved that the Paculty Senate go on record
favoring the maintaining of support of FS- 76-11-1 and stress that the time
of withdrawal should be seven weeks instead of six weeks . The motion was
seconded by Senator Burt.
During the ensuing discussion, Senator Coulter stated that it hardly seemed
worth the effort to change from seven to six weeks and that it should be
shortened to three weeks; however, he would be satisfied with four weeks .
Senator Coulter moved to amend the motion and change the withdrawal period
to four weeks. Senator Edie accepted the amendment; however, Senator Burt
as seconder would not accept.
Senator Worm requested that the seven be changed to a four, and at that point
Senator Edie withdrew the original motion and Senator Burt withdrew his
second. Senator Worm then proposed the following resolution:
FS-78-10-4 - Withdrawal from Class Policy
Whereas, the Faculty Senate wishes to go on record as favoring
continued support of FS-76-11 -1.
Whereas, the Withdrawal From Class Policy proposed by the Academic
Deans is essentially that proposed in FS-76-11-1,
Be it resolved, that the Faculty Senate endorse this proposal with
the exception that the time allowed for withdrawal be changed from seven
weeks to four weeks.
The motion was seconded by Senator Coulter.
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A discussion followed: Senator Baron wanted an explanation as to why
the change to four weeks . Senator Coulter ' s reasoning was that a month
is ample time for a student to decide whether or not he wishes to stay
in a course or bail out. He thinks the change should be substantive and
seven to six is insignificant; whereas, seven to four is significant.
Senator Baron could still see no reason for changing the policy backwards.
An overridi ng concern seemed to be that standards needed to be raised
and such action had to start somewhere.
Senator Howard expressed concern that many courses require a lot of time
spent on a one on one basis and much time can be wasted if a student drops
at a later date . Dr. Skelton stated that a lot of courses are closed, and
that students are denied entrance to a course which later has vacant seats
caused by drops. Senator Baron countered that time for dropping still
would not solve that problem. Senator Fleming was of the opinion that
late dropping disrupted courses when students are paired up as teams.
Senator Young stated that he is in favor of the resolution because there
are 15 effective teaching weeks and one-fourth of that time is enough
to decide to drop. Senator Wonn expressed concern that the policy would
only affect undergraduates and that another policy might be required for
graduate students. It was decided that it covered students, both under
graduate and graduate. At this time Senator Coulter moved the question,
Senator Edie seconded,and the motion to call the question passed by voice
vote . The motion to approve FS-78-10-4 withdrawal from Class Policy
passed by voice vote.
c.

Senator Edie moved for the defeat of the introduction of FS-78-9-6 Grade Distribution (Refer to page 8 of the minutes of September 19, 1978).
The motion was seconded by Senator Baron. Senator Coulter, who originally
introduced the resolution, apologized that he had to leave before the last
meeting was over , and he did not have an opportunity to explain it. He is
disturbed over the manner in which the grades are collected and distributed
and feels that it produces meaningless statistics, he is not attacking
the distribution of grades per se, but he is attacking the report because
it is fallacious. Senator Burt wanted to know where it is false . Senator
Coulter explained how his seemingly high grades were reported with no
accompanying explanation as to the type of course, or the grade to hour ratio.
Senator Howard stated that another way to interpret the report is that Senator
Coulter must be an excellent teacher. Senator Fleming expressed the opinion
that the report should be sent to the affected faculty member. Senator Edie
stated that if publication of grades does make a faculty member go back and
think about the grades given then it serves a purpose. Senator Grubb stated
that grade information is available anyway to department heads. Senator
Coulter stated that the report is not structurally sound, and that it creates
false impressions . Senator Howard called the question, Senator Burt seconded
and the motion to call the question was approved by voice vote. The voice
vote on motion to defeat SF-78-9-6 could not be determined so PresidPnt Steirer
called for a division of the house. The results were: 13 votes Aye and
11 votes No, so the motion to defeat carried.

d.

Other Old Business
Senator Schindler stated that
FS- 78-9-4 (Refer to page 7 of
was a dissenting voter at the
against the moti on because of

he wishes to call for reconsideration of
the minutes of September 19, 1978). He
last meeting and he explained that he voted
the lateness of the hour. He realizes now
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that the Honors Common Room was not i ntended to be used to promote depth
of knowledge but to provide a place to exchange ideas and to develop wider
perspectives. Senator Schindler moved for reconsideration and approval .
Senator Grubb seconded. During the ensuing discussion Senator Edie stated
that we need a way to attract superior students. Vice President Dickey
stated that elitism should not be an issue, rather we should be interested
in having a place where the good students with common interests can get
together for discussions; afterall, we have a dormitory set aside for
athletes . Senator Coulter called the question, Senator Worm seconded and
the motion to call the question was approved .
FS- 77- 9-4 Honors Common Room
Whereas an active honors program both encourages scholarship in the
student body and allows faculty to better teach gifted undergraduate
students and
Whereas the honor students at Clemson University have requested that
an honors common room be established
Be it therefore resolved that the Faculty Senate of Clemson University
supports the request for a common room in which honor students can meet,
study and exchange ideas with invited faculty.
[The motion for reconsideration and approval of FS-78- 9-4, Honors
Common Room, was passed by voice vote.]
6.

New Business
a.

Senator Edie moved for approval of FS - 78-10-1. The motion was seconded by
Senator Whitten. Senator Coulter objected to resolutions being put in this
form . He argued that both this resolution and FS-78-10-2 should be placed
in the form of letters of endorsement and not in the forms of resolutions.
President Steirer stated that Senate recommendations have always taken the
form of resolutions but that he would entertain a motion for setting up an
ad hoc committee with Senator Coulter as chairman. Senator Coulter moved
to table FS-78-10-1; however, Senator Edie withdrew both resolutions and
Senator Whitten as seconder concurred.

b.

Senator Fennell introduced the following resolution and moved its acceptance:
FS- 78-10-3 - Thesis research in College of Agricultural Sciences
Whereas, the administration of the Colleoe of Agricultural Sciences
has initiated the policy that thesis research-for M.S. and Ph.D . candidates
must be associated with an approved Experiment Station project, regardless
of the source of support of the student,
Whereas, this policy restricts graduate student research and hampers
research in areas of current faculty expertise,
Whereas, this policy infringes upon the academic freedom of faculty to
pursue ideas without conformity to any orthodoxy of content and method,
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Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate considers such policy to be in
direct violation of the academic freedom policy as stated in the Faculty
Manual, and further
Be it resolved that the University Administration rescind this policy
of the College of Agricultural Sciences.
The motion was seconded by Senator Whitten. During the ensuing discussion
it was brought out that the resolution originally was submitted to the
Research Co1T1T1ittee by the Graduate Council Representative. The Research
Committee reported that it discussed this policy for a long period of time.
The Committee determined that such a policy could deter student and faculty
research and is in viol ation of Academic Freedom as defi ned in the Faculty
Manual (viz. page 33. "A university can fulfill its mission only when its
faculty members have academic freedom to pursue knowledge without fear of
pressure from sources inside or outside the institution. 11 and "The faculty
member is entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of
the results, ... "; page 34 . "The Univers i ty is a marketplace of ideas, and
it cannot fu l fill its purposes of transmitting, evaluating, and extendin~
knowledge if it requires conformity with any orthodoxy of content and method ").
Senator McDowell asked what the policy is and if it is in writing. Senator
Fennell answered in the affirmative and read a letter outlining the policy.
The College of Agricultural Sciences Senators were asked their opinion, and
they stated that they had met with their College Administration to express
their concern with the policy and had lost the battle as they could not
persuade them to rescind the policy. Resolution FS-78-10- 3 was approved
unanimously by voice vote.
c . Senator Edie made the fo l lowing motion :
That President Steirer be requested to appoint an ad hoe committee
(with Senator Coulter to serve as Chairman) to study the mechanism of
submitting resolutions which would differentiate the "bread- and-butter"
appreciation - type resolutions from those substantive types that request
administrative action.
The moti'on was seconded by Senator Grubb and was approved unanimously by
voice vote. President Steirer asked for volunteers and Senator Worm
responded.
d.

Senator Fennell presented a newspaper article from The Virginia Gazette,
Williamsburg, Va. October 11, 1978 , entitled "New Data Dramatizes Weakness
of William and Mary Faculty Salaries" in which the following statements
were published:
I

"We re 1ow compared to the state , we re 1ow compared to our peer group,
we're low compared to the nation, and we're losing ground compared to the
public as a whole ... William and Mary professors, associate professors,
and assistant professors make less than those at any other doctoral granting Virginia institution except full professors at Old Dominion University . ..
Compared to public institutions across the nation that grant doctoral degrees,
William and Mary salaries are $2,300 less than the national average for
professors ; $1,300 less for associate professors; and $900 less for assistant
professors. National ly, William and Mary salaries rank below the 20
I
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percentile in all three faculty ranks . .. . In compari ng William and Mary
professors' salaries to the 21 benchmark institutions with compensation,
only Clemson Uni versity and the University of Montana rank lower than
Wil l iam and Mary. In compari ng salaries wi thout compensation, Clemson,
the University of Montana, Illinois State University, the University of
Idaho, and the University of Vermont and State College are ranked lower
than William and Mary . 11
The full list of peer group institutions used to base William and Mary
faculty salaries are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16 .
17 .
18.
19.
20.
21.

University of North Carol ina, Greensboro
University of Alabama, Birmingham
University of Delaware
University of Louisville, Kentucky
Clemson University (South Carolina)
University of South Carolina (main campus)
University of Georgia at Athens
Northern Illinois University
State University of New York at Albany
Portland State University (Oregon)
University of Nevada, Reno
University of Rhode Island
State University of New York at Binghamton
University of Akron , Ohio
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Illinois State University
Indiana- Purdue University at Indianapolis
University of Montana
University of Idaho
University of New Hampshire
Univers i ty of Vermont and State Agricultural College

7. The meeting adjourned at 5: 25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

;!,(),~~~ ·
T. R. Adkins , Jr.
Secretary
Senators absent:
Aoricultural Sciences
- S. G. Turnipseed (T. E. Skelton, substituting)
B. R. Smith
Engineering
J. L. Pri nee
J. C. Hester (S. S. Mel sheimer, substituting)

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
November 21, 1978
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
A quorum was declared and the meeting was called to order by President
Steirer at 3:35 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the October 17 meeting were approved with minor corrections.

3.

Committee Reports
a. Admissions and Scholarshi p Committee - Senator Edie, Chairman, reported
that the Admissions and Scholarship Committee met on October 31 and again
on November 14. A resolution concerning reexaminations for graduating
seniors was discussed. The resolution (as we have amended it ) was supported
by the committee. This reso l ution will be introduced under new business .
A resolution concerning course repeats was also referred to our committee.
This resolution asked that the policy allowing students to repeat courses
be discontinued . The resolution states that repeating courses discrimi
nates against students who obtain a B or better the f i rst time they take
the course. Since the author of this resolution doesn ' t seem to under
stand that the student's transcript shows the grade obtained every time
a course was taken and every grade obtained is entered in the calculation
of the student's G.P . R., the committee recommends that the author research
the problem further before introducing a resolution.
Student senate resolution R-78-79-20 (policy for syllabus handouts) was
discussed. While the resolution does have some merit i t is vague. The
first paragraph of the resolution states that the syl l abus consists of
grading, absence policies and an examination schedule. The last sentence
of the resolution states that a syllabus is a course outline. While the
committee, as a whole, favors professors distributing grading policies
and course outlines at the beginning of the semester, we believe this is
a common practice at present and see no need for a formal requirement.
In addition some courses do not lend themselves to a formal structure.
Tabulation of the results of the final exam questionnaire are complete
and appear below. The committee would like to thank the faculty for its
excellent response to this questionnaire.
This questionnaire was prompted by suggestions that there is a lack of
uniformity in professors ' final exam policies, that many professors in
contradiction to University policy do not give exams, and that an
unusually large number of students are exempted from final examinations.
Much to our surprise, the results of the questionnaire do not reveal any
discrepancies or problems or significant deviations. There is in fact,
if these results are to be believed, considerable uniformity in final

-2examination practices; also, of the roughly 500 respondents, a
surprisingly high percent of the faculty agreed with the University
policy on final examinations. Of the twelve (12) percent of instructors
who do not give examinations, most indicated that this was warranted
by the special nature of their classes - labs, music recitals, oral
language proficiency, etc. Similarly, many of those who favored ending
a uniform, university-wide policy on final examinations offered the
diversity of classroom needs and experiences as the justification of
leaving the decision whether or not to give exams to the professors
themselves.
The following questions were tabulated:
2: Do you require a final examination in all courses you teach?
3: Do you require a final examination in some courses but not in others?
4: Do you give written final examinations?
5: Do you give oral examinations?
6: Are your final examinations usually cumulative?
8: Do you grant exemptions for final examinations?
10: Final examinations are now required by the university. Do you agree
with this policy?
11: What level undergraduate course do you usually teach?

~.umma,ry of .9uestio~ Responses
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2 yes

75 (83)%

9 (60)%

28 (85)%

60 (85)%

21 (91)%

63 (94)%

15 (17)%

6 (40) %

5 (15)%

11 (15)%

2 (9)%

23 (28)%

4 (29)%

9 (35)%

14 (.24)%

59 (72) % 10 (71) %

17 (65)%

88 (98)%

10 (71)%

32 (100) %

no

2 (2)%

4 (29)%

0 (0)%

2 (3)%

0 (0)%

yes

7 (8)%

3 (23) %

2 (7)%

7 (9)%

no

80 (92)%

10 (77) %

26 (93)%

yes

75 (86)%

7 (58)%

no

12 (14)%

no

3 yes
no

4 yes

5

6

··---·

---------

--·- .. ---- -

89 (88)%

21 (91)%

85 (92)%

451 (88)%

4 (6)%

12 (12)%

2 (9)%

7 (8)%

64 (12)%

6 (27}%

7 (13}%

19 (20)%

2 (19)%

28 (35)%

112 (24)%

45 (76)%

16 (73)%

47 (87)%

78 (80)%

21 (91)%

53 (65)%

346 (76)%

69 (97)%

22 (100)~ 67 (100)%

97 (94)%

23 (100)%

90 (100)%

498 (97)%

0 (0)%

6 (6)%

0 (0)%

0 {0)%

14 (3)%

7 (32)%

2 (3)%

27 (26)%

0 (0)%

28 (28)%

83 (16)%

68 (91)%

15 (6R)%

64 (97)%

75 (74)%

23 (100)%

71 02)%

432 (84)%

23 (72) %

60 (90)%

17 (74)%

51 (76)%

78 (72)%

22 (96)%

84 (93)%

417 (82)%

5 (42)%

9 (28)%

7 (10)%

6 (26)%

16 (24)%

31 (28)%

1 (4)%

6 (17)%

93 (18)%

47 (59)%

4 (31)%

7 (22)%

25 (38)%

9 (39)%

30 (45)%

31 (30)%

3 (13)%

43 (47)%

199 (40)%

32 (41)%

9 (69)%

25 (78)%

41 (62)%

14 (61)%

37 (55)%

71 (70)%

20 (87)%

48 (53)%

297 {60)%

65 (75)%

5 (36)%

24 (80)5

54 (77) %

15 (65)%

50 (76)%

63 (70)%

12 (44)%

66 (73)%

354 (71)%

22 (25)%

9 (64)%

6 (20)%

16 (23)%

8 (35)%

16 (24)%

27 (30)%

15 {56)%

24 (27)%

143 (29)%

4

1

3

19

5

3

58

11

47

151

25

6

6

19

9

22

53

3

39

182

28

5

12

38

8

44

68

6

29

238

57

9

24

51

11

37

51

9

46

295

--

--· -----
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w
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8 yes
no

0 yes
no

l
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The Admissions and Scholarship Corrrnittee is seeking information concerning
the effect of requiring undergraduates to have a 2.0 G.P.R. in their major
field as well as an overall 2.0 in order to graduate. (This was a regulation
that had been attempted to be instituted in past years.) However, each
"major area" should be defined for each type of degree to properly validate
the Committee's investigations.
Consequently, the Admissions and Scholarship Committee has requested each
representative and/or senator to ask each department head in their respective
schools or colleges to submit a list of courses which constitute major area
courses.
The following is a list of the departments which have submitted such lists:
Departments of Agricultural Engineering
Architectural Studies
Building Science
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Recreation and Park Administration
Accounting and Finance
Industrial Management
Biochemistry
Botany
Chemistry and Geology
Mathematical Sciences
If any of the departments within your college are not listed above, kindly
see that the information about "major area" is sent to: C. L. B. Addison,
Associate Professor, College of Architecture, or to D. 0. Edie, Chemical
Engineering, 221 Earle.
The following discussion ensued on professional examinations and their
relationship to student grades. The suggestion was made that maybe a
university-wide committee is needed to study professional examinations.
The question of whose business this is was raised. Senator West asked if
we should test value judgements and wondered how these examinations reflect
on Clemson University. Senator Snipes stated that we should compare our
selves with the University of South Carolina. Senator Hester stated that
there are professional organizations which judge the credibility of a degree,
and we are not in the position to judge the quality of some other program.
Senator Baron aqreed with Senator Hester. Senator Coulter stated that in
his area they have sought out weaknesses and corrected them. One
Senator indicated that it had been reported that the rate of failure
on the professional exam given to graduates of Clemson's College of
Nursing has been exceptionally high. President Steirer reminded the
senators that the question is "Should we assume the res pons i bi 1 i ty to
look into this problem?" Senator Prince was not sure that we can agree
that there is a problem. Senator Schindler recommended that the committee
draft a resolution to examine what policies have been established and the
success rates of such examinations. He expressed the opinion that he does
not think this is a function of the Senate~~' but we should be
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into the problem. The opinion was expressed that maybe students do not
know how to take the professional exams and maybe something should be
done along these lines. Senator Worm stated that he can support the efforts
of departments. Senator Walker stated that the elementary and secondary
education department is studying the problems along with NTE and they
are looking into how to take these tests. Senator Edie stated that
his committee wi ll take these thoughts into consideration.
b. Policy Committee - Senator West, Chairman, stated that the policy
committee does not have a formal report for the November Faculty Senate
meeting. The committee continues to work on the rewrite of the policy
dealing with 'Faculty Participation in the Selection of Academic
Administrators' and should be able to report this item out for the
December Faculty Senate Meeting .
c. Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, briefly discussed preli
minary research proposals and referred to Dean R. W. Henningson ' s
August 17, 1973, letter which outlined the procedure to be followed
when a preliminary proposal is to be submitted to a sponsoring agency.
Senator Worm commented that neither signatures nor itemized budget are
needed, but they must contain bottom-line figures.
d. Welfare Committee - Senator Burt, Chairman, announced that his committee
met on October 24 and that the next meeting is scheduled for November 28 .
The following subcommittee reports were filed:
(1) Academic Year Subcommittee, Bob Lambert, Chairman.
Activity: (a) to determine policies within the University for
promotion and tenure.
Report:

All colleges have a mechanism for recommendations wi th
variations from department to department. The most
common practice is for departmental committees to advise
the department head - the latter recommends these names
to the Dean. One college has a college committee. In
Agriculture and Engineering recommendations of advisory
committee and department heads are reviewed by associate
deans or a committee of department heads. Recommendation s
from deans go to Dean Hurst.

The College of Engineering has established "Promotion
Guidelines" which are distributed to its faculty.
(b) this subcommittee is considering the reply on summer
school employment.
(2) Calendar Year Subcommittee, Bob Mazur, Chairman
Activity:

determination of fringe benefits.

Report:

Retirement,6.8%; preretirement death, .3%; Social Security,
6.05%; Workman's Compensation, .2%; Unemployment, .4%;
Blue Cross-Blue Sh i eld, averaging approximately 2%.
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(3) Retirement Subcommittee, Steve Melsheimer, Chainnan .
This subcorrmittee has completed its comparison of TIAA-CREF and
South Carolina retirement systems. A draft of the analysis is
complete and the final report, with recorrmendations, will be made
to the Senate in December or January.
A discussion followed and Senator Baron observed that TIAA-CREF and the
S.C. Retirement benefits are about the same if a person stays in the
SCRS until retirement. Otherwise, if the person does not stay until
retirement he is getting "The short end of the stick." If he leaves
anytime up to 10 years of retirement, he would be better off if he
took his money out of the system and invested it elsewhere.
Senator Hester addressed the option question and asked about the legality
of dual requirements. Apparently, there has been a ruling regarding
this in Texas.
A rather spirited discussion developed over the existence of promotion
tenure guidelines in the College of Engineering. The blanket statement
was issued that no guidelines exist in the College of Engineering beyond
those published in the Faculty Manual. Another blanket statement was
issued that such a document does exist. Senator Hester stated that it
does not exist. Senator Lambert stated that it does exist and that he
saw it. Senator Baron stated that guidelines do exist . Senator Coulter
raised a point of order that this discussion was supposed to involve the
Welfare Committee report and not Theology.
President Steirer announced that there will be an exchange of information
with USC on retirement and that the study is being conducted in the law
school and they will be in a good position to examine the legality of
the system.
e. Ad Hoc Corrmittees
Faculty Compensation - Senator Burt, Chairman, reported that this
corrmittee met on October 24 and has a draft of its report and recommenda
tion which is being put in final form. The corrmittee will meet next
Tuesday and the final report will be circulated in order to allow all
senators to study it before meeting.
Salutary Letters - Senator Coulter, Chairman, stated that his committee
consisting also of Senator Worm will file its report under new business .
f. University Committees Traffic and Parking Corrmittee - Senator Burt, representative, filed the
following report:
(1) The Committee recommended that a feasibility study be made on building
an overhead walk over Highway 93 in front of Sikes Hall.

-7(2) Adopted two recorrunendations
(a) Overhead walks in conjunction with new dormitory (this is to be
given consideration any time there is a traffic hazard).
(b) Lower the speed limits between the two traffic lights on
Highway 93 (between President's home and Mell Hall).
A discussion followed: Secretary Adkins asked about push-botton
controlled traffic lights at crosswalks in front of Sikes Hall -
Senator Burt responded that the Corrmittee had looked into this and
decided that they would not solve the problem. President Steirer asked
if the Faculty Senate is interested in the dramatic changes that will occur
in the appearance of the campus if overhead pedistrian-traffic separation
devices are constructed on the campus. Senator Hester reminded the
Senate that a resolution (FS-78-9-5) is on record endorsing safety
measures taken at pedestrian crosswalk to Clemson House (see page 7 of
September 19 minutes).
Tunnels were discussed briefly, and it was pointed out that they would
not blight the campus; however, there is a resistance to tunnels because
they create situations conducive to crimes of violence .
~omputer Advisory Corranittee - Senator Hood, representative, announced
that Senator Wonn is chairing the subcommittee on long range
planning and would appreciate receiving faculty input.
Undergraduate Council - Senator Hipps, representative, reported that
the plus or minus grading resolution was rejected for the following
reasons:
(1 ) Student Senate was against it.
(2) Plus or minus grades are not used in other universities in
(3)

our area.
Institution of plus or minus grades would be costly and is not
warranted.

As far as the Withdrawal Policy is concerned, the Council accepted the
Dean's compromise proposal.
[The Plus or Minus Grading Proposal and the Withdrawal Policy were referred
to the Admissions and Scholarship Committee for further study].
4.

President's Report
a. In response to questions from various faculty members, I pass the
following information on to you. The quotation is from Section 13 of
the 1979 Appropriations Act, p. 71.
E.

With respect to the unclassified employees of the universities,
colleges, and the State Board of Technical and Comprehensive
Education, the authorities of each agency are authorized to determine
the total funds required for base increases of 4%, as set forth in
paragraphs C and D of this plan, for its unclassified employees as a
group and to allot such total among individual unclassified employees
without uniformity.
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The pertinent parts of paragraphs C and D say this "unless otherwise
modified or prohibited by paragraphs E through L of this plan." No
such modifications or prohibitions are evident. At this time, the
University plans to follow the dictates of the statute.
b. The Council of Academic Deans met on October 27. At that time the
entire issue of withdrawal from class was referred back to the Under
graduate Council. It is my understanding that the faculty members on
the Undergraduate Counci l did not support the Senate's proposal.
The four week limitation was approved by the Senate by a large margin,
and I believe that vote represents the sentiments of most faculty
members. If you agree, it is up to you to persuade faculty members to
articulate those sentiments to the Undergraduate Council.
c. The subject of payroll deductions being instituted for the University
Foundation, Alumni Loyalty Fund and the R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund
has been raised again. The capability for this now exists, but the
objections that it is too costly to implement and that such payroll
deductions establish dangerous precedents still prevail.
d. The Athletic Council has met twice and the members have been briefed
on various bowl possibilities (all of which by the time of this meeting
are of dubious worth), passed resolutions commending the ACC champion
soccer and cross-country teams, and discussed the difficulties posed
by the AIAW in regulating women's sports. The Council was asked
eventually to determine whether the dual tasks of living up to Title IX
guidelines and following AIAW rules are compatible.
e. The Honors Commons Room approved by the Faculty Senate in October is
accepted in principle. The drawback is the unavailability of a
centrally located room that is appropriate for use as a lounge.
f. Mr. Paul W. McAlister,Chairman of the Board of Trustees, has appointed
Mr. T. Kenneth Cribb, Chairman of the Presidential Selection Committee.
Fellow Board members, Mr. James C. Self and Mr. Lewis F. Holmes will join
Mr. Mike Ozburn and myself on that committee. Mr. McAlister will serve
in an ex officio capacity.
The Screening Corrmittee will complete its work on November 27, when
it will pass a list of approximately ten names on to the Selection
Committee.
5.

Old Business
A motion was made by Senator West that the Faculty Senate convene in
Executive Session. The motion was seconded by Senator Burt and was
approved unanimously by voice vote . After about a half hour the motion
was made by Senator West that the Executive Session be closed. The motion
was seconded by Senator Worm and was approved unanimously by voice vote.
Senator Burt requested the floor and stated
more item to his Welfare Committee report:
at the problem of devel oping guidelines for
selecting a new Vice President for Academic
of the incumbent. He requested suggestions

that he wished to add one
His committee will be looking
drawing up procedures for
Affairs upon the retirement
from the Senate.
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6.

New Business
a. Senator Edie, Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee,
moved that the Faculty Senate approve the following Resolution:
FS-78-11-1
Resolution on Reexaminations for Graduating Seniors
WHEREAS, current regulations on reexaminations for graduating seniors
(p. 48, Clemson University, Announcements) infringe upon the
affected faculty member's discretion as to whether a reexami
nation is appropriate or justifiable on an individual basis;
WHEREAS, these regulations constitute administrative interference
in grading of students by faculty;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that current University regulations on reexami
nations for graduating seniors for purposes of making up grade
deficiencies and qualifying for graduation be amended to
include the following:
Under "Examination on F received in last semester" (p 47) add to the
fourth line of the paragraph:
may (at the discretion of the instructor) stand a special
examination on the course provided:
The motion was seconded by Senator Prince.
current policy on reexamination:

Senator Edie reviewed the

A student in line for graduation at the end of
this semester who fails to graduate because of an F
on one course taken this semester may stand a special
examination under certain conditions on the course
anteJt the negulalt degnee date. A senior who quali fies
for graduation under this provision wi ll be awarded his
degree on the next: negulalt date for the award of de9rees.
The resolution was approved unanimously by voice vote.
b. Senator Edie, Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, moved
that the Faculty Senate reject the Student Senate Resolution (R-78-79-20)
policy for syllabus handouts. The motion was seconded by Senator Howard.
During the discussion it was brought out that the resolution does have
some merit but it is vague. Senator Young stated that the policy would
allow no flexibility, would not allow for exigencies, would hamstring
artistic courses, would result in more paper work, and would be a burden
to faculty and students. Senator Howard supported Senator Young. Senator
Burt stated that faculty members are already supposed to state grading
and absence policies.
The vote to reject passed unanimously by voice vote.
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c. Senator Coulter, Chairman of Ad Hoc Committee on Sa l utary Letters,
reported that there is nothing in the current Faculty Manual, in either
the Constitution or By-l aws of the Faculty Senate, requiring that
Faculty Senate actions take the form of resolutions exclusively, the
Committee moves that the following procedures, concerning the disposition
of salutary expressions to persons or bodies relating to meritorious
acts toward the University, become operational forth with, and that
these procedures be entered into the minutes for future reference:
1.

Any member of the Faculty, the Faculty Senate or any committee
thereof may draft a letter of appreciation or other salutary
expression di rected toward any person or body relating to the
University.

2.

Such letter may be sent to the President of the Faculty Senate
whereupon he will place it on the agenda for the next regularly
scheduled meeting under "New Business . "

3.

Upon its being call ed, the President will dissolve the Faculty
Senate i nto a "Committee of the Whole" for purposes of
discussing and/or amending such a l etter .

4.

After due consideration, the Faculty Senate wi l l reassembl e as
a plenary body and vote on the letter as it has emerged from
the Committee of the Whole .

5.

Should passage occur, the letter shall be sent to the appropriate
,person or body under the signature of the President of the
Faculty Senate indicating that it expresses the consensus of
the Faculty Senate. This action shall be recorded in the minutes.

Senator Coulter moved for acceptance of the report and Senator Grubb
seconded.
During the ensuing discussion, Senator Burt suggested that the Salutary
Letters be referred to the Policy Conmittee for their action and
reconmendation rather than to the Senate as a Conmittee of the Whole .
Senator West complimented the efforts of the Ad Hoc Committee . Senator
Coulter stated that the Conmittee had considered utilizing a standing
committee rather than the Committee of the Whole. Senator Hester expressed
concern that at a later date we may have a letter of controversy or
disagreement which would be rejected, and the utilization of the Committee
of the Whole would at least keep the discussion and action out of the
minutes and maybe save some embarrassment.
Senator Snipes called the question. The motion to accept the report
passed by voice vote. There was one No vote.
d. Senator Coulter moved that an ad hoc committee be formed to consider the
possibility of creating, designing":--qualifying, and disseminating special
certificates of Meri t for especial l y outstanding service to the University .
The motion was seconded by Senator West and was approved unanimously by
voice vote. Senator Worm will chair this committee and Senator Coulter
wil l serve with him.
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e. Senator Hester requested that a committee examine the problem of
staggered class schedules. President Steirer referred this problem
to the Admissions and Scholarship Committee.
7.

The meeting adjourned at 5:33 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

JR~~
T. R. Adkins, Jr.

Senators absent:
Agricultural Sciences
S. G. Turnipseed
B. R. Smith (J. Palmer, substituting)
Liberal Arts
H. W. Fleming
Library
D. A. Fiste (Alternate Myra A. Armistead present)

Per Dr. Ted Adkins-- -- There will not be any minutes for December, 1978.
Reason :

There was not a quorum present .

This explanation should appear with bound copies of Faculty Senate
Minutes so that persons in the future will understand why

there

is a gap in the Minutes for 1978-79 .
Annette Kesler , Secretary
Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of the University
January 22 , 1979

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
January 23, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at 3:35 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
There were no December minutes because of a lack of a quorum at the
December 12 meeting.
The minutes of the November 21 meeting were approved with minor corrections.

3.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Corrmittee - Senator Edie, Chairman, reported
that the Admissions and Scholarship Committee met on January 9. Hork was
completed on two congratulatory letters and one resolution. These will be
introduced under new business. The following topics were also discussed:
(1). University Class Schedule - Senators Thompson and Grubb volunteered to
gather data on Univers i ty class schedule possibilities. This is in
response to the request that we study our present as well as possible
alternate class schedule possiblilties.
(2). Health Excuse Mechanism for Redfern - We were requested to see if a
student health excuse system could be implemented at Redfern. We
talked to the staff at Redfern about their heal th excuse policy . We
learned that any student who is admitted to Redfern for overnight
treatment receives a certification of hospitalization slip which records
time in and time out of Redfern . For any outpatient treatment, the
professor can call Redfern and they will confirm the student's visit
as well as any recovery time that the student requires. Written excuses
for outpatient treatment were discontinued several years ago because of
abuses.
(3). Academic Honesty - Our subcorrmittee studying academic honesty has
written to Auburn, Georgia Tech, V. P.I. and N.C. State to learn their
policies and systems governing academic honesty problems.
(4). Mid- semester Grades - Last month we were requested to consider the
value of mid-semester grade reports and their possible elimination for
upper level undergraduates. After considerable discussion we concluded
that if mid-semester grades are not meaningful, it is perhaps the fault
of the individual faculty member and not the mid-semester report concept.
It was also noted that this mid-semester report creates an incentive
for faculty to 9ive exams before the midterm. We cannot, therefore,
support the elimination of mid-semester grade reports.
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requesting that the free drop period for classes be shortened from
the present eight weeks to six weeks. This year the Undergraduate
Council (at the advice of its own faculty representatives) recorrrnended
that it be shortened to seven weeks. At the November meetino the
Faculty Senate (by a nearly unanimous vote) indicated that this was
still too long a free drop period . Dean Hurst has stated that no
change can now be included in next year's catalogue and the Faculty
Senate and the Undergraduate Council must agree before he will consider
a change.
( 6) . Clemson University Admission Policy - Mr. W. R. Mattox, Director,

Admissions, will be i nvited to our committee meeting on Febraury 6
at 3:30 pm in the library class room to discuss the University
admissions policy.
( 7). Identification of Major - The committee is sendino out second letters
to departments that have not as yet responded to the request for a
definition of their major areas needed for each type of de9ree .
b.

Policy Committee - Senator West, Chairman, reported that the Pol icy Committee
met on November 27, 1978, to review the Faculty Manual Policy Statement
dealing with "Faculty Participation in the Selection of Academic Administra
tors." The committee does not recommend a rewrite of the existing policy
statement .
The corrrnittee has requested and received a list of academic administrators
that the Dean of the Uni versity considers the policy statement to apply.
The policy committee has reviewed this list and bel ieves the list to include
current positions considered academic administrative in function.
The policy committee has drafted a memorandum to Dean Hurst from the
Faculty Senate (see attachment). The requested action by Dean Hurst will
clear up the confusion as to which positions require faculty participation
in the selection process.
The policy committee met with Mr. Mel Long, Mr. Ross Cornwell and
~r. Harry Durham on December 19, 1978. This meeting provided discussion
of policies (written and unwritten) surrounding the University Public
Relations Department and the problems these policies present to the
Clemson Faculty .
During the ensuing discussion, questions were raised on the Faculty Manual
policy statement regarding publication policies, censorship of faculty
publications, and the basic differences between public relations and respon
sibl e intellectual publication from an enlightened University faculty.

c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, reported that the Research
Corrrn, ttee met on January 10 and discussed the follow i ng:
(1). Due to a lack of understanding by Faculty, a review of University
consulting policy was undertaken by the Facu l ty Senate Research Committee.
Consulting practices by Facul ty are covered by the outside work policy
appearing on page 51 of the Faculty Manual and the conflict of interest
policy, page 52. The guidelines in the Faculty Manual rel ate to
remunerative part-time work which is mutually beneficial to the
University and individual faculty .
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To obtain a better understanding of current procedures, the College
Deans responded to the following questions:
(a)

Does your College have a consulting policy supplementing the
policy stated in the Faculty Manual.

(b)

Is this policy written and will you provide the Senate with
a copy?

(c)

Is consulting encouraged within your College?

(d)

Do you have any suggestions to improve the statement on the
consulting policy in the Faculty Manual?

Recognizing the individuality of each college, the Deans, for the most
part, thought that the existing guidelines were adequate. Some Deans
thought that additional guidelines were necessary in order to clarify
special situations. Within bounds, consulting is encouraged across
the University.
The Research Committee appreciates the response to the above questions
and recommends that the Deans reiterate their comments in a written
memorandum to Department Heads and Faculty in their Colleges.
(2). The admi nistration is considering procedures to standardize employment
practices in order to contribute to an effective affirmative action
program and ensure that necessary steps are taken to provide, and to
document, equal employment opportunity i n the filling of all faculty
vacancies. President Steirer passed this matter on to the Research
Committee for review.
d.

Welfare Committee - Senator Burt, Chairman, filed the following report:
(1). The Welfare Committee did not meet in December.

The next meetin~ will
be Tuesday, January 30, at 3:30 in the library classroom . There are
several items to report on and one resolution which will be introduced
under new business.

(2). Retirement subcommittee report - The study of the TIAA- CREF system is
complete and wil l be distributed. Since this is a len~thy report
with some subtle points to consider we will not ask for a Senate
resolution this month. Instead, I will report that our principal
conclusion is that Cl emson faculty members should have the option to
enroll in TIAA-CREF instead of the South Carol ina Retirement System
with the University making the same contribution to the employee's
retirement that it now does. Since the employee death benefit is a
separate item a separate plan will have to be developed for those
faculty who elect TIAA- CREF. Similarly, a separate disability plan
will have to be provided. We will also introduce a resolution based
on the recommendations in the Ap ril 18, 1978, retirement Subcommittee
report on the South Carol ina Retirement System .
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3.

e.

Academic Year Subco1T1Tiittee: The rejoinder to the co111Tients of the
Dean of the University on the Committee's recommendations concerning
SulTITier school employment is complete and will be distributed. A resolu
tion on this rejoinder will be introduced. (tabled until February).

Ad Hoc Co1T1Tiittees
(1). Faculty Compensation - Senator Burt reported that the Ad Hoc Conmittee
on Faculty Compensation has completed its study of compensation (salary
plus fringe benefits) for Clemson Faculty. Our study supports the
Welfare Committee's initial conclusions presented to the Senate on
March 28, 1978. We have found that Clemson faculty members are signif
icantly undercompensated relative to faculty of neighboring southeastern
institutions and that this undercompensation has persisted for several
years. The final report of the Conmittee, with reco1T1Tiendations, will
be completed and distributed to the Senate this month. Since this is
an especially sensitive matter it is imperative that all Senators
acquaint their faculty with the findings and recommendations of the
Committee in order that a resolution can be introduced at the next meeting.

f.

University Co1T1Tiittees
(1). University Union Committee - Senator Young, Senate Representative, filed
the following report:
The Cultural Committee ( a division of the Clemson University Union,
Clemson University) is sponsoring a dinner theatre featuring a produc
tion of Mark Twain's musical commedy "The Diary of Adam and Eve."
The dinner theatre will be held in Edgar's on Thursday, January 18,
1979. Dinner will begin at 6:00 PM and the play will last until
9:00 PM. There will be a cash bar open beginning at 6:00.
Tickets for the dinner theatre are on advance sale only. The price
is $5.00 per person which includes both the buffet and the play. The
tickets can be obtained at the Union Program Office (9 AM - 5PM, next
to Information Desk) and will be available through January 17, 1979.
There are only a limited number of tickets available.
"The Diary of Adam & Eve is a witty, nostalgic re-telling of the story
of Eden. It's the first skirmish in the battle of the sexes, gleefully
interpreted by Mark Twain and brought to life on the musical comedy
stage. It's family entertainment for all."
The Clemson University Union sincerely hopes that this performance will
be an elightening and entertaining experience.
The following items were discussed: There is a pending consideration of
academic seating arrangements in the stadium; four university committees
or councils -- The Affirmative Action Committee, The Disciplinary ColTITiittee,
The Research Council, and The Extension Council have not met during the
present academic year -- and the question was raised whether these groups
were adequately representing the faculty.

10
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4.

President's Report
(1). The Board of Trustees met this weekend.

Four items are of special interest .

a.

Tiger Brotherhood is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, and
as part of the celebration proposes to beautify the entrance to the
campus from Sikes Hall east to Route 76 along both sides of Route 93.
The Board approved the idea of turning this area into a park . The
action will occur gradually as Ti ger Brotherhood raises the money needed.

b.

A phased plan for the removal of the prefabs was approved. Once the
new housing complex i s completed in the fall of 1980 the prefabs will
be offered at public sale, as they become available.

c.

The low bid was accepted at $3,417,000 to renovate Sirrine Hall .

d.

The $62,000 "seed money" for the development of a master plan for a
university golf course has been used and the master plan is completed .
The whole idea of building such a golf course "has been moved from
the back burner to the front burner.
11

(2). The state has changed its requirements on agency budgetary plans . As a
result, Cl emson University has developed a five year programmatic plan.
This plan is far too complex even to summarize here, but it is a compre
hensive statement of program deficiencies and objectives with plans to
overcome those deficiencies and meet those objectives, plus a full listing
of academic priorities . How accessible the report will be to faculty
members I do not know, but it is worth reading carefully and thoughtfully .
(3). The Presidential Selection Committee continues to pursue its objective of
narrowing the list of presidential candidates to approximately five
names by February 1. Now that the actual interviewing has begun I a~ as
optimistic and confident as I have ever been, and as you know I have been
consistently optimistic from the beginning.
I regret my inability to persuade my fellow faculty members that no conspiracy
exists and that the selecti on process as originally outlined has been faith
fully followed. The number of rumors to the contrary are legion, and I
suppose that we will all just have to accept that.
(4). The size of the small groups of faculty that will enter into dialogues with
the Presidential candidates has been established . Each group will consist
of five faculty members . I am directed to serve on each group in order to
serve as a moderator and to provide continuity . My plans as of this moment .
are to use Faculty Senators as the faculty members especially making sure
that each college will have at least one representative serving in at least
one group.
{5}. The Faculty Club charter subscribers will meet on January 19 at noon in the
Clemson House to elect a Board of Governors. This initial Board of Governors
will establish pol icies on food operation, alcoholic beverages, programs,
hours, etc., policies which will l argely determine the success of the
Faculty Club. It goes without saying that thoughtful participati on is
imperative.
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(6). One of our long-standing requests that payroll deduction be extended to
cover various university and community fund - raising efforts has been
achieved. Contributions to the R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund, the Alumni
Fund, the University Foundation, IPTAY, and the Uni ted Fund can now all
be made through payroll deduction, when the arrangements are made final.
(7). The R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund for Science and Technology is being
organized. I am responsibl e for coordinating the facul ty solicitation.
Each faculty member wi ll be personally solici ted and asked to pledge for
a three year period . The following faculty members have accepted the
responsibility of coordinating their respective colleges.
Ray Noblet - - Col lege of Agricultural Sciences
Joe Young -- College of Architecture
John Walker -- College of Education
Charles Hester -- Col lege of Engineering
Larry Gahan - - Col lege of Forest and Recreation Resources
Russell Shannon -- College of Industrial Management and Textile Sciences
Ben Skardon -- Colleae of Liberal Arts
David Fiste -- Library
Thelma Duffee -- College of Nursing
Tom Mcinnis -- College of Sciences
(8) . The Senate and the Faculty thank the Senators who made the reception for
the Board of Trustees on Friday evening a success. Opportunities to interact
with Board members are infrequent and need to be seized when they arise.
(9). At the Council of Academic Deans meeting on December 18, an extensive
discussion of the changes that are occurring in state automobile policies
occurred. A new division of the Budqet and Control Board, the Motor Pool
Management Division, has been established as part of the continuing trend
towards centralizing all operations in Columbia . Clemson is trying to
maintain its independence in bidding on the next automobile purchase contract,
but at this point it stil l looks as if the state wide contract will mean AMC
Hornets are the next cars bought for the motor pool.
(10). At that same meeting the Deans discussed the l atest revision of the Graduate
Advisory Committee and Major/Research Advisor draft . Because objections were
raised to certain phrasing it was tabled, but it will come up again in January.
The draft attempts to make explicit what has often been implicit. It outlines
the specific duties and responsibilities of major and research advisors and
of the advisory committee and limits the naming of major advisors to full-time
faculty members who hold positi ons eligible for tenure while enabling part
time, visting and adjunct faculty to serve as research advisors.
5.

Ol d Business
a.

Senator Edie obatined the floor and stated that the Admissions and Scholarship
Corrmittee of the Senate met and discussed the Withdrawal Policy. During the
ensuing discussion it was obvious that the Senate still wishes to reduce
this period to a shorter time, preferring four weeks. Senator Hester made
the following motion:
Be i t resolved that the Admissions and Scholarship Corrmittee establish a
dialouge with the Undergraduate Council, and if these two gro~ps can not .
come to some kind of mutually satisfactory agreement on the Withdrawal Policy,
then members of the Undergraduate Council are to be invited to appear before
the Senate.
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Senator Lambert seconded the motion and the Senator unanimously approved
it by voi ce vote.
b.

Senator Burt introduced the 11 Rebuttal to Comments on Faculty Senate
Report on Status of Academic Year Faculty Employed in Summer 11 and
"Rebuttal to Conments on Faculty Senate Policy Statement on Summer
Employment of Academic Faculty" and moved that the Facul ty Senate
accept and approve these from the Welfare Committee. The motion was
seconded by Senator Lambert .
After a brief discussion, Senator Hester moved to table the motion,
after the second the motion to table passed by voice vote (there was
one dissenting vote).

c.

6.

Senator Worm, Chairman of an Ad Hoc Conmittee on Presidental Interviews
presented a set of questions to be used during presidental interviews
by faculty and made the motion that they be used by the faculty involved .
The motion was seconded by Senator Burt. During the ensuing discussion
it was suggested that the Senate should receive these questions as informa
tion only. The motion was defeated by voice vote, and the list will be
utilized for information only.

New Business
a.

FS-79-1- 1 - On Consulting Policy. Senator Fennell presented the resolution
and moved its acceptance. Senator Snipes seconded. After a period of
discussion and some modification the following resolution was approved
by voice vote:
FS-79-1-1
Resolution on Consulting
WHEREAS consulting activities by Faculty can enhance the prestige of
the University and lead to further professional contacts, and
WHEREAS consulting activities provide an opportunity for Faculty to
stay current in their field and to bring practical problems to the
classroom,
BE IT RESOLVED that Dean Hurst direct the College Deans to issue a
memorandum to their Department Heads and Faculty indicating endorse
ment of the current outside work guidelines on page 51 in the Faculty
Manual or any additional clarifying procedures.

b.

FS-79-1-2 - On Copyright Policy - Withdrawn by Senator Fennell.

c.

FS-79-1-3 - On Being Informed of Professional Test Scores. Senator Edie
moved for passage of the resolution. Senator Burt seconded. After
discussion, the resolution was approved by voice vote .
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FS-79-1-3
On Being Informed of Professional Test Scores
WHEREAS, professional test scores by the students of various universities
have attracted widespread publicity throughout the state, and
WHEREAS, one of the measures of the quality of our graduates is their
performance on these test scores,and
WHEREAS, it is the duty of the faculty to be accurately informed of the
results of their efforts in the education of their students;
BE IT, THEREFORE, RESOLVED, that the faculty be informed of the collective
results of Clemson students on their respective professional examinations
both by a dissemination of available data and by a study which would be
conducted by the undergraduate council.
d.

Other new business
(1) Senator Burt proposed the following resolution FS-79-1-4:
Resolved:

The Senate endorses the Budqet and Control Board's proposal to
increase Faculty salaries for 79-80 by and average of 11%;
6% to be cost of living adjustment and 5% to be merit increases.

The resolution was seconded by Senator Snipes.
During the discussion it was pointed out that there may be some room for
misinterpretation, that the increase would barely keep up with the
inflation rate, and that it miaht be a mistake to endorse it at this time.
The resolution failed by voice-vote.
(2) Senator West moved acceptance of resolution FS-79-1-5 concerning the
Clemson University Cheerleading Squad:
WHEREAS, the Clemson University Cheerleading Squad is a valuable asset to
the entire University in promoting school spirit and representing the
University at various athletic events; and
WHEREAS, the participation of members of this squad in commercial ventures
such as advertisements in the media is entirely out of keeping with the
role of this squad and calls into question the squad's reputation and role
as University representative;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate of Clemson University
call upon the appropriate officials of the University to put an end to all
such commercial ventures which have the effect of squad promotion or
endorsement of products and/or services offered by non-public, profit
oriented agencies, institutions and individuals.
The motion was seconded by Senator Howard. The ensuing discussion was
spirited, and during the discussion it was pointed out that the cheerleaders
do not receive compensation for this advertising. After a voice vote, the
Chairman declared a division of the house and the motion failed 8 to 12.
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(3) Senator Edie moved that the Senate accept two letters of commendation
(attached): To Mr . Dave Moorehead, President, Clemson University Alumni
Association and to Dr. Jim Strom, Director, Office of Development. The
motion was seconded by Senator Worm and was approved by voice vote.
7.

The quorum was lost and the meeting was adjourned at 5:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitte\

.:t!f.~{P-

T. R. Adkins, Jr.
Secretary
Senators absent:
Agricultural Sciences
D. B. Smith
C. S. Thompson (J. W. Hubbard substituting)
Engineering
J. L. Prince
W. Baron
Forest and ·Recreation Resources
L. D. Reamer
Industrial Management and Textile Sciences
W. C. Whitten
Liberal Arts
C. A. Grubb
Sciences
H. F. Senter

CLEMSON
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January 12, 1979

Dr. Jim Strom, Director
Office of Development
Clemson University
Clemson, SC
2963 1
Dear Sir:
The Faculty Senate of Clemson Un i vers i ty has taken note that
approxima t ely four years ago, through the cooperat i ve efforts of the
Office of Deve lopment of Clemson University and the Clemson University
As umni Associa t ion, a Fac ul ty- St aff Mer i t Scholars h ip of $1500 for four
years was established , and that th i s sc ho larship p rovides a way for
non - alumn i f aculty and staff of Clemson University, as we l l as alumni,
to make unrestricted gi f ts in s upport of academic exce ll ence at Clemson
Un iversity. Therefore, i t is t he consensus of the Faculty Senate that
we should affirm our support of t his and s imil ar efforts , and we wish
to commend those of you who were inst r umental in the establishment of
this scholarship and those faculty and staff who have made unrestricted
gifts wh i ch made th i s scho l a r ship possib l e.
Further be as~ured t hat the Facu l ty Senate will urge all faculty
and staff of Clemson University to support an i ncrease in the number
of Facu l ty-Staff Merit Scho l a r ships by making gifts to the Clemson
University Foundat ion .
Sincerely yours ,

Dr . William F. Steirer, President
For the Facu l ty Senate

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLI NA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/856-2456

CLElv.tSON
UNJ:VERSrrY

FACULTY SENATE

January 12, 1979

Mr. Dave Moorehead, President
Clemson University Alumni Association
Clemson University
Clemson, SC
2963 1
Dear Sir:
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University notes that the Clemson
Unive r sity Al umni Association has recent l y committed itself to assist
in attracting super ior students to Cl emson University by estab l ishing
the Alumni Merit Scholar program and that during the 1977- 78 academic
year the sum of $5000 was provided as an initial investment in this
program. Also, we are pleased that 73 entering freshmen for the
1979-80 academic year have been des i gnated as Alumni Merit Scholars.
Therefore, we wish to take this opportunity to commend the Clemson
University Alumni Association for your action. Further, we will urge
an expansion of this effort by all University organizations interested
in academic excellence at Clemson Un i versity.
Sincerely yours,

Dr. William F. Steirer, President
For the Faculty Senate

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/656-2456
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
February 20, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at 3:30 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the January 23 meeting were unanimously approved with
minor corrections.

3.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Edie, Chairman,
filed the following report:
1. Withdrawal Period
On Friday, February 2, the committee met with the faculty
representatives on the Undergraduate Council. The under
graduate withdrawal policy was discussed. The overwhelming
majority of the Council was in agreement that the drop
period should be shortened . After considerable discussion,
it became apparent that a four-week withdrawal period would
encounter considerable opposition on the Council, but a
six-week withdrawal period would be supported by a comfort
able majority of the faculty representatives on the Council.
We will introduce a resolution on this subject under new
business.
2.

Definition of Major
All department heads have provided the requested information
on a definition of major courses within their programs except
the following:
W. P. Williams, Head - Department of Food Science
R. F. Wheeler, Head - Department of Animal Science
E. J. Kozma, Head - Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education
M. B. Bishop, Director - Medical Technology Program
The College of Education has told me that they are working on
our request but their response will be somewhat delayed because
of the diversity of their programs.

3.

Academic Honesty
Our subcommitte is studying Clemson University's policies on
honesty and has obtained responses from the four Universihes
that they have contacted. They will present a comparison of
the policies at the next Faculty Senate meeting.
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4.

University Admissions Policy
The committee met with Mr. Mattox of the Admissions Office
on February 6. Mr. Mattox told us that Clemson University
has no written admissions policy. This is intentional in
order to give the Admissions Office maximum flexibility .
Admission is based on the predicted performance for the
freshman year at Clemson. Although the Admissions Office
may set an application cutoff date which may fall as early as
the applicant's junior year in high school, most prospective
students are not hurt (according to the Admissions Office)
because they take the college boards in their junior year
anyway. Seventeen hundred freshmen dormitory spaces are
available for the fall semester. Eight hundred and fifty
off-campus spaces are available. The early cutoff date is
imposed because the office has decided that the same admis
sions standard should be used for on and off campus residents.
As far as our committee could learn, there has never been
significant faculty input into the University ' s admission
policies. We will have resolutions to present in this area
during future meetings.

During the ensuing discussion, the Senate indicated that it preferred
that Senator Edie's Committee proceed with its study on Definition
of Major ~rut6 the responses from the four departments. Then Senators
Baron and Burt expressed concern over the lack of a written admissions
policy and the fact that admission to Clemson is based on the junior
year of high school. Senator Burt asked if the Admissions Office, in
writing a letter to a nonadmitted student, clearly states that the
person is not being rejected? Senator Edie suggested that an advisory
committee should oversee the admission procedure. Other comments were
that the policy seems to be improvised as exigencies require; that the
Senate needs to tackle the implementation of admission policies; that
it seems that filling the dorms is more important than taking qualified
students; that the "policy" seems to make little sense and they can
admit anybody that they want; that the faculty does not object to
discretionary policy, just to a policy where the concern seems to lie
with housing rather than scholarship considerations; and that even the
deans have no input into the admissions policy.
Senator Hester suggested that the Faculty Senate go on record recommending
that the Faculty Senate and Council of Academic Deans deal collectively
with the admissions problem.
The following was introduced as information and not as a resolution:
Academic standards depend to an extent on the number of class sessions
in a school term, and the administration should schedule and execute
75-day semesters.

-3Explanation . Spring Semester 1979 is a 72-day term having 43 class
meetings for most three-semester hour courses. Syllabi are comm:>nly
structured on 45 class meetings resulting in a scheduled foreshortening.
No apparent reason exists in that the term could well have begun on
Monday , January 8 rather than on Thursday, January 11 with orientation
and registration on January 3, 4, and 5.
In the 1978 and 1979 winter season, classes were cancelled due to the
weather. Clemson University is not a corrmuter col l ege. Faculty and
students who cannot attend should endeavor to make up work as in any
other missed attendance. The administration should not suspend classes
for snowstorms .
b.

Policy Committee - No report

c.

Research Corrmittee - No report
A discussion did develop and two items were addressed:
1.

Copyright policy. Adm. McDevitt will give this his attention
now that the presidental search process is growing to a close.

2.

Thesis research in College of Agricultural Sciences. The
following clarification on the Thesis Research Policy in the
College of Agricultural Sciences which resulted from resolution
FS-78-10- 3 was circulated to Department Heads in that College
on January 22, 1979:
Research training is a critical element of M.S. and
Ph . D. programs. In general, Experiment Station
projects represent the most concentrated research
efforts in the College; hence, thesis research will
normally be associated with a Station project.
Association with a Station project does not say, nor
does it imply, that thesis research must be identical
to the Station project or that the association must
be with the project of the major professor. In addi
tion, research carried out under the support of any
formal grant or contract -- public or private -which has been approved by the department and College
represents a potentially suitable thesis research area.
It is possible that a legitimate Station project might
not provide a suitable basis for thesis research. This
decision must be made within the department.
In no way is this policy an administrative attempt to
mandate or manage the details of graduate education or
to interfere with the unique and essential functions of
graduate advisory and examining committees. It is,
however, a written policy to ensure a continued practice
of supporting a high quality graduate program of which
the administration, faculty, and students of this
College can be proud .
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d. Welfare Committee - Senator Burt, Chairman, presented the "Faculty"
Senate Conmittee Report on TIAA Optional Retirement Pl an" [SEE
ATTACHMENT A].
Senator Burt asked if he could invite Mr. John Gentry, retired head
of the Personnel Department, to address the Senate for 10-15 minutes
at the March meeting. Mr. Gentry has researched some special features
of the S.C . Retirement System and would like to share his information
with the Faculty Senate. The Senate approved this request. (The
Senate did recognize the work of former Senator Melsheimer on a volun
tary bas i s . )
e.

Ad Hoc Committees - Senator Burt, Cha i rman, circulated the final
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Compensation [See ATTACH
MENT BJ .

f.

University Councils and Committees
Senator Hipps, representative on Undergraduate Council, discussed
the problem related to reexamination of graduating seniors. The
following points were made during the discussion: Maybe faculty
members need to allow reexaminations, and if students fail, they
just fail; the question of how many other universities allow reexam
ination was addressed; it was suggested that the Resolution on
Reexamination for Graduatin Seniors (FS- 78-11-1) be reintroduced.
See page 9 of November 21, 1978 Minutes).

4.

President's Report
a.

By this time, one-half of you have had the opportunity to enter
into a dialogue with one of the presidential candidates while the
other half will have the same opportunity later this week. I am
glad that every Faculty Senator will have this opportunity because
each of you as a representative of your college deserves the
opportunity to represent your constituents in this important task.
I added Hugh Macaulay to each group because as a member of the
Screening Committee his knowledge of the candidates would be useful
and because as the elected representative of all the full professors,
he should have this chance to represent them.
A number of people and groups suggested alternatives to the procedure
adopted, but I rejected them all because of the importance that I
attach to the Faculty Senate . It is, after all, the only elected
body representing the Faculty and all efforts to enhance its impor
tance in university affairs would come to naught if on this important
occasion I would ignore it, and have other people do something that
Faculty Senators can do. No assembly can ever gain respectability
unless as responsibilities arise, it is given the chance to discharge
those responsibilities. From my observation of the first two meetings,
you are doing splendidly, and I can not believe any other groups of
faculty members would do better.

-5b.

The Alumni Association and Jim Strom of the Development Office
have officially thanked the Senate for the Letters of Appreciation
we sent last month [Secretary's Note: the originals of these two
letters will be attached to the Approved Minutes that will be given
to Dean Hurst for filing in the Library Archives].

c.

Dean Hurst has responded to FS-79-1-1 (on consulting) by sending
the type of request that we asked him to send to all the Deans.
On FS-79-1-3 (on information about professional examinations),
Dean Hurst agrees that this information would be useful to faculty
members. He will accumulate the information himself instead of
asking the Undergraduate Council to do so .

d.

Elections of officers for 1979-80 will take place on March 27. The
Advisory Committee will meet on Thursday, March 8 at 1:25 p.m. in
Hardin Hall 121 in order to nominate candidates. I will remind the
committee members later, but would like them to arrange their
schedules with this time in mind.

e.

Elections for new senators wi 11 occur in 1ate March and early April.
Please think of those best suited to do the kind of job needed. Use
your influence in encouraging excellence to be recognized and placed
in the Senate.

f.

I know many of you are eager to see the copyright policy issue
reso l ved; so am I. Once the presidential selection task is behind
him, I am sure Vice-President McDevitt will be able to give it the
attention it deserves.

A discussion developed over the University Governance Committee.
President Steirer revealed that two reports will be forthcoming from
this corrmittee: a majority report from all but one member of the
committee; and a minority report from President Steirer. Senator Snipes
moved that a straw vote be taken on how the Senate feels about the
preamble of the proposed constitution -- specifically the reference
to the faculty possessing legislative authority. The motion to support
in principle the faculty possessing legislative poweror authority
passed by voice vote.
5.

Old Business
a.

Welfare Corrmittee Reply to Dean Hurst on Summer Employment - Senator
Burt introduced the fol l owing resolution and moved its acceptance:
FS-79-2-5
Concerning the Welfare Committee's rebuttals to Dean Hurst's
reply to the Senate's Policy Statement on Sunmer Employment and
the Senate's Report on Status of Academic Year Faculty Employed
in Summer be it resolved,
the Senate adopts the Welfare Committee Rebuttals .
The resolution was seconded by Senator Grubb. [See ATTACHMENT C
for Rebuttal to Comments on Faculty Senate Report on Status of
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Academic Year Faculty Employed in Summer and ATTACHMENT D for
Rebuttal to Comments on Faculty Senate Policy Statement on Summer
Employment of Academic Faculty.]
The resolution passed unanimously by voice vote.
b.

Retirement Policy Report -- Senator Burt moved acceptance of the
Retirement Policy Report and Senator Fleming seconded [See
ATTACHMENT A.] The motion to accept the report passed by
unanimous voice vote.

c.

Report on Faculty Compensation -- Senator Burt moved acceptance
of the Faculty Compensation Report [See ATTACHMENT BJ and Vice
President Dickey seconded. A rather spirited di scussion
developed during which the following points were made: Senator
Baron raised objections about the statement on page 4 item 3 con
cern ing terminal degrees for fu ll professors and that there was no
cons i derati on given as to why a greater difference exists at the
full professor level than at the associate or assistant professor
levels. Senator Burt rebutted Senator Baron's objections by stating
that the average compensation at each level should be brought up to
the level at the peer i nstitutions. Senator Prince i njected that
now requirements are higher than just a terminal degree and that we
may not be comparing the same types of individuals. Senator Burt
stated that the ad hoc committee looked at the AAUP data and asked
themselves the question -- Are there any extenuating circumstances
here at .Clemson? It was decided that we should let the administra
tion point them out if any exist. Senator Snipes expressed concern
that a person makes full professor just because of longevity.
Senator Fennell commented that the greater discrepancy at the
professor level tended to play down the role of the assistant and
associate levels. Senator Burt assured the group that there are
differences at all levels. Vice President Dickey reminded the
group that we are talking about averages -- we are not saying that
we are better or worse. Senator Baron expressed the opinion that
the average level of each rank could be raised and then within that
framework, individual salaries could be considered on a merit basis.
Senator Burt stated that it is a numerical matter and we are not
saying any group i s better than the other; we are suggesting that
the average compensation at each rank be examined and adjusted to
bring that average up to the level of the peer insti tutions. Senator
Snipes commented that the report says nothing about what a full
professor's salary should be: all we are trying to say is how we
are being undercompensated. Senator Fleming remarked that the
issue at hand is that we are undercompensated, and that the AAUP
does in fact feel that this is a matter that the Senate should
pursue on behalf of the Clemson Faculty. He assured us that the
AAUP supports the Senator ' s efforts and would like to see the
Faculty Senate assume a leadership role in the endeavor. Senator
Grubb expressed the opinion that the Faculty Senate is the best
body to make recommendations and asked the question, "Why does
Clemson appear at the bottom?"

-7The motion to accept the ad hoc report was approved by voice vote.
d.

Report on Administration Positions The February 20, 1979, memorandum to Dean Victor Hurst concerning
Administrative Positions in the Academic Area for which Search
Committees are appropriate was distributed to the Faculty Senate
[See ATTACHMENT E]. Senator West moved acceptance, Senator Grubb
seconded, and the motion was approved unanimously by voice vote.

e.
6.

FS-78-4-5 - The Resolution on Student Liability wi ll be reintroduced
as FS-79-2-7 under New Business.

New Business
a.

FS-79-2-1 - Resolution on Class Withdrawal Policy
WHEREAS, the present system of withdrawing from cl asses does not
encourage students to share in responsibility of pursuing academic
information early each semester; and
WHEREAS, al l owing withdrawal from a course anytime until the l ast
five weeks of classes encourages an air of irresponsibility on the
part of the students; and
WHEREAS, some persons register for more classes than they intend to
finish each semester so they can choose to remain in those classes
for which the best grades seem probable, and thereby occupy class
space other students may desire; and
WHEREAS, six weeks in any course should be ample time to allow
students to determine if they wish to remain in a course; now,
therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the present class withdrawal policy be changed
to encompass the following:
a.

That the first six weeks of a semester constitute a free
drop period. Courses dropped during this period are not
recorded on the student's permanent record.

b.

That a student enrolled in a class after the first six
weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded unl ess the
student withdraws from the University or can demonstrate to
the Dean of Undergraduate or Graduate Studies confirmable
extenuating circumstances why the student should be allowed
to withdraw from that course. Students withdrawing from
the University in the last five weeks of classes shall have
final grades recorded. Instructors may dismiss a student
from class for cause at any time. Students so dismissed
during the last five weeks of classes shall receive a grade
of "F.
11
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The above resolution was introduced by Senator Edie, who
moved its adoption, seconded by Senator Howa rd, and app roved
unani mously by voice vote.
b.

FS-79- 2- 2 - Resolution on Proposed Amendment to State Employment
Grievance Procedure.
Concerning the proposed amendment to the State Empl oyment Grievance
Procedure to exempt teaching personnel from coverage under the
State Employee Grievance Procedure in matters relati ng to ten ure
and/or retention be it resolved, the Senate requests an expl anation
from the Administration on the decision to recommend thi s acti on
to the Council of Pres idents.
The above resolution was introduced by Senator Burt , who moved i ts
adoption, seconded by Senator Lambert, and approved unanimo usly
by voi ce vote.

c.

FS-79- 2-3 - Resolution to Accept the Welfare Committee's Report
and Recommendations for Optional Retirement Plans in lieu of SCRS.
On the basis of the Welfare Conmi ttee ' s study of the benefits of
optional retirement systems and,
In view of precedents in other states for the existence of
optional retirement pl ans in addi tion to state retirement plans,
be it resolved,
the Senate recommends that the Welfare Committee ' s Report and
recommendations for optional retirement plans in lieu of the
South Carol ina Retirement plan be adopted by the Admini stration.
The above resolution was introduced by Senator Burt who moved its
adoption, seconded by Senator Grubb, and approved unanimous ly
by vo ice vote .

d.

FS- 79- 2- 4 - Resolution Concerning Changes in the South Carolina
Retirement .
On the basis of the Welfare Conmittee ' s report of Apri l 18 ,
1978, concerning changes in the South Carolina Retirement,
to wit,
(1) . Provision for inflation protect ion shoul d be made in the

deferred pension payable to the vested empl oyee who
terminates prior to being eligible for retirement.
( 2) . The payout rate should be increased to 2% on sal ary
amounts over $4800.
( 3) . The state should investigate possibilities of a limi ted
portability in which a person leaving Clemson for another
(non South Carolina) state university or vice versa could
be immediately enrolled in the new system at no cost and
no l oss of previous benefits.
(4). Investigations into the feasibility of converting the
State System to a non-contributory plan should be under
taken. The tax advantages to the State employees would
be quite significant, and no net cost to the state need
be involved,

-9be it reso 1ved,
the Senate reconmends that these changes be fought for by the Administration.
The above resolution was introduced by Senator Burt who moved its
adoption, seconded by Senator Walker, and approved unanimously
by voice vote.
e.

FS-79-2-6 - Resolution on Faculty Compensation.
Whereas, the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Compensation has
established that Clemson University faculty have been and are
significantly undercompensated relative to faculty in peer
institutions, be it resolved, the Senate recommends that the
Admi nistration implement the plan for amelioration of this
undercompensation as contained in the Ad Hoc Committee's
Fina1 Report.
The above resolution was introduced by Senator Burt who moved
for i ts adoption, seconded by Grubb, and approved by voice
vote.

f.

FS-79-2 - 7 - Resolution on Student Liability Insurance Coverage
(First introduced as FS- 78-4-5)
RESOLUTION ON STUDENT LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE
WHEREAS the general liability pol icy which covers employees of the
University does not cover students participating in various activities
such as student clubs, fraternities, sororities and intramural sports
programs; and
WHEREAS it is not fully clear as to the liability coverage of students
involved in assigned laboratory, or field experiences, shop exercises;
and
~JHEREAS it is in the best interest of the University to provide
liability coverage for all student activities sanctioned by the
University, be it therefore
RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate requests the Administration to
clearly identify the current liability insurance coverage for students
and to take inmediate steps to obtain student coverage for all
University sanctioned activities.
The above resolution was introduced by Senator Hood who moved its
adoption and seconded by Senator Burt. During the discussion,
Senator Hood pointed out that there are potential dangers when
students work on or with floats, food service, l aboratories,
cl assroom and when they go out in the state. Senator Hipp asked
who would pay for the coverage, and Senator Hood responded by
stating that the resolution does not address the probl em of how
coverage wil l be obtained.
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The resolution was approved unan imously by voice vote.
g.

FS-79-2-8 - Resolution on The Provision of Towels and Soap
for Laboratori es.
~JHEREAS the Clemson Un i versity Physical Plant currently has a
pol i cy of not providing basic items such as paper towels and
soap for laboratory areas for teaching and research , and
WHEREAS paper towels and soap are necessities for the cleanliness
and well bei ng of students and faculty,
Be it t herefore resol ved that the University Admi nistration take
steps to change this poli cy.
The above resolution was introduced by Senator Hood who moved
its adoption, and seconded by Senator Dickey. Duri ng the
discussion it was revealed that it is a policy that these items
are provided for restrooms onl y.
The resol ution was approved unanimously by voice vote.

7.

The meeting adjourned at 5: 35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

ff~

T. R. Adkins, Jr.
Secretary
Senators absent:
Agricultural Sciences
D. B. Smith
S. G. Turnipseed
Indust rial Management and Textile Sciences
W. C. Whitten
G. H. Horm
Li beral Arts
E.

M. Coulter

Sci ences
H. F. Senter

ATTACHMENT A

CLE::tv.1:SON
UNIVERSrr-Y

FACULTY SENATE

FACULTY SENATE WELFARE CUMMITTEE
REPORT ON TIAA OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN

I ..

SUMMARY
The difference in the characteristics of the South Carolina Retirement
System (SCRS) and TIAA plans is such that no unequivocal comparison of
t he i ndi vidual benefits can be made. However, it appears that both will
pr ovide very similar pensions for individuals serving to retirement for the
i n ter est rate and inflation scenarios of this study. The SCRS plan provides
an assured pension level, while TIAA pensions may be slightly better or worse.
The advan tage of TIAA to the individual is the fact that he owns the pension
accumulation and the ripht to purchase a retirement annuity with it . Since
TIAA is used as the retirement fund vehicle by the va st majority of major
i ns t i t uti ons of higher learning in this country, the individual can move from
one to another without losin~ part of his pension fund accumulation. He is ,
t hus , no t " locked in" to a particular _ioh or institution by his pension fund,
and is better able to pursue professional opportunities furthering his
pr ofes siona l development. Indeed , this is at least as advantageous to the
Univer sit y as to the faculty member. Development of a vigorous and vital
a cademic pr ogram in any field requires the crvss- fertilization of ideas which
ac compani es the addition of new , ambitious faculty to interact with more
experienced faculty possessing broader perspective. While the greater mobility
offered by the TIAA option will result in some people leaving that we would
like to see remai n , it will also brin? good people to replace them . In
general , the programs at all institutions involved, and the professional devel
opment of t he individuals involved , will benefit in the long run.
The greatest advanta?,e to the University o f a TIAA optional retirement plan
lies in t he area of faculty recruiting, especially of senior faculty. As
t he most coIDJ11on retirement system in higher education , TIAA is widely known
and respected among faculty throughout the country. Many have their retirement
accounts with TIAA , and the ability to continue their participation in TIAA
would be very attrac t ive to them. The assurance that their pension accumula
t i on would no t be forfeited should they depart would also be a considerable
at t raction t o many younger faculty candidates. On the other hand, other
individuals wil l be attracted by the assured benefits of the SCRS plan . The
availability of both plans on an optional basis would distinctly strengthen
t he Uni versity position in attracting top-flight faculty to continue its
movemen t t oward nat ional prominence .
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Finally, there appears to be no significant additional cost to the
University in offerin~ the TIAA plan as an option. Thus, the clear
conclusion is that appropriate action should be instituted to implement
the TIAA plan as an option to the present SCRS retirement plan.
II.

Comparison of characteristics of State (SCRS) and Optional (TIAA)
Retirement Plans
A.

Basic Concepts
State - The South Carolina Retirement System (SCRS) utilizes a formula
based on years of service and final average salary (three
highest years) to compute a defined benefit. The benefit, or
pension, is only indirectly related to the individual's
contributions.
TIAA -

B.

The TIAA plan provides a pension actuarily based on a defined
contribution rate. The pension depends on cumulative contribu
tions , dividend rate (which is variable), and time on deposit.
Presently, it also depends on sex, thou?h the actuarial tables
may be merged in the future. Thus, TIAA pensions can only be
estimated for some economic scenario. The TIAA member is also
given the opportunity to invest his pension funds in CREF, an
equity investment fund.

Vesting and Portability
Definitions

Vesting refers to the right to receive a deferred pension
from employer contributions to a pension fund even if
employment with the sponsoring company or ap.ency ceases .
Portability refers to the right to continue active parti
cipation with the same pension fund with more than one
employer. It also implies full credit for pension fund
accruals even in periods when no contributions are made.
Generally, such plans are owned by the individual.

State

- Vesting is provided in fifteen years. No provision is made
for inflation or inter e st adjustment between separation and
retirement. Consequently, this vesting is of very dubious
value if termination is more than ten years from retirement
eligibility.

TIAA

- Immediate vesting and full portability are provided . The
ultimate pension reflects all fund earnings even if no
contributions are made for a long period prior to retirement .

***

-

This appears to be the pre-eminent advantage of TIAA.
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C.

Inflation and Cost-of-Living
State - Compensation for inflation is quite good prior to retirement
in that the benefit is generally based on the individual ' s highest
salary, which will have at least roughly kept pace with inflation.
After retirement, there is a limited adjustment of pension benefits
in response to changes in the consumer price index.

D.

TIAA

Compensation for inflation prior to retirement depends on r1s1ng
interest rates in inflationary times (and thus higher TIAA
dividends), and the opportunity to participate in equity invest
ment through the CREF option or TIAA with highly uncertain
results, of course . After r etirement , the same factors are
oper ative .

***

Probably an advantage to SCRS in highly inflationary periods .

Disability and Death Benefits
State - There is a disability retirement provision in the State
system after five years service. The calculation is complex,
but the pension would range from roughly 30% of final salary
at initial eligibility to about 45% if near retirement with
extensive service at Clemson. A death benefit of one year's
salary is also provided (along with return of all contributions
with interest . )
TIAA

- There are no disability or death benefit provisions in
TIAA other than entitlement to the full contributions
and interest attributable to both the individual and
the state , and the prerogative of taking this as an
annuity . For the individual with a number of years in
the program, the entitlement to the State contributions
offsets the one year salary death benefit of SCRS .
TIAA offers a separate disability insurance program with
excellent benefits at modest cost(less than one per cen t
of salary) . This plan would also be attractive to SCRS
members not yet eligible for SCRS disability , or whose
SCRS disability income would be inadequate.

***

-

An advantage to SCRS in the early years, about equal
later, perhaps an advantage to TIAA even later . The TIAA
disability insurance would be a valuable addition to
Clemson ' s benefit plans in any event.

qo
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E.

Tax Treatment
State - All employee contributions are taxed at the time of
contribution. Tax on the employer contribution, and
on the interest accrued, is deferred until retirement.

III .

TIAA

- Generally, such optional plans allow tax deferral on
employee contributions. At a contribution rate of 6%
and a 33% marginal tax rate, the employee choosing tax deferral
would be able to purchase a Supplemental Retirement Annuity
with 3% of his salary with no reduction in take home pay.
His ultimate retirement pension would then be increased by
about 20% (before taxes). Since most of the pension is
attributable to employer contributions and interest (and is
thus taxable), the after tax income would also increase
significantly no matter what his tax bracket.

***

-

Clearly an advanta~e to TIAA.

Comparison of Estimated Retirement Benefits
A.

Bases - Salary profiles used are 5% and 7% average annual
raises. Case studies of recent employees indicate about
7% has been the case over the past 30 years . Generally,
higher salary increase rates make SCRS look better, while
lower values are favorable to TIAA. In the comparison, the
TIAA Plan is assumed to have no CREF component since no
reasonable prediction can be made for CREF.
Note
TIAA interest rates are assumed to be fixed at
6% to retirement and 9% after retirement. Actual
TIAA rates are variable; currently, the rate is
7.75%. The figures in the following illustrations
are abstracted from a report prepared by TIAA for
Clemson University, dated August 15, 1978. Copies
are available in the Clemson University Personnel Office.
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B.

Sample Cases
1.

Twenty-eight year old serving 30 years, then retiring.
What is his pension?

Initial Salary - $16,000

Pension - % of Final Avg. Salary
SCRS

TIAA

Salary Increase
Rate

Male

Female

$ 62, 770

5%

49.5

45.6

48.5

$106,943

7%

38.7

35.6

49.0

Final Salary
Average

Note result is very similar at 5% salary rate, but SCRS is about
25% higher at 7% rate. As discussed in II E. , election of tax
deferred treatment with TIAA would enhance TIAA pensions significantly,
placing TIAA slightly ahead at 5% and modestly behind at 7% salary
increase rates.
2.

Same twenty-eight year old serves 15 years and terminates to
take administrative position at another University. What is
his deferred pension at age 65?

Initial Salary - $16,000

Pension - % of Final Avg. Salary
SCRS

TIAA

Salary Increase
Rate

Male

Female

$ 88,324

5%

31. 2

28.0

8.1

$171,085

7%

18.5

16.7

5.4

Final Salary
Average

Note that the vested pension from SCRS for the 15 years service is
only 5 - 8% of the individual's final pre-retirement salary! Indeed,
if the employee withdrew his contributions, forfeited the State share,
and invested in a bank savings account for the intervening 22 years, he
would be better off. With TIAA, on the other hand, he has a deferred
pension of 17 to 31% of his final average salary - a significant contri
bution to his retirement income.
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3.

Same twenty-eight year old serves to retirement at age 65.
is his pension?

Initial Salary - $16,000
Final Salary
Average

What

Pension - % of Final Avg . Salary
SCRS

TIAA

Salary Increase
Rate

Male

Female

$ 88,324

5%

70.5

63.3

60 . 2

$171,085

7%

51 . 6

46.3

60 . 7

Conclusions are
that use of tax
those pensions ,
salary increase
increase rate.
4.

much the same as Case 1 above . Note again
deferred option with TIAA could increase
so that TIAA would be appreciably superior at 5%
rate, and rou~hly on a par with SCRS at the 7%

Forty-four year old enters with 16 years service elsewhere.
How does TIAA option affect him?
Without listing the detailed calculations, suffice
it to say that Illustrations 1 and 3 pive a reasonable
assessment of the relative pensions he would earn during the
balance of his career at Clemson. That is, at 5% annual salary
increase the TIAA pension would be somewhat higher, at 7%
salary increase the SCRS pension a bit greater. The pension
would be about one-third of the final average salary in each
case .

S.

Case studies from Clemson - recent retirees; SCRS pension
versus TIAA based on actual contribution and dividend record .
a.

Initial Salary - $2 , 250 in 1946
Years of Service - 31
Final Salary Avg . - $24,540
Salary Increase Rate - 8.0%
SCRS Pension - $11,571
TIAA Pension - $8,867

b.

Initial Salary - $4,150 in 1949
Years of Service - 28
Final Salary Ave. - $16,072
Salary Increase Rate - 5 . 0%
SCRS Pension - $6,888
TIAA Pension - $6,722
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c.

Initial Salary - $5,400 in 1949
Years of Service - 28.5
Final Salary Avg. - $30 , 738
Salary Increase Rate - 6.9%
SCRS Pension - $13 , 907
TIAA Pension - $9,969
Note that for the two individuals with high salary
increase rates SCRS was distinctly superior, while
the third case gave almost equal pensions. It
should be recognized, however, that during the
early years of these careers, the total contribution
rate (state plus individual) was appreciably lower
than it is at present . This penalizes the TIAA
pension (which reflects the money which has been
deposited), but not the SCRS plan (which is based on
the current benefit rate irrespective of cumulative
contributions.) Note also that the advantages of
tax deferred treatment were not considered.

***

IV.

Based on the information presented above, it is clear that
level of pension benefits alone does not provide an unequivocable
choice between SCRS and TIAA. SCRS pensions seem to be somewhat
higher (if inflation rates remain high) for the employee who
remains at Clemson until retirement. However, this comparison
is based on a lower interest rate than that currently paid
by TIAA, and does not allow for tax sheltered treatment available
in optional plans. Indeed, one can make either plan appear superior
by altering one ' s assumptions about interest rates and inflation
rates.

Advantage to Clemson and to the Faculty of Having TIAA Option
The really distinct advantage of TIAA is its immediate vesting and
complete portability. As TIAA is by far the most widespread retirement
plan at American colleges and universities, a faculty member can
readily move about in his academic career without adverse effect on the
retirement security of himself and his family.
The improved mobility offered by the TIAA plan is ifflportant to both
the University and the faculty . The vitality of an academic program
is dependent on the introduction of new, fresh ideas through new
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faculty . For the faculty member , opportunities for advancement ,
especially into administrative positions, are relatively limited
within any single institution. Furthermore, the professional
development of the faculty member also depends on interaction
with other professionals in his field. While many avenues exist for
this (such as sabbaticals), job changes are one of the more important.
The disincentive to change ,iobs which is given hy the lack of portability
in the SCRS system is sometimes regarded as an advantage to the institution
in that it may help to retain good faculty. However, it will likewise
retain faculty who are not so good, or who are unhappy at Clemson and
thus not performing at their best capability but who feel " locked in"
by the retirement system. Indeed , it can be argued that the exceptionally
good faculty member who finds opportunity elsewhere can often negotiate
a sufficient salary increase to enable him to disregard the SCRS pension
forfeited, while the relatively poorer faculty member cannot and thus
remains . Thus, the lack of portability inherent in the SCRS system
may act so as to decrease the overall quality of the faculty.
In recruiting of new faculty, especially of experienced individuals for
administrative positions or special professorships (endowed chairs, for
example), the availability of TIAA would be a strong positive feature
for the University. Faculty elsewhere are familiar with TIAA, and are
likely to have their retirement account with TIAA . The abili t y to
continue with this plan would be attractive to most such individuals .
While younger faculty candidates may be less concerned with retirement,
the assurance that they would have the opportunity to retain their
accumulated pension fund if they should leave Clemson before retirement
would again be an attractive feature.
On the other hand , of course, the assured benefits offered by the SCRS
would be an attraction to other individuals coming to Clemson with no thought
of leaving before retirement. As pointed out above, in highly inflationary
times the SCRS pension levels will keep pace with inflation, while TIAA
involves some de~ree of uncertainty in this matter. The ability to offer
both options thus would put the University in a distinctly advantageous
recruiting position relative to institutions with but one option.
V.

COST TO THE UNIVERSITY
The comparisons presented above assume the same contributions currently made
to SCRS by both the individual and the University would also be made to a
TIAA optional plan . While dealinR with two optional plans rather than
a single mandatory retirement plan would certainly increase the administrative
overhead, this should be a minimal expense. Thus , the additional cost to the
University of offering the TIAA optional plan is expected to be ne~ligible.

ATTACHMENT B

Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Compensation

Final Report
January 19, 1979

Philip B. Burt, Chairperson
Theodore Adkins, Jr.
Charles A. Grubb
Stephen S. Melsheimer
Roger B. Rollin
E. P. Stillwell, Jr.
Samuel G. Turnipseed

SummaFy

In its role as South Carolina ' s land grant institution, Cl emson University
consistently attracts the best students in the state .

In South Carol ina, as

elsewhere throughout the country, the best students place quality education above
all other considerations .

In order to maintain and improve the quality of the

University ' s programs it is necessary to retain the expertise of senior faculty
and to attract young faculty of high potential.
At present, the quality of Clemson ' s programs is threatened due to the
marked deficiency in faculty compensation relative to comparable institutions
in neighboring states.

This deficiency, if allowed to continue, must increasingly

impair the Institution's ability to acquire and keep highly qualified faculty
members and to maintain the standards of its programs .

As a consequence, and

because competition among universities for the best students is increasing, Clemson ' s
public commitments will inevitably suffer.
As a first step in correcting the deficiency in faculty compensation the
University should move to raise the average compensation at each rank to at
least the average of the peer institutions as defined in this report.
initial step should be completed in the next two academic years.

This

I

The Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Compensation has fully considered the
questions raised in the Faculty Senate Welfare Committee's March 18, 1978
report on faculty compensation at Clemson.

The results of our consideration

support the preliminary report of the Welfare Committee, whose main

thrust was

that Clemson University faculty are significantly under-compensated at all
academic ranks except Instructor in comparison with faculty at peer institutions
an undercompensation which has persisted over~ period of several years.
Accordingly, we recommend:
(1)

that the average compensation of Clemson faculty at each rank be
brought up to the average level at peer institutions, defined as:
The University of South Carolina, Columbia; North Carolina State
University, Raleigh; The University of North Carolina , Chapel Hill;
The University of Georgia, Athens; Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta; The University of Florida,

Gainesville; Florida State University,

Tallahassee; Auburn University, Auburn; The University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa; The University of Tennessee, Knoxville; The University of
Virginia, Charlottesville; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
Univers i ty, Blacksburg; The University of Maryland, College Park:
(2)

that the program to establish parity with the peer institutions be
effected in the academic years 1979-80 and 1980-81:

(3)

that a progress report on this program be made annually to the Faculty
Senate Welfare Committee by the Administration:

(4)

that after completion of this program an annual report

on compensation

at Clemson and its peers be made by the Administration to the Faculty
Senate Welfare Committee.

II

The basis for our study was the data on faculty compensation (salary plus
fringe benefits) compiled by the American Association of University Professors
and reported annually in The A.A . U. P. Bulletin.
through 1977-78 were examined.

Data for the period 1970-71

By analyzing such an extended period transient

effects on compensation differentials were shown to be unimportant.
A total of thirteen universities comprise the peer group established by
the Committee.

All are:

(1) Category I institutions (a classification made

by the A.A.U . P. on the basis of graduate programs in existence); (2) state
supported; (3) in Southeastern states.
III

Comparison of compensation relative to the defined peer group at the various
ranks are presented in Table I .

It can be seen that the most significant under

compensation at Clemson occurs at the full professor rank.
emphasizes this point by

Table II further

comparing the average increment in compensation accorded

full professors relative to associate professors at Clemson and in the peer group.
Finally, for reference, Table III presents a comparison of compensation at each
rank for Clemson relative to the national average of Category I institutions.
It is of the utmost importance to recognize that full professors at Clemson,
as at any reputable university, are expected to be individuals "who have demonstrated
outstanding performance in their respective fields" and, in addition, who possess
"the terminal degree" and have "at least nine years of relevant experience" (Manual
for Faculty Members, Clemson University, 1976; p. 47).

Many years of professional

training and demonstrated expertise in scholarship, teaching and research are routine
requirements for elevation to the rank of full professor.

These achievements imply

a strong commitment on the part of faculty to higher education, to the university
and to the search for knowledge.

Simultaneously, a full professor is expected to

exercise leadership within the university community and to exert himself courageously
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on behalf of the university .

To a considerable extent, a l lowing for differences

in professional experience and accomplishment, these remarks describe associate
professors.

Table II offers evidence that the importance of senior faculty is

much more fully recognized at its peer institutions that at Cl emson.

By comparison,

Clemson University's senior faculty--the very faculty on whom much of the Institution's
quality, reputation and prestige depend, those whose professional commitment has
been most extensive and extended, those who by attainment, performance and seniority
merit appropriate compensation--have been and are inadequately recognized.
The effect of inordinately low rel.a tive compensation, such as is received by
Clemson faculty, is insidious and pervasive .
in several ways .

The results can manifest themselves

New junior faculty are keenly aware that the salary range of

senior faculty ranks is ultimately of more importance to them than their starting
salaries.

They may use a low paying institution as a "training camp", remaining

uncommitted to the institution and departing at the first opportunity.

At the

senior levels the likelihood that highly qualified and accomplished individuals
will go where their professional capabilities are better recognized and utilized
is enhanced .

Many of those who remain, in order to supplement their income, may

devote less than full attention to their professional duties.

The end result can

be an overabundance of uncommitted, minimally qualified faculty members.

If such a

collection predominates it does not constitute a University.
Like the above economic model, the "Ideal of the University" is relevant to
the issue of faculty compensation at all levels.

It is one to which all who have

knowledge of the history and tradition of higher education must respond.

The

business of The University is Education in the broadest sense of the creation,
conservation and dissemination of knowledge---but The University is not a business.
Faculty members are not standardly trained, equally qualified, readily replaceable
workers .

They are professionals--in their commitments to their

disciplines and

their institutions, and in their education, authority, responsibility and activities.
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They are chosen by their professional peers for their abilities and
capabilities, demonstrated and potential, to contribute to the sum which
is The University.

Clemson University--the Clemson that functions in part

through tradition--through the perceptions of alumni, students, friends,
and citizens of South Carolina and the nation--is a recognizable, respected
and valued entity.

Whether it can remain so is the question we address.

In sum, what the Committee has found is that the Faculty of Clemson
University, dedicated to serving the needs of a developing state, is and
has been under-compensated.

Whether such a University can continue to exist

and meet the needs of its constituency with such under compensation is doubtful.
Clemson faculty see the incomes on which they and their families depend falling
significantly below those for peer institutions at the same time academic
salaries are decreasing relative to those of the other segments of our society.
The cost to morale and, consequently, to program effectiveness, is becoming
increasingly substantial.

The danger is clear and present:

the gains made

by South Carolina and Clemson University over the past ten to fifteen years
risk being lost or appreciably eroded unless a program to remedy the undercompensation of the Clemson Faculty is quickly effected.

Respectfully Submitted,

Philip B. Burt, Chairperson
Theodore Adkins, Jr.
Charles A. Grubb
Stephen S. Melsheimer
Roger B. Rollin
E. P. Stillwell, Jr.
Samuel G. Turnipseed
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TABLE I
Relative Compensation of Clemson Faculty
(Clemson - Average of Peers)/Clemson (per cent)
1970-71

71-72

72-73

73-74

74-75

75-76

76-77

77-78

Professor

-13 . 8

-15.6

-14.1

-10.4

- 9.7

-

8.4

-10.1

-13 . 4

Assoc. Prof.

-

4.8

- 6. 7

- 5.7

-

5.3

- 3.8

-

1.6

-

3.5

- 6.8

Ass't. Prof.

- 5.8

-

-

7.8

- 7. 2

- 6.1

- 5.3

-

5.0

-

3. 7

2.6

5.6

5.3

Instructor

6. 5
2.0

1.1

3.0

7.9
2.1

Table II
Relative Compensation of Full Professors and Associate Professors
(Professor - Associate Professor)/Professor
(per cent)
Peer

23 . 2

23.1

23.4

23.2

24.5

24.4

24 . 1

24.2

Clemson

16.7

16.8

17 . 3

19 . 4

19.5

18.6

18.7

18.9

Table III
Relative Compensation of Clemson Faculty
(Clemson - National Average)/Clemson (per cent)
Professor

-17.2

Assoc. Prof.

-

Ass't. Prof.

- 5. 8

Instructor

- 7.4

5.5

-18 . 4

-16.2

-11. 4

-10 . 2

-12.2

-11. 8

-14 . 2

-

- 5. 7

- 4.7

- 3. 3

- 3.6

- 4.5

- 6.8

- 6.4

-

-

5.8

- 5.4

- 8.5

- 6.9

- 9.1

- 7.0

- 2.8

- 1. 7

.8

-

- 2.2

- 4.3

7.4

7.8
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ATTACHMENT C
Rebuttal to Comments on Faculty Senate
Report on
Status of Academic Year Faculty Employed in Summer
1.

It is certainly true that the University may agree with faculty that
they could carry out in a manner that is mutually agreeable such functions as teaching, research, or extension, or other duties -- in the
summer period. The issue is precisely the nature of such agreements,
and whether the University will provide professional conditions of
employment in the summer. Summer faculty are continuing employees
(their salary is based on their academic year salary for example, and
they are required to participate in the South Carolina Retirement System
while temporary employees (under four months) are excluded from the SCRS)
and this status should be reflected in all aspects of employment conditions.
11
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2.

Employment agreements would serve to protect the rights of the faculty to
fringe benefits (such as sick leave) due by virtue of state employment.
The Faculty Senate proposal specifically states that the agreements would
be consummated at a mutually agreeable time . In some instances where the
University desires to ensure the services of a faculty member (such as to
conduct contract research) it would presumably offer to execute the agree
ment early in the academic year. Where uncertainties regarding the need
for a faculty member's services exist, the agreement would be executed
later. Meanwhile, of course, the faculty member might be exploring other
opportunities. In any event, escape clauses permitting the University or
the faculty member to abrogate the agreement for valid reasons and with
reasonable notice would logically be incorporated in any summer employment
agreement.

3.

During the academic year the maximum teaching load is generally deemed to
be four courses per semester. A faculty member is therefore paid 12 1/2%
of his yearly salary for each course taught. During the summer a faculty
member is paid 7 1/2% of his yearly salary for teaching a single course.
Thus, the same course is taught during the summer at a 40% reduction in
salary.
It has been suggested that the surrmer teaching faculty do not have the
additional responsibilities that the academic year faculty have, such as
advising students and committee assignments, and that this justifies a
lower salary. We do not believe this is the case . Many faculty continue
to advise students and to keep up with departmental and college responsi 
bilities whether or not they are employed by the University during the
summer. However, let us concede that the extra activities are less during
the summer than during the academic year and let us then assume that the
extra academic year activities are equivalent to one extra course each
semester. This then brings the academic year work load to an equivalent
5 courses per semester. A faculty member is thus paid 10%of his academic
year salary to teach a single course in the academic year and 7 1/2% of
his academic year salary to teach the same course during the summer. The
result is a reduction of 25% in salary for the same effort.
It is therefore clear that summer teaching faculty are being paid 25%to
40%less to teach in the surrmer sessions.
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ATTACHMENT C (cont.)
As to the number of "free days" available to the teaching faculty
during the summer, inspection of the 1978 Summer Cal endar indicates
that there are 5 net free days between May 16 and August 15 (not 12),
a number that is quite consistent with the 4 1/2 or 7 1/2 days of
Annual Leave earned by calendar year employees during the summer.
It is also consistent with the number of "free days" available to
the academic faculty during the academic year .
4.

The right to use sick leave when legitimately ill is earned by the
employee; written summer employment agreements would protect this
right fully as applied to surrmer employment.

5.

Clearly, the current policy is that summer facul ty do not earn
"annual leave." In fact the Faculty Senate proposal did not use the
term "annual leave" in reference to summer faculty.
Academic year employees receive a reasonable and equitable amount of
leave time during the academic year in comparison to that earned by
calendar year employees during the academic year. The same principle
should apply in the summer. Summer teaching faculty do have an
equitable number of "days off" in the summer, and sunmer research
faculty should likewise receive paid vacation time comparable to the
annual leave earned by calendar year employees during the summer period.

ATTACHMENT D
Rebuttal to Co111Tients on
Faculty Senate Policy Statement on
Summer Employment of Academic Faculty
1.

While co111Tiittee and counci l work and other peripheral academic activities
may be somewhat reduced during the summer, the reduced number of faculty
available ensures that the su111Tier faculty do have a substantial burden in
this area. No Faculty Activities Analys i s has been conducted for the
su111Tier. Indeed course and curriculum development often proceeds a greater
pace during the summer than during the academic year . Further , the level
of teaching effort required for full pay is substantially higher than
during the academic year (essentially a fu l l semester ' s teaching load
during a three month period). While the mix of teachi ng, research, and
extension duties may change for a particular faculty member, the duties
and level of effort are not reduced.

2.

True in most respects.

3.

Just as a 9-month faculty member is entitled to sick leave in the academic
year even if the illness co111Tiences during the su111Tier, the summer faculty
employee should be entitled to use his accumulated sick leave for any
definitely scheduled period of sunmer employment.

4.

Summer school teachers do recei ve an equitable number of vacation days
(5, not 12, in 1978) but are presently penalized in pay for this privilege.
Summer faculty employed in research do not receive any vacation days
except by taking days off without pay. In both cases equity demands a
number of paid vacation days consistent with the l eave earned by calendar
year employees during the summer. "Nine month appoi ntees are not eligible
to receive annual leave" simply states current policy, and does not justify
the failure to provide the paid vacation time which is part of any profes
sional employment conditions.
11
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ATTACHMENT E
MEMORANDUM TO :

Dean Victor Hurst

FROM:

Faculty Senate

DATE:

2-20-79

RE:

Administrative Positions in the Academic Area for
Which Search Committees Are Appropriate

In reviewing your letter of October 2, 1978 we concur that those positions
l isted are appropriate to search committee procedures described on pages
49 and 50 of the Faculty Manual with the followi ng exception:
The Assistant-to- the-Dean in the College of Archi tecture
should be listed since it is understood that he/she has
faculty and budgetary line responsibility (see page 12 of
Faculty Manua 1.)
By dissemination of this listing all of us should avoid any future questions
about the appropriateness of a search committee for a particular position.
In our discussions it has been pointed out that some question may exist
as to which of the policy statements on pages 49 and 50 apply to positions
titled other than as specifically delineated in paragraphs 1 thru 5 of
the procedures. Accordingly we would appreciate your notifying the deans
of the appropriate procedure when you send them their li sting of germane
positions . For example, the College of Agri culture and t he Library have
several titles not specifically covered in paragraphs 1 thru 5, whereas
all of the College of Engineering's positions are covered . Therefore a
bit of clarification might be appropriate. As a suggestion, we have
attached a listing to this memo with the appropriate procedure (from our
perspective) indicated by those positions not otherwise obvious .
It is felt that a memo from you to the Deans of the Colleges delineating
appropriate search committee positions would resol ve any ambiguities that
might exist and there would be no need to attempt to make the present Faculty
Manual statement any more specific.
Thank you for this clarification.

ATTACHMENT E (cont.)
College of Agr icultura l Sci ences
Dean of the College of Agricul tural Sciences
Associate Dean and Director of Instruction
Associate Dean and Director of Extension
Associate Director of Extension
District Extension Leader, Piedmont---------- ------------------ ·Proc. #3
District Extension Leader, Savannah River Valley--------------- Proc. #3
District Extension Leader, Pee Dee----------------------------- Proc. #3
State Leader, Extension Home Economics
Associate District Leader, Home Economics, Piedmont
Associate District Leader, Home Economics, Savannah
Associate District Leader, Home Economics, Pee Dee
State Leader, 4H Club Work and Youth Development
Associate Dean and Director of Research
Associate Director of Research
Superintendent, Edisto Station
Superintendent, Pee Dee Station
Superintendent, Sandhill Station
Superintendent, Truck Station
Head, Dept. of Ag. Econ. & Rural Sociology
Head, Dept. of Agr. Engineering
Head, Dept. of Agronomy &Soils
Head, Dept. of Animal Science
Head, Dept . of Dairy Science
Head, Dept. of Entomology & Economic Zoology
Head, Dept. of Food Science
Head, Dept. of Horticulture
Head, Dept. of Plant Pathology & Physiology
Head, Dept. of Poultry Science
College of Architecture
Dean of the College
Head, Department of
Head, Department of
Head, Department of

of Architecture
Architectural Studies
History & Visual Studies
Planning Studies
College of Educati on

Dean of the College of Education
Head, Department of Agricultural Education
Head, Department of Elementary &Secondary Education
Head, Department of Industrial Education
Director, Vocational Education Media Center
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ATTACHMENT E (cont.)
College of Engineering
Dean of the College of Engineering
Associate Dean of the College of Engineering
Head, Department of Ceramic Engineering
Head, Department of Chemical Engineering
Head, Department of Civil Engineering
Head, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Head, Department of Environmental Systems Engineering
Head, Department of Engineering Technology
Head, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Head, Department of Interdisciplinary Studies
College of Forest & Recreation Resources
Dean of the College of Forest & Recreation Resources
Head, Department of Forestry
Director of Baruch Institute of Forest Science
Associate Dean &Head, Dept. of Recreation & Park Administration
College of Industrial Management and Textile Science
Dean of the College of Industrial Management and Textile Science
Associate Dean of the College of Industrial Management &Textile Science
Head, Department of Accounting and Finance
Head, Department of Industrial Management
Head, Department of Textiles
Head, Department of Economics
Director, Professional Development
College of Liberal Arts
Dean of the College
Head, Department of
Head, Department of
Head, Department of
Head, Department of
Head, Department of
Head, Department of
Head, Department of

of Liberal Arts
English
History
Languages
Music
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
College of Nursing

Dean of the College of Nursing
Director, Baccalaureate Degree Program
Director, Associate Degree Program
Director, Continuing Education in Nursing
Director, Graduate Program in Nursing

ATTACHMENT E (cont . )
College of Sciences
Dean of the College of Sciences
Head, Department of Biochemistry
Head, Department of Botany
Head, Department of Chemistry and Geology
Head, Department of Mathematical Sciences
Associate Head, Department of Mathematical Sciences
Head, Department of Microbiology
Head, Department of Physics &Astronomy
Head, Department of Zoology
Head, Department of Computer Science
Office of Undergraduate Studies
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Director of the Library
Associate Director of the Library
Office of Graduate Studies and University Research
Dean of Graduate Studies and University Research
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies
Associate Dean of University Research
Office of University Extension
Dean of University Extension
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CLEMSON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ALUMNICFNll:R • CLEMS()NUNIV~W;ITY
CLEMSON SOU rt I CAROLINA :><Jr,~ 1
1ELEPHONE 80 l/656 2345

January 27, 1979

Dr. William F. Steirer
President
Faculty Senate
Clemson University
Dear Bi 11:
I am in receipt of your letter of January 23 concerning the
Alumni Merit Scholars program. I relayed your message
to the Council at its meeting today.
The Association is looking forward to continued cooperation
in building more programs like this in the future. At our
annual meeting today the Council doubled the grant to provide
for another 20 Alumni Merit Scholars for 1979.
Let me also say that it was an honor and a pleasure to work
with you and the others on the Presidential Selection COITITlittee
as we sought the best qualified persons to be candidates for
President of Clemson University.
Sincerely,

Davis T. Moorhead

DTM:rs

•

•

CLE:h4:SON
UNXVEB.SITY

January 24, 1979

OFFICE FOR DEVELOPMENT

Dr. William F. Steirer, President
Faculty Senate
Hardin Ha 11
Cl emson University
Dear Bi 11:
Your letter of January 23, 1979 with its kind words, was
warmly received. We are extremely pleased that we were able to assist
in the establishment of this very fine scholarship program.
Perhaps with a Faculty Senate endorsement, annual contri
butions will be increased to the point that the number of scholarships
awarded annually can be increased. We look forward to the time when a
Faculty-Staff Merit Scholarship recipient will be in each class level.
I have taken the liberty of sending a copy of your letter
to the persons shown below to receive copies of this letter. They were
also instrumental in either the establishment of administration of this
scholarship.

Please convey my appreciation to the Faculty Senate for
their support of this scholarship and for their continuing efforts to
increase the level of giving from the faculty.
I would ask that current gifts to support the Faculty-Staff
ivierH Scholarship be rnade payble to Cle111son University rather than tlte
Clemson University Foundation . If the faculty decide to endow the schol
arships, then the gifts which would set up the principal would be made
payable to the Clemson University Foundation. We use this procedure to
assure that only endowment gifts are placed in the Foundation.
Sincerely yours,

Jam~Strom, Ph.D.
Di rector
Planning and Corporate Relations
JLS: cs
xc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.

Stanley G. Nicholas
Marvin G. Carmichael
Trescott N. Hinton
Corinne H. Sawyer
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
March 27, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at 3:35 p.m.
Steirer introduced ~r. Jim Stovall, the new Editor of the Tiger.

2.

President

Approval of Minutes
Senator Burt requested that the complete reports of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Faculty Compensation and the SubcoJT111ittee on Retirement be included in the
February 20 minutes. This was approved by unanimous vote. The minutes of
the February 20 meeting were approved with minor corrections.

3.

Special Request
President Steirer introduced Mr. John B. Gentry, retired Cl emson University
Personnel Director, who addressed the Senate on a serious flaw in the S. C.
Retirement System, e.g.: Section 9-1-1660. Nominee on member's death may
receive monthly allowance instead of accumulated contributions. This
section allows beneficiary to receive a lifetime monthly annuity only if
death occurs after he/she has either retired with disabi l ity for 30 days,
is over 65, had more than 30 years of creditable service, or a combina
tion of 60 years of age or older with 20 years of service.
Mr. Gentry is requesting that we support the campaign to amend Section
9-1-1660 so as to correct this omission among the many benefits provided
members of the SCRS. His position is that the situation can be corrected
without an additional dollar of appropriated funds. He i s appealing for
a remedy of a critical hardship which occasionally affects, without
warning, a small portion of "the State employee family."
This hardship occurs when an employee dies in active service after com
pleting 15 to 29 years of service, but before the attainment of age 60 or
the completion of 30 years of service. Al though State .law provides, after
completion of 15 years of creditable service for vesting of employee
contributions~ the employer's matching contributions to provide a
Deferred Annuity at age 60, no similar protection is provided the employee
who continues State service and dies before age 60. (It is distressing
to note that once vested the employee is protected even though he/she may
have left S.C. employment, but no similar protection is provided the
family of the faithful employee who remains in South Carolina and continues
State service.)
Mr. Gentry's appeal is that we support a simple amendment which would protect
the families of employees who die "after completing 15 years of service
regardless of age with a lifetime annuity under Option 2 to the surviving
beneficiary.

JI~
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4.

Committee Reports
a.

Admissions and Scholarship - Senator Edie, Chairman, stated that his
committee had no report, but vmuld be presenting resolutions under nevi
business.

b.

Po1icy Corrunittee - No report.

c.

Research Committee - Senator Fennell, Chairman, reported that the following
areas of concern have been discussed by the conmittee and deserve further
consideration: University assistance in the attainment of research grants;
graduate student support; current tenure policy and its relation to the
hiring of distinguished professors; the role and function of the University
Research Council.

d.

Welfare Committee - Senator Burt had no report but did express apprecia
tion to the Tiger for its reporting on and support of the ad hoc committee
on Faculty Compensation.

e.

Ad Hoc Conmittee - No reports.

f.

University Councils and Committees - It was requested that the represen
tative on the Graduate Council report on the study of the use of 600-level
courses for a graduate student's plan of study. Senator Edie informed
the group that he was not on the committee that was conducting the study,
but Senator Howard had attended a Graduate Council Meeting and was able to
explain as follows: The resolution forbade the use of a 600 course on
GS2 form if the companion 400-level course was required for graduation at
the Bachelor's level. (The Council of Deans formed a subconmittee consisting
of Anderson, Box, Trevillian, and Vogel to study this problem, but they have
as yet not reported back.) The resolution did pass the Graduate Council
in February. Further comments indicated that there are additional require
ments for 600-level courses, but how do you force the instructor to enforce
them? There is a movement underway to eliminate 300-600 level courses.
The ad hoc corrmittee monitoring the Faculty Evaluation System meets
Aprir-9----rc, end its business.

5.

President's Report
a.

Dean Hurst will make no further reply to the Faculty Senate statements
on Surruner Employment.

b.

Action on other Senate resolutions is as follows:
FS-79-2-1

The Class Withdrawal Policy has been submitted to the
Undergraduate Council;

FS-79-2-2 -- Resolution on Proposed Amendments to State Employment
Grievance Procedure. Clemson's administration did not support
the action that was taken by the Council of Presidents. Dean
Hurst's personal recommendation was to oppose it strongly;

/J~
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FS-79-2-3 -- Resolution to Accept the ~lelfare Committee's Report and
Recommendations for Optional Retirement Plans in lieu of
SCRS. If the Senate desires, the administration will provide
a formal statement of support for the optional retirement
plans. Purvis Collins opposes it strongly arguing that,
because many other groups among the 52,000 state employees
have optional plans that they could participate in, to validate
one would establish a precedent that would fragment the
system;
FS-79-2-4 -- Resolution Concerning Changes in the S. C. Retirement.
The best way to achieve these changes would be to include them
in a list of priorities to place before the new President.
Incidentally, Purvis Collins believes that the provision to
vest individuals after five years of service will probably be
enacted this year;
FS-79-2-6 -- Resolution on Faculty Compensation. Vice President Melvin
Barnette is doing his own peer group study so that he can ask
for a one-shot sum of money to bring Clemson faculty salaries
up to parity with that peer group. The administration is
committed to remedying the situation;
FS-79-2-8 -- Resolution on the Provision of Towels and Soap for Laboratories.
The Physical Plant says this cannot be changed.
c.

Dean Hurst asks what the Senate would like him to do on the matter of
distributing the first semester grade reports for faculty. He will do
whatever the Senate desires. So, under Old Business, I will ask you to
decide what you want to do.

d.

The one item of importance from the Athletic Council is a change that will
help faculty members in the distribution of bowl tickets. Distribution
of bowl tickets to faculty will be based on years of service to the
University. Therefore, a faculty member with 15 years of service \'Jill
have a higher priority than one with just one year of service.

FS-79-2-6 was discussed and it was pointed out that approximately 1 .4 million
dollars was being requested to bring us up to parity with the peer group.
Mr. Darrell Hickman, Asst. Vice President of Budgets and Systems, has agreed
to come and address the Senate on the matter of the programatic five-year plan.
Senator Worm moved that Mr.Hickman be invited to address the Senate at the
April meeting, Senator Young seconded, and the motion was unanimously passed
by voice vote.
Senator Burt moved that the Faculty Senate request a formal statement of
support of FS-79-2-3. The motion was seconded by Senator Lambert and was
approved unanimously by voice vote.
Senator Hood asked about FS-79-2-7 -- The Resolution on Student Liability
Insurance Coverage. President Steirer reported that there was no response
on this resolution.

-4-
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In response t o Senat or Hood ' s question on FS- 79- 2-8 - - Pres i dent Ste irer
stated t hat this is the way it will be and that the re wi l l be no promise of change .
Ray Thompson, Personnel Director, is on the conmittee to study opti onal retire
ment pl ans referred to i n FS-79- 2-3.
6.

Old Business a.

7.

President Steirer asked the Senate for instructions on item 11 c 11 in the
President's Report. Does the Senate object to the di stributi on of grade
reports? Senator Coulter objected and expressed the same sentiments as
before that these reports gi ve a false impression of grades given. No
Senator who voted to dist r ibute the grades moved for reconsideration of
the moti on; therefore, the Senate in effect reaffi rmed the previous motion
that the grades be distributed.

New Business
a.

Election of officers for 1979-80.
The following officers were el ected:
President:
Vice- President:
Secretary:

b.

H. W. Fl eming
C. S. Thompson
E. M. Coulter

FS- 79-3-1 -- Ad Hoc Committee on Senate Priorities. By letter dated
March 13, 1979, Senator Baron recommended that the Faculty Senate advise
the Pres i dent to organize an Ad Hoc Committee for the purpose of preparing
a Faculty Senate Position Paper.11In July, Dr. William Atchley will begin his tenure as President of Clemson
University . He will undoubtedly be asked by numerous individuals and
organizations to make decisions pertaining to the administration of the
University. He will be establishing his priorities.
"In order to ensure that the concerns and interests of the Clemson University
Faculty are brought to Pres i dent Atchley ' s attenti on and given appropriate
pri ority, I would like to recommend that the Faculty Senate prepare a
position paper listing those items which are of greatest concern to the
Faculty. The position paper would be presented to Dr. Atchley immediately
upon his taking office.
11

vle recommend therefore that the President of the Senate immediately appoint

an ad hoc committee to draft a document for the Senate's approval. It is
suggested that the ad hoc committee be instructed to prepare a brief state
ment l i sting not more than six items of concern. The l ist should incl ude
i tems pertaini ng to the welfare of the faculty, the admin istration of the
university and academic affairs. The paper should avoid taking a pos i tion
on items which might be consi dered controversial by the Senate. Such items
should simply be listed for Or . Atchley ' s attention. The committee should
be advised that it must present a draft to the Senate by the May meeting.

/
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'~herefore,
form an ad
paper, for
of Clemson

be it resolved, that the President of the Senate immediately
hoc Faculty Senate committee to prepare a Faculty Senate position
presentation to Dr. l·I. Atchley upon his taki ng office as President
University . "

Senator Edie moved acceptance and Senator Addison seconded.
Senator Dan Smith moved to table until the Apri l meeting because Senator
Baron is absent and should be present to discuss t he proposal . The motion
to table was seconded by Senator Hood. There was some opposition to
tabling , Senator Smith withdrew the motion, and Senator Hood agreed.
Senator Bill Smith moved to amend so that the ad hoc committee would be
an ad hoc Faculty Senate Committee whi ch would~e~omposed of a represen
tative from each College. Vice President Dickey seconded and Senator
Coulter moved the question. The vote to amend the motion was unanimous.
Discussion on the main motion including the amendment brought out the
following points: Senator Grubb asked why there was a limit of si x items;
Senator Coulter stated that it suggested not more than six; Senator Lambert
pointed out that it is a suggestion and would not be l aw; Senator Whitten
suggested that the number of items be l eft to the di scretion of the Committee .
The motion to approve FS-79- 3-1 as amended passed unanimously by voice vote.
c.

Senator Baron i n a communication dated March 12, 1979, submitted a
recommendation for a Salutary Letter of Commendation to the President
of the University.
"Last year Pres i dent Ed\'1ards advised the Palmetto Golf Tournament officials
that the Clemson University Golf Team could not compete in an event sponsored
by a racially segregated organization . The action was taken without fanfare.
The tournament committee was simply advised that by law Clemson University ·
could not participate in any activity that was racial ly segregated. A recent
newspaper article however, suggests that the President's response was meant
to convey the message that the University had more than a legal responsibility
in this matter. President Edwards took the positi on that this University had
a moral respons i bility not to participate in any segregated activity. It
was a response worthy of an institution holding a position of leadership and
trust within the State.
"We should therefore 1i ke to ca 11 upon the Faculty Senate to commend the
President of the University for his actions in this matter. Further, we
call upon the Senate to request, that the President of the Senate, prepare
a sal utary letter expressing our appreciation. We further request that
the letter be made a part of the Senate's minutes, so that it might be
given the widest possible public distribution through the Campus News."
Senator Burt moved that the recommendation be approved. The motion was
seconded by Senator Lambert. The motion was unanimously approved by
voice vote.

; /0
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d.

FS-79- 3- 2 - - Establishment of Physical Plant Adviso ry Corruni ttee.
WHEREAS, the Physical Pl ant has the responsibility for janitorial service,
maintenance, and repairs; and
WHEREAS, the function of faculty members at the departmental level is
directly affected by policies and procedures of the Physical Plant,
therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that an Advisory Committee made up of one Department Head
from each College (to be appointed annual ly by each College Dean) be
established to advise the Physical Plant on matters relating to janitorial
service, maintenance, repairs, and grounds upkeep.
Senator Hood moved acceptance and Vice President Dickey seconded. A
discussion insued whereby various complaints were ai red : Utilization of
kennel fences; utilization of jack hammers and lawnmowers during class
periods with no advanced warning to departments.
The motion to accept the resolution passed by voice vote but was not
unan imous.

e.

FS-79- 3- 3 -- Retention of present seat assignments .
WHEREAS, Faculty and staff who annua l ly purchase season football tickets
have been allowed the option of retaining their seat assignments from
year to year; therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the Facul ty Senate requests the Athletic Department
to continue to allow faculty and staff the option of retaining thei r
present seat assignments .
Senator Hood moved acceptance and Senator Dan s~i th seconded. During the
discussion the question was asked What does it mean? Senator Hood
responded that he does not want to be moved out of his seat. President
Steirer stated that he does not know of any plans to move Faculty/Staff
and that it is his understanding that they will have the right to move
to the new section if they wish, but they will not 'be obl iged to move .
However, the resolution should clarify the situation.
11

11

The motion passed unanimously by voice vote.
f.

FS- 79- 3-4 --

Resolution on Reexaminations .

WHEREAS the original reasons for institution of the pol icies allowing
reexaminations for deficient grade point ratio and for an F received the
last semester of the senior year no longer exist.
BE IT, THEREFORE, RESOLVED that the practice of reexamination for an F
received the last semester of the senior year and reexamination for
deficient grade point ratio (as described in paragraphs 4 through 7
of page 48 of Clemson University Announcements 1978/1979) be abolished .

-7-
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The motion to approve the resolution was made by Senator Edie and
seconded by Senator Grubb. The moti on was approved unanimously by
voice vote.
g.

FS-79-3-5 -- Resolution on Academic Misconduct.
WHEREAS Clemson University's Student Handbook lacks a philosophical
statement on academic honesty and does not specify with exactness all
cases of academic dishonesty whi ch might occur, and
WHEREAS Clemson's present method of dealing with cases of academic
misconduct puts the burden of investigating, prosecuting and punishing
solely on the faculty member who suspects or detects cheating, meaning
that numerous incidents of academic misconduct go unreported -BE IT, THEREFORE, RESOLVED THAT:
(1) the publishers of the Student Handbook consider including a philosophical
statement on the matter of academic honesty as it relates or pertains
to the ideals of the University;
(2) the Student Handbook give a more detailed and comprehensive account
of actions that may be considered academically dishonest;
(3) the proper agencies within the Uni versity establish a judiciary
corrunittee whose function shall be to investigate, prosecute, and
pass sentence or recommendations on cases of academic dishonesty.
The motion to approve the resolution was made by Senator Edie and seconded
by Senator Bi ll Smith . After a spirited discuss i on during which several
controversial items were brought out, the motion to table was r.iade by
Senator Burt and seconded by Senator Snipes. The vote in favor of
tabl i ng was unanimous.

h.

FS-79-3-6 -- Resolution on University Admission.
WHEREAS Clemson University presently lacks a writt.en, formal policy of
admissions, and
~JHEREAS there is currently some confusion and annoyance concerning the
University's admission policy, caused particularly by the early cut- off
date for application and the importance the University evidently places
on a non-academic criteria, dormitory space, and
~IHEREAS admission to the University is and will conti nue to be competitive
and in order to maintain the University's high standards,
BE IT, THEREFORE, RESOLVED THAT:
(1)

~

formal pol icy of admission be establ i shed, based on academic
considerations rather than dormitory space. This policy should be
in writing and made known to al l applicants, the faculty, and the
general publ ic, and it should be i ncluded in the Bulletin. This
pol i cy shoul d be reviewed and revised as needed by appropriate facu l ty
and administrative groups.

-8-
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(2) the Registrar and Office of Admissions henceforth come under the
Dean of the University, indicating thereby the academic nature of
their responsibility.
(3) the faculty should play a part in the admissions procedure. For
this purpose a permanent University corrmittee on admissions should
be established to advise the Registrar in matters of policy, or
this function could be assumed by the Undergraduate Council.
(4) the Registrar should present to the faculty long-range goals to
improve admissions standards.
Senator Edie moved that the resolution be approved. Senator Snipes
seconded. During the discussion it was pointed out that at the present
time there is no review by either Faculty or Administration, rather
admission is predicated on dorm space; the Registrar and Admission offices
should be under the Dean of the University; the Faculty should play a part
in formulating admissions policy; the Registrar should present long-range
goals in admission po li cy. Senator Burt expressed the opinion that this
responsibility of admission should be under the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee of the Senate; whereas, Senator Edie disagrees and stated that it
should be under the auspices of the Undergraduate Council. Senator Howard
expressed the opinion that this was part of a piece meal approach toward
effecting the new constitution; he is concerned with long range admission
and questions the adviseability of attracting only the el ite; there is
no known method of determining who will be successful in a university;
the best we have is SAT and class position. The consensus was that the
Senate needs to participate by having some group work with the Registrar's
office and really have some input . Senator Snipes moved the question,
and the motion passed by voice vote, but not unanimously.
i.

FS-79- 3-7 -- Faculty Compensation to Minimize Losses Due to Inflation.
~JHEREAS, the rate of inflation continues to erode real faculty income
appreciably,
BE IT RESOLVED. the Senate urges the administration . to put first priority
this year on insuring that the Faculty does not sustain real salary losses
due to inflation.
Senator Burt moved that the motion be approved, and Senator Lambert
seconded. The motion was approved unanimously by voice vote.

8.

Other New Business
Senator Hood requested that President Steirer ask what the current policy
is on official travel outside the United States to attend professional
meetings (particularly Canada and Mexico). President Steirer will attempt
to obtain an answer to this question.

-9-

9.

The meeting adjourned at 5:33 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

!:.1L~}·
Secretary

Senators Absent:
Agricultural Sciences
S. G. Turnipseed
Education
W. E. West (Substitute present)
Engineering
J. L. Prince
W. Baron
J. C. Hester

/~tJ
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
April 17, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Steirer at 3 : 33 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
President Steirer noted that Mr . Darrell Hickman would address the Senate
on the subject of the University Five-Year Program Plan instead of the
peer group parity budgeting study as indicated on page 3, paragraph 7, of
the Minutes. Senator Adkins, outgoing secretary, noted that Mr. John
Gentry had offered approximately twelve minor corrections to item three
on the first page of the Minutes which described his presentation to the
Senate on March 27th. The Senate unanimously approved the changes to be
made at Senator Adkins discretion . The corrected Minutes were then unan
imously approved.

3.

Old President's Report; as follows by President Steirer:
1.

In this , my last report to the Senate, I would like to express my heart
felt appreciation to the members of the Senate for their support and en
couragement during the past year. It goes without saying that only such
support enables the Senate to achieve any degree of success. We have
achieved some successes; the credit is yours.

2.

On FS-79-2-7 on Student Liability Insurance, John C. Newton, Director of
Auxiliary Services, submits the following information:

3.

a.

Students whose parents have a Homeowner's Policy or a Comprehensive
Personal Liability Policy are "insured" under those policies up to
the limits of those policies;

b.

Part-time and student employees are covered by the University's
tort liability policy and students are covered by the University's
automobile liability policy when driving a University car on
official business;

c.

The state law authorizing tort liability coverage for employees
of state agencies does not provide for coverage of students;

d.

If coverage could be authorized, the increase in the University
premium would be approximately $75 , 000 per year at current rates .

a.

FS-79-3-2, Establishment of Physical Plant Advisory Committee: Vice
President Barnette would like a blueprint describing what is being
asked for.

b.

FS-79-3-3, Retention of Present Seat Assignments: The option of re
taining their present seat assignments will continue to be extended
to faculty and staff.

c.

FS-79-3-4, Resolution on Reexaminations:
fore the Undergraduate Council.

This resolution is now be

- 2d.

FS - 79- 3- 6, Resolution on University Admissions: All the Faculty
Senators have received all the information available on admissions,
including the 1961 admissions statement. You are asked to look at
that material and respond to it in some way.

e.

FS - 79 - 3-7, Faculty Compensation to Minimize Losses Due to Inflation:
It may be premature to talk in these terms since the Senate has a
committee recently constituted to establish priorities for the
administration.

f.

The current policy on official travel outside the United States to
attend professional meetings is simple. No state funds can be used
for such travel except to Canada . Why the Budget and Control Board
draws a distinction between Canada and Mexico, e.g., is not known.

4.

Issues that I had hoped would be resolved in this past year include the
Revised Faculty Constitution, the Copyright Policy, the Class Withdrawal
Policy, a 2.0 GPR in major area required by graduation, and a more liberal
policy on public statements by faculty members. I wish you luck and
success in resolving these matters

5.

Faculty Senate Resolution Scoreboard:

Resolution
77-9- 1

Adopted /
Accepted

Rejected

Under
Discussion

•

Payroll Deduction for Contributions to Alumni & University Funds

X

78- 2-2

Affirmative Action Committee

X

78- 2- 3

Plus and Xinus Final Grades

X

78- 2- 4

Athletic Ticket Priorities

X

78-2- 5

IPTAY Support of Academic Excell ence

X

78-3-1

on Athletic Ticket Priorities

X

78- 3- 2

East Campus Parking

X

78- 3- 5

Copyright Policy

78- 4-1

Faculty Compensation

78- 4-2

Group Life Insurance Option

78- 4-3

Summer Employment of Faculty

X
Report Adopted
X
X
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Resolution
78- 4- 4

Adopted/
Accepted

Meeting with Faculty Representa
tives from other State Institu
tions

X (Internally)

78-4-6

Commending President Noblet

X (Internally)

78- 5- 1

Invitation to Col . Tyndall and
Dean Sam Willis to talk about
Section 504

X (Internally)

78- 5-2

on Fringe Benefits

X (Internally)

78-6- 1

on Ad Hoc Committee on Inter
collegiate Athletics

X (Internally)

78-9- 1

Honoring Gordon McCabe

x

78- 9- 2

Publishing Honors Criteria

78- 9-3

Increase Time Available Adminis
tratively for Honors Program

x

78-9-4

Honors Commons Room

x

78-9-5

Endo rsement of Safety Measures
Taken at Pedestrian Crosswalk
to Clemson House

Rejected

Under
Discussion

x

x
x

78-9-6

Grade Distribution

78- 9-7

Retirement Policy

x

78-9-8

Establishment of Committee
on Protocol

x

78- 9-9

Social Events on President
Edwards' Retirement

78- 9- 10 Commendation of Tiger Editor
and Staff

X (Internally)

X (Internally)
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Resolution
78-10-3

78-11-1

Adopted/
Accepted

Thesis Research in College of
Agricultural Sciences

X

79-1-1

on Consulting Policy

X

79-1-3

on Being Informed of Professional
Test Scores

X

Class Withdrawal Policy

79-2- 2

Proposed Amendments to State
Employment Grievance Procedure

Under
Discussion

X

Reexamination for Graduating
Seniors

79- 2- 1

Rejected

X

X

79- 2-3

Optional Retirement Plans

X

79-2-4

Changes in S. C. Retirement

X

79-2-5

on Summer Employment

79- 2-6

on Faculty Compensation

79-2-7

Student Liability Insurance Coverage

X

79-2-8

Provision of Towels & Soap for Labs

X

79-3-1

Ad Hoc Committee on Senate
Priorities

X
X

X (Internally)

x

79-3-2

Physical Plant Advisory Committee

79-3-3

Retention of Present Seat Assignments X

79-3-4

Reexaminations

x

79-3-6

University Admissions

x

79-3-7

Faculty Compensation to Minimize
Losses Due to Inflation

x
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A.

With regard to Resolution 78- 4-1, it was adopted by the Senate only.

B.

There has been some difficulty getting the Copyright Policy out of
the Legal Council's Office.

C.

With regard to Resolution 78- 9- 2, there are no administrative ob
jections; it has simply not yet been acted upon.

D.

With regard to Resolution 78-9-4, the Honors Room has been approved
but no room has yet been found.

E.

With regard to Resolution 78-9-5, the Committee is still studying the
asthetic aspects of a crosswalk.

F.

With regard to Resolution 79-2-1, the Graduate Council has been unable
to agree.

G.

With regard to Resolution 79- 3- 7, the resolution seems premature in
view of the fact that the current budget is in its advanced stages.
The effect of this resolution must await next year's budget.

Grade inflation has become a concern of the Administration. The Faculty
Senate needs to consider what, if any, action might be taken to deal with
the problem.
President Steirer was questioned about the R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund
with regard to the origin of the 3% of salary "quota" for faculty mem
bers, and also whether there would be an accounting of who gave what to
to the fund. President Steirer answered that the 3% figure was suggested
by the fund-raising organization, and that, while there would be a "per
cent of participation" statement, the distribution of that statement is
unknown . He indicated that he saw no need for faculty concern here.
President Steirer was also questioned concerning the status of the special
Committee on Governance Policy of the University and its impact on the
proposed Faculty Constitution. Specifically, it was asked whether the
Senate would receive a majority and minority report from the Committee.
President Steirer indicated that he was somewhat disappointed with re
gard to the seemingly negative attitude taken by the Committee thusfar
toward faculty participation, and that incoming President Fleming would
see to the question of the distribution of any Committee reports.
President Steirer then turned the gavel over to incoming President
Fleming .
President Fleming recognized Senator Hester, who presented President
Steirer with a salutory proclamation attesting to his exemplary service
to the faculty and to the University during an especially difficult
year. The proclamation was signed by the members of the Senate, who
gave President Steirer a standing ovation . Senator Hester then pre
sented President Steirer an attache case as a gift from the Faculty
Senate.
President Fleming introduced the new Vice President, Senator C. S.
Thompson, and the new Secretary, Senator E. M. Coulter.

- 6President Fleming then welcomed the new Senators to the organization.
4.

Special Guest
Mr. Darrell Hickman, Assistant Vice President of Budgets and Systems ad
dressed the Senate on the University Five- Year Program Plan. He was ac
companied by Ms . Sandra J . Underwood, Research Analyst for Budgets and
Systems . He discu ssed the origins of the Plan, noting that it was inspired
by the Office of State Planning , an agency of the S . C. Budget and Control
Board. He distributed excerpts from the Plan from the General Appropriation
Bill now before the House of Representatives. He also made available to the
Secretary of the Faculty Senate two complete copies of the Plan to be made
available to any Senate member who wishes to review it. Mr . Hickman dis
cussed the me thod by which the plan was compiled . This involved the solici
tation of priority lists from the Colleges, which were analyzed by the ad
ministrat ion fo r designation of critical areas of concern. This information
was recycled to the Colleges thereby producing a final list of overall Uni
versity priorit ies for the Five- Year Plan. These will be budgeted , as funds
a r e available , over the five- year period. Mr . Hickman also discussed the
House Budge t Bill which calls for a 3.62% base pay increase, plus a $450
flat figure. He indicated that the proposal is provisional at this juncture,
and that an average 2% merit pay incr ease was also possible . He noted the
inflationary impact of mandated raise s on student fees, expressing the de
sire of the administration to avoid an increase in student fees, nevertheless .
In addition , Mr. Hickman made the following observations:
A.

The pr esent State budget formula for higher education is objection
able to Clemson, and it will not be followed this year , but a re
vised ver sion may be followed in future years .

B.

Clemson can expect no new faculty positions not already budgeted.

C.

The reported 3.2 million dollar increase for Clemson's budget is
illusory. After salary increases and other mandated increases ,
t he real growth is approximately $300 , 000 which is half of the
inflationary impact on operating funds (i.e. we have suffered a
net loss of $300,000 in terms of performing at current level) .

D.

There was no attempt to predict new needs in the Five- Year Plan.
It was based primarily on current assessments of priorities .

Mr. Hickman ' s remarks were interrupted several times with questions con cerning whether department heads had consulted their faculties for input
into the planning process (the answer was indeterminate); the accuracy of
the pr ojection of a 2% increase in staff and a 4% increase in expenditures
(the answer was that this is a South Carolina budgeting norm) ; flexibility
in the Plan (the answer was that there will be room for change , expecially
in view of the coming of a new President , but the University appears bound
by the 1980-1981 planning projections which must be reflected in the budget
submission of September, 1979) ; who the peer group universities were (the
answer was Southeastern land-grant institutions); who will get the final re
port on the peer group salary study (the answer was that there will be certain
restrictions on certain information due to committments of confidentiality
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confidentiality of salaries. Vice President Barnette will probably determine
the distribution of relevant information); why should the salaries of endowed
chairs be omitted from the study (the answer was that they tend to skew the
data with regard to comparing departments as between institutions because of
idiocentric patterns of endowed chairs. NOTE : After spirited discussion of
this point, Mr. Hiclanan indicated a willingness to reconsider this point);
How will the information be used (the answer was that Mr. Hiclanan did not
know); and finally, who will decide what salaries will be included and what
salaries will be left out (the answer was that the study is still in the
early stages and these things aren't decided as yet). Mr. Hiclanan con~
eluded by expressing his confidence that the administration favored in
creasing faculty salaries , and he invited Senators to discuss these things
with him informally at any time.
5.

Committee Reports
A.

Admi ssions and Scholarship - Senator Edie , Chairman, submitted the
following final report, noting in addition that the definition of
"major" study was complete and had been given to the President of
the Senate .
This was both a busy and hopefully productive year for the committee.
A number of areas were investigated and the following is a summary
of the results:
1.

Minimum Major G.P.R. for Graduation:
This effort, initiated by the 1977- 1978 Admissions and Scholarship
Committee, was completed. All but three departments in the Uni
versity responded with definitions of which courses constitute
a "major" with their curriculum. Thus, since in fact nearly all
departments can define their major courses one of the major argu
ments against establishing a 2.0 major G.P. R. requirement for
gr aduation seems to have been refuted . The compilation of these
departmental responses is being forwarded to Dean Hurst.

2.

Final Exam Policy:
The committee prepared, distributed and tabulated a questionnaire
covering faculty attitude and practice concerning final exam policy.
This was in response to faculty concern that final exams were not
uniformly being emphasized . We found that the overwhelming majority
of faculty agree with the University policy of required final exami
nations . Also a large major ity give cumulative final exams which
count a significant percentage toward the final course grade. We
found little evidence of large differences in the practice of ad
ministering final examinations .

3.

University Honors Program:
A.

The committee introduced a resolution requesting criteria
for honors be published in the graduation program . The ad
ministration has agreed to this request.

B.

The committee also introduced a resolution requesting ad
ditional faculty release time fo r administration of the
honors program . The administration has now increased the
faculty release time to administer this vital program.
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4.

The conunittee also introduced a resolution supporting
the honor students request for an honors coxmnon room.

Withdrawal Period :
The coxmnittee, after consulting with the faculty members of the
undergraduate council introduced a resolution which recommends
the course drop period be shortened to six weeks. The Faculty
Senate subsequently passed this resolution . This resolution
is now before the Undergraduate Council for their approval.

5.

Undergraduate Scholarships:
The coxmnittee drafted a letter of commendation to the Clemson
University Alumni Association for its establishment of the
Alumni Merit Scholar program. Also a letter to the Office of
Development was drafted which urged faculty and staff support
of the Faculty- Staff Merit Scholarship program.

6.

Professional Test Scores:
The coxmnittee introduced a resolution (which was passed by the
Senate) requesting a study and publication of the collective
results of Clemson students on their respective professional
examinations . This study has now been begun by the Dean of
the University.

7.

University Admissions Policy:
After studying the present undergraduate admission policy, the
coxmnittee introduced a resolution containing proposed policy
changes. The Senate passed this resolution. The resolution
requested that a formal policy based on academic considerations
be established and this policy be made known to all prospective
applicants. Also that the Registrar and Office of Admissions
report to the Dean of the University and that a permanent Uni
versity coxmnittee on admissions advise the Registrar on ad
missions policy .

8.

Re- examinations:
A resolution asking for the deletion of the present policy of
re- examinations for seniors who either have a low G. P . R. or
have received an F their last semester was introduced by the
coxmnit t ee and passed by the Senate.

We leave and recoxmnend to the 1979- 80 coxmnittee consideration
of the following items:

B.

1.

Univer sity Class Schedule

2.

Revision of the Academic Misconduct Policy . "

Policy Coxmnittee - Senator West noted that the Policy Coxmnittee
awaits the majority report from the Coxmnittee on Governance of
the University so as to decide what future activity will take
place with regard to the proposed new faculty constitution .
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Research - No Report

D.

Welfare - Senator Burt presented a final report which follows,
noting in addition that the Welfare Committee has studied the
use of visiting professors over a five- year period and decided
that these appointments are in compliance with the Faculty Manual's
"brief association" provisions. The Welfare Committee feels that
a two-year maximum appointment should govern. Senator Burt also
suggested that the salaries of visiting professors should be moni
tored by the Welfare Committee.
"The activities of the Welfare Committee have been divided among
three subcommittees; Calendar Year, chairman Bob Mazur; Academic
Year, chairman Bob Lambert; Retirement, chairman Steve Melsheimer.
The principal concerns of these committees have been to establish
quantitative descriptions of frings benefits, to develope a policy
for summer school employment and to develop quantitative com
parisons between the South Carolina Retirement System and other
systems such as TIAA-CREF. Other activities of the subcommittees
will be described in the summaries.
As a result of last year's Welfare Committee preliminary report on
Faculty compensation, an ad hoc committee on faculty compensation
was established by the Senate. This committee, reporting to the
Senate in February, determined that Clemson faculty are and have
been significantly undercompensated relative to a peer group con
sisting of public, category I (AAUP classification), southeastern
institutions . The committee recommended that these inequities be
corrected at each rank in the next two years and that the Welfare
Committee monitor compensation henceforth on an annual basis. In
order to accomplish this monitoring , we recommend that the Re
tirement subcommittee enlarge its function and become the compensa
tion subcommittee.
Calendar Year Subcommittee: This subcommittee determined the dollar
value attached to the fringe benefits received by faculty. Details
may be found in the November 1978 report of the Welfare Committee.
Academic Year Subcommittee: The responses received from Dean Hurst
to the Welfare Committee's April 18, 1978 report on employment of
Clemson faculty in Summer School were unsatisfactory. The sub
committee's replies, adopted by the Senate, can be found in the
February 1979 Minutes. The Senate should continue to push for an
equitable Summer School employment policy.
A study of the use of the Visiting appointment over the past five
years was made. In most cases it seems that this appointment is
being used in compliance with the Faculty Manual. The "brief
association" statement in the manual should, in general , limit
such appointments to no more than two years . Further details, in
cluding statistics, will be filed with this annual report.
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of SCRS and TIAA-CREF begun last year. Improvements in SCRS con
tained in the April 1978 report of the Welfare Committee and the
desirability of an optional system were recommended to the Ad
ministration. Discussions with President Edwards led to the
recommendation by the Council of Presidents that faculty be eli
gible for optional retirement plans. Details may be found in the
February 1979 Minutes. The Senate should continue to press for
the recommendations of this report."
E.

Ad hoc
Senator Thompson reported that the Ad hoc Committee on
Senate Policy Goals will meet on April 18th.

F.

University Councils and Committees - Senator Lambert reported that
the ad hoc Committee on Faculty Evaluations had completed its work
and that a committee report will be out shortly. It will recommend
the revision of the forms, the elimination of numbered grades at
the end, and one or two other minor revisions. The Senate will be
furnished a copy of the report. Senator Lambert was questioned
concerning the degree of faculty feed-back to the Committee. He
indicated that about one-third of the faculty responded, as did
most of the department heads. Many faculty disliked the numbered
grades, but some liked the requirement that department heads sit
down with individual faculty members to discuss goals. The rest
of the reaction was acattered.
President Fleming presented the following report from the Extension
Council:

(1)

Non- credit registration in off-campus and continuing
education programs amounted to 19,142 for the year 1978
while off-campus credit registrations were 2,364 in 134
courses. When the Cooperative Extension activities are
counted, the number of contacts exceeds 2 million.

(2)

A newly-revised affirmative action plan has been
adopted by the University and accepted by the S. C.
Human Affairs Commission.

(3)

Clemson University has completed plans for implementing
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requiring access to
programs.
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6.

President's Report - President Fleming
1.

By virtue of my office, I will represent the Faculty Senate on the
following University committees during the coming year:
Athletic Council
Council of Academic Deans
Disciplinary Committee
Educational Council
Handicapped Student Advisory Committee
Planning Council
Vending Machine Committee
If I am to represent you adequately on these committees, I will need
your views and opinions on issues coming before these bodies.

2.

Meeting dates have been set for the coming year.
be made, we must accomplish them immediately.

If any changes must

3.

On Wednesday, April 4, Bill Steirer and I were invited to have lunch
with President- elect Atchley. During our conversation, I extended Dr.
Atchley an invitation to speak to the Faculty Senate as soon as practi
cable after he takes office. He has enthusiastically accepted. I also
requested that he consider meeting with each Senate delegation shortly
after he takes office and that he use these meetings as additional
means of orienting himself to the campus and University programs. He
agreed that this would be useful, and we can expect him to be back in
touch with us on this matter early in July or as soon as he feels he is
ready to undertake this.

4.

The Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Policy Goals has been appointed. Their
report is due to the Senate on May 8, 1979. I have informed Dr . Atchley
of formation of this committee and the nature of their work.

5.

The special committee established by Dean Hurst to examine the proposed
Faculty Constitution are completing their work. All that remains is
Bill Steirer ' s minority report. When this is turned over to Dean Hurst ,
we will be given the majority and minority reports. I hope we can ob
tain these within the next two weeks. I will be speaking further with
Dean Hurst about this matter.

6.

The Athletic Department has asked us to remind all faculty and staff
that May 15 is the deadline for priority on football tickets.

7.

I have not been able to meet with Admiral McDevitt concerning the pro
posed University Copyright Policy . However, he has indicated that the
policy in its present form is not acceptable to the Administration but
that an accommodation probably can be reached. The Administration's
concern is that a significant investment of resources by the University
be adequately protected but that the policy not be overly burdensome on
the producer of copyrightable material . He feels, specifically, that
the proposed policy does not adequately protect the University . I will
schedule a meeting with Admiral McDevitt within the week and report back
to the Senate at our May meeting.
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8.

Dean Hurst has asked the Council of Academic Deans to check on the
availability of scores and related info rmation on how Clemson students /
graduates fare on their respective professional examinations. The
deans have indicated a willingness to comply with the Senate's request
that this information be made available regularly. But because of the
difficulties they foresee in locating some of the results, problems
in monitoring exams taken by graduates several years out of college
and the fact that some examinations are given in segments over a period
of time, it may be some time before we know how feasible our request
is.

9.

A revised University ~ission Statement has been published. A copy is
attached hereto.

10 .

The Board of Trustees will meet on campus this Friday and Saturday,
April 20- 21.
President Fleming also presented the following Clemson University
Mission Statement , noting that there was some disappointment expressed
by some Deans over the concluding four recommendations. Mr. Hickman
pointed out that the Mission Statement was arrived at by a Task Force
of the S. C. Commission on Higher Education in its effort at creating
a Master Plan for Higher Education in South Carolina , and thus, it was
not arrived at solely by Clemson officials.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT

Background and Organization
Clemson University was founded in 1889 when the General Assembly accepted the
terms of the will of Thomas Green Clemson, conveying land and other property to the
State for that purpose . The institution opened its doors in 1893 as Clemson Agri
cultural College, and land-grant institution, and has evolved to its present mission
as a Univer sity emphasizing the sciences and technology . In addition to the usual
land- grant responsibilities of Agricultural Research and Cooperative Extension,
Clemson University administers the State's Division of Regulatory and Public Service
and Livestock-Poultry Health programs that in other states are handled by separate
governmental agencies .
Enrollment in the University was initially limited to men; women were admitted
as residential students for the first time in 1955. The Graduate School was formally
organized in 1957, although post-baccalaureate programs had been offered in a few
selected areas of study for some years prior to that ti.me.
In accordance with the conditions set forth in the will of Thomas Green Clemson
and the Act of Acceptance by the General Assembly, Clemson University is governed
by a Board of Trustees consis ting of 13 members. Of these, six are elected by the
General Assembly and seven are life members who elect their own successors.
For the purpose of carrying out its roles in instruction, research, and public
service, Clemson is currently organized into nine colleges: Agricul t ural Sciences,
Architecture, Education, Engineering , Forest and Recreation Resources, Industrial
Management and Textile Science, Liberal Arts, Nursing and Sciences.
Academic Programs
Programs leading to baccalaureate and master's degrees are offered through
all of the nine colleges. Doctoral programs are currently authorized in 24
speciali ties in the Colleges of Agricultural Sciences, Engineering, Industrial
Management and Textile Science, and Sciences.
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including the following: agriculture, architecture, city and regional planning,
building construction and management, agricultural education, industrial educa
tion, textiles , forestry, wood utilization , bioengineering, ceramic engineering,
environmental engineering , and recreation and park administration.
Degree programs through the doctorate in the physical and biological sciences
and in mathemat ics provide the foundations of basic knowledge required in all other
technological fields of study. Selected programs in the humanities, in letters ,
and in the arts are c11rrently authorized .
The number of new degree programs required at Clemson is not expected to in
crease significantly in the foreseeable future . The University is currently
planning the addition of new programs at the bachelors and masters levels in
computer science and computer engineering , and at the doctoral level is exploring
the feasibility of new programs in vocational and technical education and in
nursing.
Research and Public Service
Research is an indispensable part of most post-baccalaureate education, and
Clemson provides research opportunities in all the fields in which graduate in
struction is offered . Major emphasis is placed on the sciences and technology.
In keeping with its land- grant role, Clemson's research and graduate programs
concentrate on activities that directly support the economic growth and develop
ment of the state and the improvement of the quality of life of its citizens.
Faculty consulting and advisory activities are important to state industry and
as backup support to state government agencies.
Clemson is designated as the land-grant university to serve South Carolina
under the terms of the Morrill Act of 1862, and the University is assigned the
responsiblity for the S . C. Agricultural Experiment Station under the provisions
of the Hatch Act of 1887, as well as for the operation of the Cooperative Exten
sion Service authorized by the Smith-Lever Act of 1914. Agricultural Research is
conducted not only on campus but through six branch Experiment Stations. The Co
operative Extension Service, no longer limited solely to agriculture, seeks practi
cal applications of developing technology to the production, distribution, and
marketing of products and services .
Clemson has long been assigned by the General Assembly the responsibility to
administer numerous regulatory functions . These programs are administered through
the Division of Regulatory and Public Service Programs and the Livestock-Poultry
Health Division.
The Division of Regulatory and Public Service Programs is comprised of the
Plant Pest Regulatory Service, the Department of Seed Certification, the Depart
ment of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis, and a portion of the activities of the
Department of Agricultural Chemical Services. This division has the responsibility
of assuring consumers that fertilizers, pesticides, and seeds meet the standards
to produce marketable and profitable crops and also has the responsibility to re
quire that various quarantines and rules and regulations promulgated for the pro
tection from ·c ertain insects, weeds , and plant diseases are adequately and im
partially enforced .
The mission of the Livestock- Poultry Health Division is to control and eradi
cate certain infectious and contagious diseases of livestock in South Carolina,
to supervise and inspect animals moving through livestock auction markets, to
promulgate animal import regulations to protect against the introduction of new
diseases, and to supervise the proper inspection of meat and poultry .
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grams, many off campus and not all for degree credit, with the largest enroll
ments occurring in the Colleges of Agricultural Sciences , Engineering, Industrial
Management and Textile Science , and in Nursing.
Students
By policy of the Board of Trustees , Clemson limits its enrollment of full
time students on the campus to approximately 10,000. Including all registrants
for degree credit, on- and off-campus, total enrollment in Fall, 1978, was about
11 , 300 . This figure is not expected to increase significantly in the foreseeable
future. Of this number, undergraduate students comprise about 80%, a proportion
that is not expected to change significantly. The undergraduate student body is
predominantly residential and full-time . Admissions requirements include a combi
nation of class rank and aptitude test scores sufficient to indicate satisfactory
progress toward the desired degree at Clemson .
Special Considerations
Clemson ' s role as the major land-grant institution in the state greatly in
creases its public services activities and responsibilities as a postsecondary
institution.
In the spirit of cooperation with the state's other postsecondary institutions,
Clemson conducts activities, both by formal agreement and informally, with a
majority of the State's other universities and colleges, including USC, S. C. State,
the Citadel, Winthrop, MUSC and TEC. In addition, Furman University and Clemson
jointly administer, in Greenville, a program leading to the Master of Business Ad
ministration degree, to meet the needs of that area for such training. This un
usual venture constitutes the only known instance wherein an earned degree is
awarded by two universities, one public and one independent.
Recommendations
It is recommended that :
(1) Clemson University continue to maintain the State ' s primary programs at
the baccalaureate level and above in agriculture, architecture, city and regional
planning, building construction and management, agricultural education, industrial
education, textiles, forestry, wood utilization, bioengineering, ceramic engineering,
environmental engineering, and recreation and park administration .
(2) Clemson University continue to focus its principal efforts, particularly at
the post-baccalaureate levels, in the above areas and in the sciences and technolo
gies, keeping in mind the need for strong supporting programs in the liberal arts,
social sciences and humanities areas.
(3) The state continue to look to Clemson University as a major source of
skilled manpower, research and public service, particularly in those areas where
the University already provides the sole source of this training and these services.
(4) Clemson University continue to limit its enrollment to approximately
10,000 full-time on- campus students.
It was suggested by Senator Young that the proposed Senate Meeting with President
Atchley be scheduled at some time other than in the summer. Pres . Fleming agreed.
Senator Edie noted that too much long-range planning at Clemson occurs without
faculty input. He expressed the desire that we be consulted in the future. Pres.
Fleming expressed optimism in this regard because of his initial impression of
the new administration.
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Old Business
A.

Copyright Policy - Admiral McDevitt has not yet met with the Faculty
Senate with regard to the proposed Copyright Policy. President Fleming
senses that the administration does not feel that Clemson is adequately
protected where substantial support has been given for the production
of copyrightable material. On the other hand, President Fleming feels
that the administration intends to be liberal in its attitude toward
self- generated material. President Fleming and the chairman of the
Research Committee will meet with Admiral McDevitt soon and will re
port to the Senate .

B.

FS- 79 - 3-5
This resolution on Academic Misconduct which was tabled
during the March Meeting was left on the table at the request of Senator
Edie who wished it to be considered by the new Admissions and Scholar
ship Committee. A motion to re-commit the resolution to that committee
was approved unanimously.

C.

The following revised version of a letter of appreciation to President
Edwards was approved unanimously and will be sent to him in the near
future.
President Robert C. Edwards
Sikes Hall
Clemson University
Dear President Edwards :
The Faculty Senate commends you for the decision made last
July to comply with the law of the land (Title VI) and not to par
ticipate in the golf tournament at Orangeburg. It is good to
know that Clemson does not need to be forced to do what is both
right and necessary in the area of Civil Rights. We hope that
Clemson University continues to take the lead among institutions
of higher education in the area of race relations.
Sincerely yours,

William F. Steirer, Jr.

Horace W. Fleming, Jr.
WFS/HWF/lm
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New Business
The following persons were elected to the Faculty Senate Advisory
Committee:
Agricultural Sciences:

- - - - B. R. Smith
- - - - - - - - - J . L. Young

Architecture:Education: - - - - - - -

- - - - W. E. West

Engineering: - - - - - - - -

J.

Forest & Recreation Resources: - - - - -

- D.

Industrial Management & Textile Science:

- - G.
- c.
- - - - M.

Liberal Arts:
Library:

Hester

L. Ham
H. Worm
A. Grubb

A. Armistead

P. M. Kline

Nursing: - - - Sciences :-

9.

c.

- D.

S. Snipes

The meeting adjourned at 5 : 35 p.m .
Respectfully Submitted,
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Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary
Senators Absent:
Agricultural Sciences : A. R. Mazur
J . W. Dick
H. M. Harris (substitute present)
Education:

L. H. Blanton

Sciences:

H.F . Senter
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ADDENID1 TO NEWSLETTER
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE

May 8, 1979
1.

The Senate Chamber

Cal l to Order
The meeting was cal led to order by Pr esident Fleming at 3:33 p.m .

..,

2.

'

3.

Appr oval of Minutes
The Minutes for April 17, 1979 were approved without comment.

..I,

Committee Reports
A.

Admissions and Scholarship - Senato: Hester, Chairman, reported that the
Committee had not met since the last Senate· Meeting. Senator Hester
announced a list of six major items that will be under consideration by
the Committee during the coming year. They are as follows:
1 . The development of a written Admissions Policy.
2. The size of the student population
3. Past and proposed recommendations for disadvantaged and
remedial students.
4. The Senate's response to grade inflation
5. Faculty requests for a modified class schedule
6. The Senate's continuing concern with the University
withdrawal period.
Senator Hester noted that six sub-committees will be set up to study
these issues. Any Senator not on the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee is invited to participate in any of these meetings.

B.

Policy
Senator West, Chairman, reported that the Committee had not
met since the last Senate Meeting. The Committee will meet on May 22
at 3:00 p.m. in 105 Freeman Hall. There has been no report from the
Administration or from former Faculty Senate President Steirer on the
status of the Faculty Constitution. Any Senator is welcome at any
time to appear before the Committee when it is discussing the
Constitution.

C.

Research - Senator Smith, Chairman, was not in attendance. President
Fleming noted that he, Senator Smith, Admiral McDevitt , and Mr. Ben
Anderson had met concerning the proposed Copyright Policy. The pro
blem appears to be the subjectivity of the reader when encountering
certain vagaries of the language of the policy, especially with regard to the principle of protection of the University. McDevitt is
comparing the proposed pol icy to those of the University of South
Carolina, the University of Hawaii, and two other institutions. There
does not appear to be much difference among them as to the substance
of the language, and modifications of Clemson's policy along the con
census lines is anticipated. President Fleming feels that the Adminis
tration intends to be liberal toward faculty interests, once the wording
problem is resolved. Senator Smith's Committee will review and re
draft the Copyright Policy during the coming year. Admiral McDevitt
suggested that the Senate consider combining the present Patent and
future Copyright Committees into a single committee for purposes of
coordinating the University's approaches to both subjects.
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D.

E.

Welfare - Senator Baron, Chairman of the committee reported that he,
President Fleming and Senator Turnipseed met with Mr. Darrell Hickman,
Assistant Vice President of Budgets and Systems, and reviewed pro
cedures with regard to the peer-faculty salary study. He reported
that Mr. Hickman plans to consult with the following "peer" insti
tutions: Georgia, Georgia Tech, The University of North Carolina
(Chapel Hill), North Carolina State University (Raleigh), V. P. I.,
ahd Auburn University. Senator Baron feels that the University of
Virginia should be included and the Welfare Committee agrees. He
also noted that Vice President Barnette will take the results of
the peer-group study to the Board of Trustees, but after that, the
information's distribution is unknown. Senator Baron informed the
Senate that, along with the salary data, the peer-group study will
also address comparable fringe benefits for faculty. He also
announced that Mr. Hickman had reported that the S. C. Commission
on Higher Education has revised the formula for institutional bud
gets in such a way that a comparison among peer institutions will
constitute a variable. Senator Baron solicited Senate opinion on
what constitutes a "peer' institution" and recommended that each
college delegation submit to the Welfare Committee a list of four
institutions, on a priority basis, which they feel ought to be in
cluded in the overall list of peer institutions. An overall list
will then be drawn up based on a "weighted" tabulation of the re
sults. Senator Baron also announced that his committee will survey
the faculty as to their concerns which the Welfare Committee might
address this year, such as the alledged difficulty of collecting
Blue Cross claims. Finally, Senator Baron announced that Senator
Lambert will chair a subcommittee on recommendations to modify the
graduation exercises and on the granting of honorary degrees.
Ad Hoc Committees - Senator Lambert reported for the Committee on
Faculty Evaluation. They have been meeting for two years. The
final report was finished on May 8. It will be printed in the
University Newsletter. Specific recommendations are as follows:
1.

The present three forms should be retained but renwnbered as
follows:
Form I: Evaluation Worksheet; Form 2: Professional Data Sheet;
and to continue Form 3: Evaluation Summary.

2.

That certain forms be revised as follows,:
a. Form I: Evaluation Worksheet:
(1) Delete all stipulated subtasks under the retained
five categories of: I, Teaching; II. Research;
III. Extension; IV. Librarianship; and V. Other
Activities, so as to permit department heads and
faculty members to agree on their own subtasks for
greater flexibility.
(2)

b.

Replace existing scores in each category (a possible
1.0) with a scale ranging from 6-1 on each agree
upon subtask, the numbers representing in order:
Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Marginal, and
Unsatisfactory.

Form 2:

Professional Data Sheet:

No change

·,
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c.

Form 3:

Evaluation Sununary:

(1)

Under III. Performance, department heads will simply
check one of : Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Marginal,
or Unsatisfactory.

(2)

After faculty members see their evaluations, they are to
indicate whether they concur with their evaluation . If
they do not concur, they have ten calendar days to file
a disclaimer with the department head which becomes a
part of the evaluation.

3.

That the schedule of procedure prescribed in the Dean of the
University's memorandum of September 20, 1978 be simplified so
that normally one conference each Spring between faculty members
and department heads should suffice to discuss both Forms I and 3.

4.

That certain of the present Faculty Evaluation Procedures be re
vised to conform to the changes in forms noted above, particularly
the Evaluation Worksheet and the Evaluation Summary.

5.

That the present Guidelines for Faculty Evaluation be retained with
only minor changes.
Senator Lambert fielded questions concerning his digest of the re
port to wit:
Why is there a numerical rating on the "goal setting form" (III)?
(the answer was that this will not be filled out at that time,
but later, for purposes of evaluation);
How will the overall rating be arrived at when each faculty mem
ber will have different variables to be considered?
(the answer was that the final evaluation will be based on an over
all percentage of the figure, six, with each variable score weighted
by the department head);
Why the number, six?

(there was no answer);

Is the rating, "fair" synonomous with the word, "satisfactory"?
(the answer was, probably);
Who will review the evaluation? (the answer was the college dean,
who can make additional comments. The faculty member also has ten
days in which to file a demurrer. The faculty member may also see
any comments made by the dean).
Will the form be used to determine the recipients of merit raises?
(the answer was, presumably so!).
Other general comments were that the Ad Hoc Committee recommends no
major changes to the evaluation system. It essentially addressed
the principle bases of dissatisfaction. The second page is not
changed at all. The numerical ratings have meaning only within a
single department. A general discussion concerning the philosophical
aspects of faculty evaluation and its uses ensued . The conclusion
seemed to indicate that the major use of such evaluations should be
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for determing salary increases and promotions. The sum of
human knowledge not having been greatly enhanced, a motion
to terminate the discussion was approved. The report was
accepted unanimously.
Senator Thompson reported for the Committee on Policy Goals. He in
dicated that because of a paucity of time there was a lot of give and
take among the members concerning the four broad areas which were de
termined (See Attachment A for the full report). A motion to approve
the report was made. Before it could be voted on, a subsequent motion
was made by Senator Hester to amend the report by changing the first
sentence on page four to wit: the word "full" to read, "concurrent",
and the words "in consultation" to be stricken. After a brief dis
cussion, Senator Hester accepted the word, "co-equal" for the pro
posed word, "concurrent". His argument with regard to the overall
amendment was (1) that co-equal authority was the proper role for the
faculty to assume, (2) that this role would be more acceptable to the
Administration, and (3) that the word "full" might dispell the spirit
of the report and cause its purpose to be defeated. The amendment
was approved unanimously . Senator Howard then moved to strike the
entire statement on Faculty participation in University governance .
He argued that it would cause the Administration to dictate the ac
ceptance of the proposed faculty Constitution which has not yet been
passed by the entire faculty. Senator Hester noted that the document
does not do anything more than elaborate on the Constitution which
is before the Administration already in a preliminary context. The
document advises; it does not cause any action . The language is
"should" not, "shall". Senator Rollin noted that the document is
a basis for discussion only and that any changes in faculty governance
will be made in accordance with already-existing structures. The
question was called, and the motion to strike was defeated. After
some minor typographical errors were corrected, the question to ac
cept was called. The report was accepted.
F.
4.

University Committees

- No reports.

President's Report:
1.

Minutes of the Board of Trustees meeting, April 20-21, appear in the
May 1 University Newsletter. In addition to the actions of the Board
as summarized there, the Board confirmed and ratified award of a con
struction contract in the amount of $409,777 to expand the student
bookstore. It is hoped that renovation of the Library will be com
pleted during September of this year.

2.

The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees nominated President
Robert C. Edwards and State Senator L. Marion Gressette as candidates
for honorary doctorates. The faculty committee (as defined on p. 53
of the Manual for Faculty Members) recommended unanimously that Presi
dent Edwards be awarded the Doctor of Humanities degree and that
Senator Gressette be awarded the Doctor of Laws degree. Citations of
the recipients are attached.
On April 25 , Senator Smith (Chairman of the Research Committee) and I
met with Admiral McDevitt and Mr. Ben Anderson, University Legal Counsel,
concerning the proposed new Copyright Policy. We will cover details of
that meeting under Committee Reports.

3.
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4.

Dean Hurst reports that the Registrar will publish the criteria for
honors in the May 1979 graduation program and in each program
thereafter.

5.

Those Senators who anticipate extended absences from the campus during
the sunnner months should consult the policy on summer alternates (p. 77
of the Manual for Faculty Members).

5.

Old Business

- None

6.

New Business - Senator Hester moved "that the Policy Committee review the
new faculty ev?luation process and that the President of the Faculty Senate
advise Dean Hurst of our evaluation of the new forms." The motion was
approved unanimously.Senator Hester then moved that "an Ad Hoc Committee
composed of members of the Faculty Senate Research Committee, the Office
of University Research, the Office of Grants and Contracts, and other
interested faculty; all to be chosen by the Chairman of the Faculty Senate
Research Committee, be formed and commissioned to review and recommend ways
of assisting the research efforts of faculty from all segments of the
University." The motion was challenged by Senator Turnipseed as to its
timing. Senator Hester noted that since Mr. Hickman and others were
currP-ntly looking into the question, and that, whereas they might be per
suaded to consider these questions concurrently with the proposed committee,
he therefore felt that the timing was propitious. The motion passed
unanimously.

7.

The meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary
Senators Absent:
Agricultural Sciences:
Education:
Engineering:

EMC/lm
Enclosures

Blanton
Edie

Smith
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LAWRENCJ:: MARION GRESSETTE

Senator Lawrence Marion Gressette, Chairman of the powerful Senate
Judiciary Committee and President Pro Tempore of the Senate, has served
the State of South Carolina and the Nation unselfishly in a career of
public service that spans more than a half-centqry. Since his election
to the South Carolina House of Representatives in 1924 and his election
to the State Senate in 1936, he has maintained an unswerving dedication
to the strengths of our governmental system and has provided the type of
enlightened leadership needed for South Carolina to continue to grow.
Senator Gressette's talent is written into the heart of the organic
and statutory law of South Carolina.

Some highlights of his legislative

accomplishments are: the revision and modification of the South Carolina
Constitution of 1895, including a total reform of our judicial system,
the "home rule" reforms, and adoption of a new article guaranteeing fiscal
integrity in government; the support of a sound educational system in
South Carolina and particularly the support of technical education, the
expansion of vocational and special education programs, and continuing
improvements in higher education; the establishment of the State Forestry
System, which is a model for the entire Nation; and the support of
fiscal conservation in government operations, which has helped South
Carolina maintain its Triple A rating in the nation's financial markets
and saved the State millions of dollars in capital improvement'bonds.
The Senior Senator from Calhoun was born in Orangeburg County on
February 11, 1902. He was graduated from St. Matthews High School and
the University of South Carolina with an LL.B. degree _in 1924, the same
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year he began his legislative career as a Democrat from Calhoun County.
In 1970 he was awarded the J.D. degree from USC and in 1977 received an
LL. D. degree.
In the State Senate, Senator Gressette also serves as Vice-chairman
of the Committee of Education, Chairman of the Committee on Interstate
Cooperation, and is a member of the Governing Board and the Council of
State Governments.

In addition, Senator Gressette has served as

Chairman of the Senate Education Committee and the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs.

As Chairman of the Senate Education Committee, he has

served on the Board of Trustees at the University of South Carolina and
Winthrop College, as well as the Board of Visitors at The Citadel while
he was chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs.

Since 1925 the

Senator has been a delegate to state conventions, and in 1952 he was
an alternate to the National Democratic Convention and in 1956 was a
delegate.
In 1975 Senator Gressette was honored for his work for the mentally
retarded by the naming of the Calhoun County Child Development Center
the "Marion Gressette Center" in Cameron, Soutn Carolina. Also, March
6, 1977, was officially proclaimed by Governor James B. Edwards as L .
Marion Gressette "The Grey Fox" Day in South Carolina. The Senator has
also been honored by his colleagues through the hanging of his portrait
in the chambers of the State Senate and the dedication of the Senate
office building in his name .
Senator Gressette is married to the former Florence Howell, and they
are the parents of one son, Lawrence Jr., who is a graduate of'Clemson
and the University of South Carolina Law School.
The law of South Carolina is a dynamic force in our society.

That

the law lives and, in turn, breathes life into our communities is largely
to the credit of Senator Lawrence Marion Gressette .

8
roBERT CXX)K EJ:WARCS

PDbert C. Edwards, eighth president of Clem.son University, has presided
dw:i.n:J the University's greatest era of achievement,
people of South carolina, the region and nation.

growth and service to the

A native of Fountain Inn,

Dr. Edwards began his association with Clemson University in 1929 when, at the

age of 15, he carre to carrg;>us as a freshman.
career in textile management.

He graduated in 1933 and began a

At the height of his success, he was tapped in

1956 as Clemson's first vice president for developrent.
A. Poole died in 1958, he was named acting president.

When President Franklin
In 1959 he was elected

president by the Board of Trustees.
During the F.dwards presidency, the University has carpleted an astonishing,
but well-planned growth fran military school to fledgling civilian college to
major tmiversity.

Under his leadership Clemson has invested nore than $94 million

in new facilities, and there is an additional $18.3 million in new projects on the
drawing lx>ards -

a total of rrore than $112 million since 1956. He personally

has awarded 70 percent of the institution's 40,000 conferred degrees, including all

of its doctorates, associate of arts degrees and virtually all of its master's
degrees.
The quality of Clem.son st1.rlents is reflected in the 1978 freshman class,
which scored rrore than 100 i:x>ints better than the national average and 200 i:x>ints
above the South carolina average on the standardized Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Alrrost 800 or the 2,020 fresrnren met requirements for sane kind of advanced
academic starrling.
Durin:;1 President Edwards ' tenure the number of faculty members has increased

fran 291 to 967, while the nunber with terminal academic degrees has risen fran
32 to 68 percent of the total .

Clemson operates today with a b\rlget of

I
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$94.8 million caapared with $5.6 million in 1955.

To President Edwards goes

the lion's share of credit for ne:Jotiating changes in the Hartwell Reservoir
project in the late 1950s that prevented irreparable damage to the University,
as well as saving 800 acres of priceless agricultural land.
In 1963, a landrrark year for Southern higher education against a backdrop
of violence and disruption on other canpuses, Clemson net the challenge of
desegregation orderly and peacefully, setting a nodel for the rest of the cormtry.

The Saturday Evening Post labelled Clemson's action, and President Edwards'
acccroplishments, "Integration with Dignity."
During the F.dwards era, Clemson has solidified its role as a partner of the
people.

The institution has perfected its undergraduate program, developed its

research and public service capabilities to the highest quality, and served as
the State ' s nost i.mp)rtant vehicle for bringing knowledge fran the carrpus and
applying it to problems confronting people.
Recognizing the need for continued excellence and wishin:J to honor President
Edwards for his career of outstanding service to Clemson, the Board of Trustees
has established a permanent e n ~ t of not less than $1 million, knCM.n as the
Fol::ert Cook F.dwards End~t for Excellence in Science and Technology.

President &lwards, who retires June 30, is married to the fonrer Miss I..ouise
O::lan.

They have bl.D children, Robert C. Edwards Jr. of Hendersonville, N.C.,

and Mrs. Nancy Reid of Jacksonville, Ala.

President Edwards has received Honorary Ixx:tor of Laws degrees fran
The Citadel and Wofford College and currently serves as a director of the
Duke Po.,,,er Ccrrpany and DID River, Inc.
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ATTACHMENT A

Ad Hoc Con~ittee on Policy Goals

Fina l Report
May 8, 1979

Stassen Thompson, Chnirpcrson
Myra A. Armistead
Wi I I i am Ba ran
Phillip B. Burt
Gordon W. Gray
Donald l. Harn
Ma ry A. Ke l l y
Roger B. Roi I in
Robert W. Rouse
Samuel G. Turnipseed
Joseph L. Young

f

FACULTY SENATE POSITION PAPER
ON UNIVERS ITY PR IOR ITI ES
Preamble
The major ro l e of the university i s the acquisition and transmission
of knowledge.

The constituency of the un i versity is not 1imited to its

students and faculty .

It extends beyond the campus to a much larger pop-

ulation which l ooks to the university for academ i c, i ntellectual, and
cultural leadership , and for practical assistance and guidance.
The Faculty of Clemson University represents a substantia l and unique
resource.

That resource must be made available to the citizens of the state,

to their representatives in the state legis l ature, to local governments, and
to pub l ic administrators at all levels.

As a land grant institution and

state un i vers i ty, Clemson can and should be the focal point for research
into and discussion of those issues which affect the citizens of South CaroJina - antic i pating and defining problems, exploring alternative solutions,
and disseminating new knowledge and i nsights.

Such activities can and

frequently do have nationwide and even international implications and effects.

r
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The respons i bi l ities and roles of the un iversity arc complex and are
constant l y changing.

And it is main l y the faculty of the university who,

by virtue of thei r expertise and exper i e nce , mu s t accept and fulfi ll these
responsibilities and ca r ry out these ro l es.

The history of h i ghe r education

in the Un it ed States amp l y demonstrates t ha t , to carry out the mission of the
univers i ty , the faculty - without whom there is no univ~~rsity - must participate in and assun~ significant responsibil it ies for determining the obje c tives
.ind priorities of the university.

No univers i ty has established i tself

all'OnCJ the top ranks without such involvement.
The areas of concern to th e faculty of a university are many.

Of

special concern to the Clems on Faculty are the matters of:
1)

faculty participation in university governance;

2)

faculty compensati on (s,il a rles nnd frin ge benefits);

3)

the funding of programs and e s sential units;

4)

the intellectua l an cfcult ur a l e nvironmc:n t o f th e 1inive r s ity.

Each of the se will be con s idered in turn.

Pol icy Stater.~nt on Faculty Participation in Univer s ity Governance
In his wl 11, Th1 )m<1s Green Clemson \-Jrotc:
... I desire to state pla i nly, that I wish the Trus tees of said
institution to have full authority and power to regulate all
matters perta i ning to said inst i tution - to fix the course of
studies, to make rules for the government of same, and to ch .-inqe
them, as in the ir judgment experience may prove ne cess ary (itafics
added).
Clearly the ultimate re s pons ibility for managin9 Clemson University r es ts
with th e Board of Trustees.

While recognizing as much , the Faculty neve r -

theless maintains that the time for changing the "rul e s of the government"
of the University has arrived.
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In the past the faculty of Clemson University has played some part
in establishing some University policies, however their role, historically,
has been strictly an advisory one - subject always to review and validation
by the Administration and the Board of Trustees.

But the Clemson of today

and tor.'k)rrow may not ahvays be best served by procedures which served the
Clemson of yesterday.

The F.icul ty bel ievcs thal for Clemson to become a

university of the firs t-rank - in the fullest meaning of that term - and
a center of l earning in South Carolina and the Southeast, its faculty must
be endov,ied with the authority, and must accept responsibility, for exer
cising governance over those aspects of the university which historicAlly
have been the province of faculty in the best and oldest institutions of
higher learning.

Such authority and its concomitant responsibi I itics must

be real and should be cle-1rly dl.!fined.

The following are or particulc1r

importance:
1)

the F.1culty shouldparticipate(•qually with the Admini<:itration in

making tlecision:; relative to th e objectives and rcspon~;ibilitie<; of Cl<'m<;on
Uni w rs i ty;
2)

the Faculty should have co-equal authority and responsibility for

establishing academic policy at bolh the undergraduate and graduate levels;
3)

the Faculty should have joint responsibility with the Administration

for establishing College and University entrance and continuing enrollment
requi rcrncnts;
4)

faculty members of committees, includin ~1 the Under ~iraduate "'Ind GraJ

uate Councils, promotion and tenure committees, and faculty research committees,
should be selected:

(a) according to procedures determined by the faculty

(b} from the facu l ty only

(c) and by the faculty concerned.

Although these represent the specific major concerns of the Clemson
University faculty, the overiding concern is that the participation of the
faculty in the governance of the University shall be binding rather than
advisory.

r
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Policy Statement on Faculty Compensation

Clemson University facully arc significantly undcr-compensutcd rel.:itivc
to faculty at peer institutions.

In aduition, over the past few years

faculty salaries have not kept pace with wages and salaries of non-agricultural
workers in South Carolina.

It is inevitc1ble that the University's ability

to ret.:iin outst.::inding f.iculty - and hence, some of it5 best students - vtill
be imparied if the deficiencies in compensation are permitted to continue.
In the best interests of the University community and of its broader con
stituency, a program to correct inequities in compensation be launched
immediately.
1)

This program should include, but not be limited to:

a commitment to achieve and maintain salary levels and fringe

benefits commensurate with those of peer ins ti tut ions;
2)

development of an ongoing policy designed to prevent real income

losses due to inflation;
3)

efforts to maintain an appropriate balance between merit increases

and across-the-board compensation.
Faculty should have input into .:ind be rcgulnrly informed of the
AJministration's progra111 to meet these yoals.

14
Policy Statement on Funding of Pro9rcims ;rnd Esscntinl Units
The funding of University support uriits .ind the gencr,il support of
individual programs throughout the University are in need of improvement;
for examp 1e:
1)

essential units such as the Library and the Gradua te Schoo l (and in

cluding the Office of University Research) mu s t be fund e d at level ~ suffici e nt
for Clemson University to be able to compete on e ven terms 1-1ith it s pee rs;
2)

support i tems (s uch .:is Silbbaticals ,md othl~r profc.ssion:i l activiti e s)

must be better funded so that the staff of individual units can maintain
and increase the i r professional activity and expert i se;
3)

budgets for Instructional Equipment must undergo steady improvement;

4)

the utilization of space and the setting of pr i orities for the phy

sical growth and development of the campus must be effected so <1s to take
i nt o account the professional needs and aims of faculty.

l
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Policy Statement on the l ntc l lectu.:11 anc.l Cultural Environment
A first-rate university \-Jill be characterized by an atmosphere which
fosters a continuous exploration of intellectual issues c1nd
cultural activity .

ii

hi9h level of

Such an environment is conducive not only to teaching

and learning , but to the involvement of the citizenry within the university's
region, not excluding leaders of business, industry, and government.

Such

an environment is a necessary complement to the academic, social, and athletic aspects of university life.
That the intellectual and cultural environment of Clemson has not received an emphasis commensurate with that of other aspects of the Un i versity's life i s suggested by, among other things:

the low priority given to the

creation of a Performing Arts Center; the absence of an intellectually
respectable University Lecture Series; the very limited avc1ilability of
funds for v i siting artists and performers; and th e absence of a University
Film Series.

1)

administration, faculty, <1nd students be organized to plan a

university-wide prcgram for upgrading the intellcctuaJ and cultural life
of C 1(•rn<;on Uni vc r<; it y.
2)

imrncdi<1tc and high priority be given to the construction of a

Performing Arts Center.

(
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
June 19, 1979

The Senate Chamber

1.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Fleming at 3:35 p.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for May 8, 1979 were approved without connnent.

3.

Committee Reports
A.

Admissions and Scholarship - Senator Grubb, Chairman, had no formal
report. He announced the next meeting of the Connnittee to be held at
3:30 p.m. on Tuesday, June 26, at 303 Hardin Hall. He stated that his
goal as the new Chairman was to conduct a general overview of all Ad
missions and Scholarship policies instead of pursuing a piecemeal
approach to the issues as indicated by former Chairman Hester last
month (see May Minutes). He felt that there are apt to be changes
in these policies in the near future and that an overall study would
enable the Committee to provide better and more timely input. He
solicited the advice of any Senator on problems relating to Admissions
and Scholarships.

B.

Policy - Senator West, Chairman, presented three reports. The first
dealt with Faculty Evaluation Procedures (See Attachment A). In this
regard, he noted the foi°lowing changes from the Ad hoc Conunittee report submitted in May (see May Minutes.. ):
- -1)

There is new language in paragraph 3 of the Form 2 procedures;

2)

there is a change in the rating schedule from six variables to five

3)

there is no change in Form 2;

4)

the "Purpose" paragraph of Form 3 is reworded in order to tie the
evaluation more closely to promotion, tenure and merit raise de
cisions;

5)

there is agreement that specific items under the five major cata
gories of evaluation be left blank;

6)

there is a suggested numerical range to define the five substantive
performance ratings (Very Good, Good, Satisfactory, Marginal, and
Unsatisfactory);

7)

there is now an additional step wherein the faculty member can read
the Dean's evaluation and file a disclaimer to it as well as to the
Department Head's evaluation.

Senator West noted that the Senate has until August to review these pro
posed changes but he hopes to have a Senate consideration and vote on
the matter during the July meeting. He asked the Senate to remember
that they have th~ee plans to choose from: the existing plan; the recom
mended plan by the Ad hoc Committee; and the Policy Committee plan in
dicated above. Senator Thompson opinioned that he preferred the old
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plan, feeling that the present confusion surrounding its use would
be easier to undo than the introduction of a whole new plan. Senator
Rollins countered that the newest plan protects the faculty better,
especially with regard to the additional faculty review step. An
objection was raised with regard to the change in the numerical
scoring (from the 1 - 100% to the 1 - 5 scale) . Senator West re
sponded that, since this is a "check list" type of evaluation , it
needs to be simplified in order to be more workable and that, whereas the old form was not that bad, it did open up too much difference
between departmental approaches to the evaluation scales. The briefer
scale (1 - 5) would tend to make Department - to - Department operations
more uniform. Senator Rollins added that the category "Excellent" was
omitted because of the propensity of some evaluators to reserve this
accolade for the rarest levels of achievement while others use it in
discriminately - the problem being essentially semantic. In response
to a question concerning the re~uced number of blank lines under the
various categories of evaluation on Form I , Senator West noted that
there can be any number of such lines in the final form, but his type
writer could only accommodate three. Senator West also responded to
a question concerning the method of determining the final score where
several categories of evaluation are used . ~nen asked whether a Dean
could change a Department Head's evaluation, Senator West noted that
he could, and that this is why the additional step has been added
wherein a faculty member may review a Dean's comments on his form. He
also noted that the Ad hoc Committee made a similar recommendation in
--its report. A motion to accept the report and to discuss it at the
next meeting was made and seconded. It passed unanimously.
The Policy Committee has also discussed issues relating to tenure and
merit raises . They will seek to have Dean Hurst change the Faculty
Manual to allow for faculty members to waive the confidentiality of
their departmental evaluations in order for faculty advisory committees
to have this information when making recommendations on tenure and pro
motions. (See attachment B).
A general discussion on the pros and cons with regard to waiver ensued.
The President concluded that the matter warranted further study .
A thir d report was made concerning a review of the Majority and Minority
report of the Ad hoc Committee to Review a Proposed New Constitution
for the Faculty and Faculty Senate. The report was placed on the
current agenda under New Business.
C.

Research - Senator Smith , Chairman, r eported that on June 18, there
was a meeting on the proposed Copyright Policy and the resolution on
the creation of an Ad hoc Committee to recommend ways to facilitate
the research effort;-of the faculty. Senator Smith indicated that the
Committee is somewhat confused as to what Senator Hester had in mind
in the latter resolution (see the May Minutes) , since the University
Research Council apparently already does this and it includes faculty
members as participants. Senator Smith indicated that the Committee
will not proceed further on this matter until they get a clearer idea
of the issue raised by Senator Hester.
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D.

Welfare Committee - Senator Baron, the Chairman, was not present. A
spokesman for the Committee noted that the Faculty Salary Survey (Peer
institutions) by Mr. Darrell Hickman, (see May Minutes) has been com
pleted, and it will soon be compiled and turned over to Dean Hurst.
It will be distributed later, but Senator Baron has not yet seen it.
President Fleming announced that he would look into the matter. Senator
Worm inquired as to whether anyone on the Welfare Committee had looked
at the overall Grievance Policy of the University. He was particularly
concerned about the recent request for faculty members to read and sign
a statement of consent to a rather complicated new State Employees
Grievance Pol icy. A lengthly discussion ensued during which the following
points were made:
1)

There are apparently two grievance procedures available to
the faculty. The one described in the Faculty Manual for
Clemson Faculty, and the State procedure for all State
empl oyees.

2)

the document to be signed by Clemson faculty concerns changes
in the State procedure.

3)

it may cause changes to be written into the Faculty Manual,
but this is unclear.

4)

when the issue of changes in the State policy arose last
year , the Welfare Commi ttee indicated no interest in the
matter.

5)

the best move now would be to check and see if we have lost
anything in the new State procedures, and whether substantial
changes will ensure in the Faculty Manual, but it would be
wise to do this cautiously at the present time in view of
past Senate actions and possible future actions by the State
Legisl ature .

The President will look into the matter. A motion was made to
commit this matter to the Welfare Committee for further study. It
passed unanimously.
E.

Ad Hoc Committees - No Reports

F.

University Councils and Committees - No Reports.

G.

President ' s Report:(See attachment C). With regard to item lA, the
President noted that this could prove to be expensive and that it has
been proposed that the University be content with verification of the
last degree only. Concerning item lB, he indicated an intention to
monitor this closely to see what the benefits of the system will be.
Concer ning item lD , he noted that he had raised this issue and that
he is vaguely optimistic in this regard. Concerning item 3, he noted
that the students named were very supportive of faculty priorities,
especially in regard to a lecture series, the film series, the
performing arts center and faculty compensation. Concerning item SD,
he noted that Vice President Thompson will chair an ad hoc committee
to arrange for a social event in connection with Dr.-Xtchley's visit
and the January visit by the Board of Trustees. Concerning item SF,
he stated that he could not usually take faculty members with him to his
formal committee meetings with these administrators, so the action in
SF is the next best thing. There followed a spirited discussion of
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item lA, during which it was stated that the proposal to check the
credentials of the faculty was ill-advised and an insult to the
faculty. The operation of ferreting out bogus degree-holders is
an administrative problem and should not require faculty initiation.
If "clearance" is required, it is the obligation of the "clearor"
rather than the "clearee" to provide information. It is offensive
enough to be. called "employees"; if this is so, let the "employer"
check our bona fides. Faculty members have already provided these
documents once, and once is enough. How often does Dean Hurst ex
pect to do this? The consensus seemed to be this whole matter should
be rejected by the faculty as a whole, and a resolution was prepared
for the current agenda under New Business. The President was asked,
in regard to item IC, whether there had been any discussion of existing
programs. The answer was that some had been discussed, but the dis
cussion was not substantial. The President promised to keep the Senate
informed. With regard to item IE, the President was asked what the
Deans' interests were. The answer was that they were concerned about
decorum during the ceremonies, parking near the Coliseum and the
time the ceremonies consume. It was suggested that this matter be
taken up by the Admissions and Scholarship Committee rather than by
the Welfare Committee.
4.

Old Business - There was none.

5.

New Business
Salutary Letters. The Senate went into the Committee of the whole
for the purpose of considering several salutary letters proposed by
the President. The letter to Professor Macaulay was discussed and
unanimously approved. (see Attachment D), The letter to Mr. Billy
Rogers was discussed and unanimously approved (see Attachment E).
A proposed letter to IPTAY was considered during an extended period
of debate marked by Byzantine parliamentary maneuvering. It was
evantually tabled in order to reconsider the wording. The letter
to Mr. Melvin Long was discussed and unanimously approved (see
Attachment F). The Senate reconvened.
Letters from President Edwards and Ex-Senate President Steirer
thanking the Senate for gifts received from that body were read
and accepted.
Resolution FS-79-6-1 was introduced by Senator Rollin

to wit:

The Faculty Senate finds the requirement that all faculty submit
thrC'·J~1-. their department heads official transcripts of all work done
fo~ each degree impugns the integrity of the faculty as a whole and
places demands of time, energy, and money upon the individual faculty
member in order to carry out a responsibility which properly resides
with the Administration;
and further, that the Senate will recommend that faculty members
refuse, on principle, to comply with the directive in question.
The resolution passed by a large majority with little further
discussion.
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Senator Smith submitted the following resolution, numbered FS-79-6-2:
WHEREAS the proposed Clemson University Copyright Policy as revised
by the Faculty Senate Research Committee has not been accepted by the
Administration of Clemson University, and
WHEREAS substantial work has been done and considerable time has
passed since November 1974, when a University Research Council Committee
was appointed to draft a copyright policy, be it therefore
RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate requests that the Administration
of Clemson University appoint a representative(s) of University Counsel,
Office of the President, to assist the Faculty Senate Research Committee
in the development of a copyright policy.
He explained that the purpose of the resolution was to get some University
Research Council assistance on the drafting of an acceptable copyright policy.
The resolution was passed unanimously.
Senator West requested that the Senate go into executive session to discuss
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee to Review a Proposed New Constitution for
the Faculty and Faculty Senate (see Attachment G). A motion was made to
allow twenty minutes for such a discussion, and it was approved. After
the end of the executive session, a motion to include the report under dis
cussion in the Minutes and to place it on the agenda for the next meeting
was made and passed. It appears as Attachment G.
Professor
questions
or on his
him. Dr.
Senators.

Steirer, representing Senator Lambert, asked if there were any
of him relating to his role on the Ad Hoc Committee aforementioned
Minority report. Several questions"""were asked and answered by
Steirer was complimented for his Minority report by several

The Senate adjourned at 5 : 33 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Edwin M. Coulter
Secretary
EMC:lm
Enclosures
Senators Absent:

Agricultural Sciences:
Architecture:

Bursey
Young
Webb

Engineering:

Edie (substitute present)
Baron

Liberal Arts:

Lambert (substitute present)

Nursing:

Kelly
Kline

Sciences:

Burt
Schindler
Snipes
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FACULTY EVALUATION PROCEDURES
FORM 1 - EVALUATION WORKSHEET
Purpose: This form is ti) be uc:;ed to n~cord de tailed eva·1uatinn of the faculty member
by the department heAd for the purpose of ultimately deriving, through a systematic
means, a narrative eva1uJtion of the indiv·idua1 faculty !lleniber 's overall per-formance.
Exp·1 ~nations:
1. Each faculty mt?.mbers' :iss i gned duties und professional object·i ves for the
;ear ar'.= categoriz!:'d intv teaching, researc h, extension, librarianship, and
oth~r activities such that th2 total effort equa ls 100%.
Ti1e depurt.1ent head, in const.;Hution \'Jith thQ faculty mem~r, identifies
Si1e:ci fi c qua l i ti .:,s an,:i facto·:s which are appropriate and n~cessary to define
adc.,qL;at2ly tl1e nssigned duties and objectives. (See Gu·id2lines for Faculty
?..

E.·;1~uation for examples cf the quc1 lit·ies and factors wf-iich might be identi f'·ied.)
3. The department hertd shall ~ in cons ulta tion viith the faculty me1nber, determine
i 7 some qualities :ind iuct0rs should v1ei gh more heuv'ily in thr. evaluation th<1n
others . No change in established
1-.,2iqhinq of qualities ilrlG factor.; should be
made v-ii th~u t pr·i or ~onsu I ta ti ons \·ti c.h the f acuity member. ~Jhen used . re I a ti ve
i111portc,nce for each mJju:-- category s.r.ould sum to 100:~.

Performa~ce should be indirateJ with a check mark under the approp riate
r<lt~ng di:scription. Over.:i ll rating of performance for eac.(l ma5cir category
should ue indicated b;: i1 :it.i111ber fon,1 1 to 5 whi ch corresponJs to the
api .ropr ·i ate rating descript;on.
4.

FORM 2 -

PROFESS IQNAL DATA

SHUT

Purpose: A fonn to be used by each faculty n~mber to transmit an annual report
of dli.Omplishmt.:11ts to tl:e department head. (The form need not be trc1 nsmittcci
to co 1 1e9t-., or university .1dministration.)
Explanations:
1. D·istr·ibution of effo,'t or •.,,ork pcrforn,ed sJch as teacnin:J fcoursec; taught ,
etc . ), research (p1·ojccts 1.:nderwc1y), extension (field days, etc.) , librarianship
(te-f0;' 2:1ce \'ivrk, etc.) and ether activit·:es are listed ano/or rlcscr·ihed .
2. 1·1ajor goals accomplished d:..Jring +he year are lhted arid/ct de5crii,eJ. Goah
il,e the sv.me as, but not limited to, those established in <·. onsuHation vlith the

department he;1d at the beg·inning of the year.
3.

Profession J 1 activitic~ such as wo1kshops or seminars attended, activities

iii professional or9anizt:tions, publication of papers ?1ot ,,ssociated \viU1
assigned d:Jties, etc., ::i1·e _·listed i:lnd/or described .

4. e~her noteworthy anivities of a profe::;sfon;:il natur1: are listed and/o,
d·~sc r ibed.
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FOR~; 3 - EVALUATION SUMMARY
Purpose: This form is to be used to record the summary evaluation of the
individual faculty member for .transmission from de9artment head to the college
arid university administration. The form vJill be an official document, with
narrative and numerical evaluations. It serves the goals of faculty develop
ment and improvement, and of providing information relevant to questions of
promotfon and tenure and upon which merit salary increases shall be based.
Explanations:
1. A surrunary of the individual's assigned responsibilities and participation
in other activities is presented.

2. A narrative evaluation is made which describes the individual's effective
ness, emphasizes particular strengths demonstrated, indicates the area(s) in
which improvement is desired and suggests ways in which the individual can
reach his/her highest stage of professional development.
3. Performance. The department head will check one: very good , good,
satisfactory , marginal or unsatisfactory. The department head will then sign
the Evaluation Summary and provide the faculty member an opportunity to read
the ev=.luation.
4.

A faculty member who does not concur \-1ith his/her evaluation by the departhead shall have ten calendar days to file a disclaimer with the department
head , 1-1hich shall become a part of the evaulation.

1:1er-it

5. Tile completed Evaluation Summary is forv-,arded for review by the appropriate
Dean . After revie\-1 by the Dean and the addition of corrunents and signature the
Eva 1ua ti on Sumniary is returned to the Department. At this time the faculty
members are to see the completed Evaluation Summary and to indicate that they
have read the reviewed evaluation. If the faculty member does not concur with
the reviewed evaluation, he/she has ten calendar days in which to file a
disciaimer. This disclaimer then t>ecomes a part of the complete evaluation.
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EVALUATION OF At;ADEMIC PERSONNEL

.FOIU-1 l: .EVALUATI ON WORKSHEET

~---~-~----

Academic Year

X %lIBLATTV EXPERFOR.11ANCE RATING • SCO.RE

% 'l'0'fAL

RESPOJ11SJnTLTTY ]}fi'ORTA'.fCE

%

.

I Teac hi ~

an d Re1a t e d Duties*(

-

$~

-

(

%of

G

S

M US

5

4

3

2

1

0 f t o t a1 respons 1 1 1.• 11ty)

-

Over all Ratin~
II. Res earch*

VG

total responsibility)

4

3

-

1

2

--

--

-

Over-all Rating (Research)
ITio Extension*(~

% of total responsibility)

I

(Teaching} t otal

5

4

__J

t otal
1

2

3

-

-

Overall Rating
iv
..
·- . Tibrarianship*

(

-

%of

(Extension) tot al

5

t ot~l responsibilit y)
(

u
-

4. 3

2

1

-

--

Ove r:tll R:tti~ (Librarianship) t otal

v.

Ot her* (____% of t ot al responsibility )

--. . . -

5

4

3

2

1

I

l

-

I

--

Overall Rnting (Other)

t ot al

J

I

TOTAL P81180RMANCE RATING
VO. Very Good

G• Good S=Satisfactor y M:sMarginal us..unsatisf actory
~for su~gested Criteria see Guidelines for Faculty Evaluat ion- - - - - - - - - Date
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FOAM 3: EVALUATION SUMMARY

EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC PERSONNEL
N a m s a - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ R a n k _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Department----------------- College----------------
Earned Degrees and D a t e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Years of Professional Experience Prior to Employment by Clemson _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date of Employment by Clemson
Date Tenure Awarded _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I. As~gned Respon~~l~es _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

II.

Narrative of Evaluation: (attach additional sheets as necessary)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

III.

Total Performance Rotin, (from FORM l)

Very Good

,·

4.5?

·- Good

Satisfactory

u.5~ J.5~

J.,~

2.s~

Marginal

2.s~

1•

.s~

Unsatisfactory
1.5~ 1.

Evaluated by_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I have read this evaluation_...,._..,,....,_ _..,._--...--.--~
(faculty si~nature)
I have filed a disclaimer to this evaluation~---~~~-----~---~

and I concur in this evaluation.

-----

I do not concur in this evaluation.

JOMMENTS:

----

I have read the review of this evaluation - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  date
( faculty s~nat ure}
I have filed a di.9elaimer to the Dean's review.
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June 19, 1979
Memorandum
To:

Dean Hurst

From:

The Faculty Senate

The Faculty Senate recolllTlends that the following statement be
appended to page 48 of the Faculty Manual (under "Personnel Evalua
tion Program," paragraph 5, following the first sentence of that
paragraph):
Faculty members may waivethe confidentiality of their completed
Faculty Evaluation forms in order that said forms may be examined by departmental advisory committees on tenure and promotion.

'
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CLEMSON
U'NJ:V ERS:rrY
FACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT ' S REPORT
June 19 , 197 9

1.

The Council of Deans met on May 14 and June 11. They covered
the following items of immediate importance to faculty.
a.

Dean Hurst has asked the academic deans to verify by
January 1, 1980 the credentials of all faculty. Dean
Hurst ·essentially has asked that the deans require all
faculty to submit through their department heads official
transcripts of all work done for each degree the faculty
member holds. An "official" transcript is defined as
an original copy with an embossed seal of the degree 
granting institution and reflecting the fact that the
degree itself has been conferred on the faculty member.

b.

Dean Schwartz reports that work on development of the
Student Data Base is proceeding but is currently about
three weeks behind schedule . When complete , the data
base will be used for a variety of record- keeping chores,
will facilitate the entire record- keeping process and
will be accessible for faculty counseling of students on
their academic programs.

c.

At their June ll meeting , the deans discussed at length
post - secondary education in Greenville . Dean Hurst will
compile the deans' comments in a report to be forwarded
to President Edwards .

d.

There seems to be a consensus of sorts among the deans
t hat we should pursue a higher level of funding for
i nternational travel of Uni versity faculty and other
personnel who travel on Univers i ty - related business or
participate in professional meetings related to their
duties at the University . (Heretofore , as you know , many
faculty and staff traveling on University business have
had to defray major expense out of their own funds . )

e.

The deans are interested in reviewing our commencement
exercises format. I informed them that the Senate We l fare
Committee haveplanned their own review of graduation
ceremonies and would welcome any comments the deans may
have as their work proceeds .

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/656-2456
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President's Report
June 19, 1979
Page Two

f.

I gave the deans , copies of our report on University
priorities and told them that the Senate would welcome
their comments and support of the objectives we have
listed. You may wish to follow-up on this matter with
your deans.

2.

The Educational Council met on May 25, At that meeting,
President Edwards stressed certain points contained in the
Governor's energy message delivered May 17. Specifically,
as you may recall, the Governor has stated that he will
seek an order from the State Budget and Control Board
setting a t arget of 15 percent reduction in the number of
miles travele d by all state vehicles (excepting law enforce
ment vehicles) and mandating all state agencies to implement
plans to achieve t h is goal. The Governor also pointed out
that the 55 mph speed limit will be strictly enforced and
that state employees caught exceeding this limit in a state
vehicle will be reported to their appropriate agency heads
for disciplinary action. Agency heads are thus required to
impose some kind of disciplinary code on this subject. The
University, however, has not as yet determined what kind of
disciplinary action is to be taken. (I have a copy of the
complete text of the Governor's message for those who wish
to read it.)

3,

On May 30, I met briefly with Bob Fuzy, Student Government
President, and Jeff Anderson, President of the Student Senate.
They had been given copies of our report on University
priorities for their information . They expressed their own
personal support of the objectives we listed in the report
and would like the opportunity to interact with us in pursuit
of those objectives, as appropriate.

4.

It appears that the Planning Council. will pursue the concept
of a University Performing Arts Center during the coming
year.

5,

The Senate Advisory Committee met June 7,
matters came before the Committee.

The following

a.

Request for leave of absence from the Senate of J . C.
Hester(beginning immediately and extending through
Spring semester 1980) was received . His seat will be
filled on a temporary basis by special election in the
College of Engineering, the election to be held immediately.

b.

Senator C. A. Grubb was appointed Chairman of the Admissions·
and Scholarship Committee to. replace Senator Hester.
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President ' s Report
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Page Three

q.

J. L. Young, who has represented the Faculty Senate on
the University Union Board during the past academic year ,
was reappointed to that post to serve during the academic
year 1979- 80 . (This position was not on our original list of
appointments to be made.)

d.

President-elect Atchley has accepted our invitation to
speak to the Senate at our August 28 meeting. He has
received copies of our ad hoc committee report on University
priorities, the proposed new faculty constitution and
comments of the review committee .

e.

Vice President Stassen Thompson has agreed to chair an
ad hoc committee to plan for a social event following
our August 28 meeting and a reception for the Board of
Trustees in January during their meeting on campus .

f.

Standing committees will begin shortly to identify those
administrative officers within the University who deal
with matters in the province of these committees . There
after , the committees wil l periodically invite these
officers to meet with them informally for discussions
of policies of mutual interest and to keep each other
current on matters of mutual interest . It is hoped that
this will enhance relations between administrators and
faculty and facilitate an understanding of our respective
viewpoints .

6.

Vice President Thompson , Dean Hurst , Dean Anderson , Dr . Godley
and I will visit the Experiment Stations September 4- 6.

7.

Orientation for new faculty and staff will be August 16-17.

8.

I want to continue the tradition started by Bill Steirer of
visiting periodically with faculty senators and faculty in
the several colleges. Please let me know if you would like for
me to meet with the senators in your college.
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CLEMSON
UNJ:VERSrrY

FACULTY SENAT E

J une 19 , 1979

Hugh H. Macaulay ,
Alumni Profess.or of Economics
Department of Economics
Sirrine Hall
Clemson University
Clemson , South Carolina 29631
Dear Professor Macaulay :
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University wishes to
thank you for the diligence with which you served the faculty
of the University as a member of the Screening Committee to
select the new President of the University .
We recognize the great sacrifice which you made in terms
of time and effort , at the expense of your other professional
and leisure activities . It is to your credit that the process
of selecting our new President proceeded so efficiently and
with such thoroughness .
The entire University community is indebted to you for
the way that you represented its various constituents, and
the faculty in particular .
Sincere l y ,

Horace W. Fleming , Jr ., President
For the Faculty Senate

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLI NA 29631 • TEI PHONE 603/656-24 56
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CLE:hl.1:SON
UNrVERSrTY

FACULTY SENATE

June 19, 1979

Mr. Billy G. Rogers, President
Clemson University Alumni Association
Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Dear Mr. Rogers:
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University wishes to commend
the Alumni Association on your overall record of achievement
during the academic year 1978-79.
We note the substantial gains achieved by the Alumni
Association in funding of academic scholarships and in the
support given the University through over $1,000,000 for
faculty research and professorships. We also want to commend
you for the level of alumni participation in giving which you
and the staff of the Alumni Association have encouraged over
the past several years. To have been chosen as a finalist
in the u. s. Steel competition for overall improvement in
alumni programs speaks well for the dedication of Clemson
alumni, you, your fellow officers of the Association and
your staff.
If we can be of service to you in your continuing efforts
to serve the University , we hope that you will call on us .
Sincerely,

Horace W. Fleming, Jr., President
For the Faculty Senate
HWF/mgm

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/ 656-2456
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CLEMSON
UN:IVERS:rrY

FACULTY SENATE

June 19, 1979

Mr. Melvin C. Long, Director
Department of University Relations
Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Dear Mr. Long:
The Faculty Senate of Clemson University notes with great
pleasure receipt by the University Information Office of the
Newsweek Grand Award for News and Information Writing for 1979.
That you have performed at such a consistently high level
in this and previous competitions for this award attests to
the dedication and diligence of your entire staff . This award
represents a high honor for Clemson University and all of the
academic and other programs which you have so well represented
in the media and in your contacts throughout the state of
South Carolina and the nation .
Our sincere congratulations to you, Mr. Cornwell and your
entire staff in the University Information Office .
Sincerely,

Horace W. Fleming, Jr ., President
For the Faculty Senate

CLE M SON SOUTH CA ROLINA 29631 • TELEPHO N E 803/656-2456
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February 22, 1979
MEMORANDUM ANO REPORT
TO:

Dean Hurst

FROM:

Ad Hoc Committee to Review a Proposed New
Constitution for the Faculty and
Faculty Senate

I .

INTRODUCTION

You have asked this Committee to "study and make any appropriate
recommendations concerning" the proposed new constitution of the
Faculty and Faculty Senate. We have interpreted our mandate broadly.
We have studied the present and the proposed documents; we have
examined the constitutions of some other institutions; we have heard
from Dr . Steirer the motivations and views of those who propose a
new constitution; and we have, of course, observed and participated
in the relationships of the Faculty and the Administration for varying
numbers of years. Our observations here are based on all these
factors.
It should be noted that Professor Steirer serves on this committee
ex-officio as President of the Faculty Senate. He has been extremely
helpful as a resource person representing the views of the Senate,
particularly the group who drafted the proposed revision. Obviously
he cannot support all the views expressed herein, and the editorial
"we" represents herein the administrative members of the committee.
Also to be noted is our awareness that, in including our views
about faculty government in general and the prerequisites for its
success, we go beyond a narrow interpretation of our mandate. We
hope these inclusions are not intrusive; if they are, you may ignore
them without damaging our sensibilities.
The basic difference between the present constitution and the
proposed is the latter's assignment of sole legislative power in
academic affairs to the Faculty. All subsidiary differences proceed
from this fundamental one. Since we believe that this abrupt
departure from a long - standing tradition of the academic world is
unacceptable, we do not find it useful or, indeed, practicable, to
give a point-by-point analysis of the proposed document . We have
therefore concentrated on reasons why we cannot endorse the philo 
sophical basis of the proposal .
I I.

GENERAL OBSERVA TIONS

(A)
First of all , it is not at all clear to us that there
is at this time a mandate from the Faculty at large to replace the
present constitution. The impetus for a complete replacement, we
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understand, came entirely or almost entirely from a group within
the Senate, acting within their prerogative, of course, but without
apparent grassroots solicitation from the Faculty at large. Ac
cording to our information, a recent poll of the Faculty on the
question, undertaken by the Senate, achieved only a 20% response.
Of this 20% replying, those in favor of the revision and those
opposed to it were roughly evenly divided. Thus it appears that,
of the several hundred faculty polled, about ten per cent defi
nitely favor the proposed revision; about ten per cent are
definitely opposed; and about eighty percent do not feel strongly
enough even to answer a questionnaire.

(B)
Our second general observation is that the present
constitution and Faculty role is far more typical of the situation
prevailing throughout the academic world than that envisioned by the
proposed version. Although our investigations are limited, we are
persuaded that mos ~, indeed, nearly all, well-established institutions
define faculty and administrative roles much as we presently do:
that is, with the Faculty as an important partner in the academic
endeavor, aiding and advising in policy making, but with final
responsibility and authority vested in the President of the institution
and his representatives. We go so far as to say that, if one excepts
the University of South Carolina, whose faculty organization seems
to have been a model for the one proposed here, we know no large
institution which reserves sole de jure legislative powers in all
academic matters to the Faculty.~And while the University of South
Carolina is an estimable institution, we are not certain that its
academic stature or its tradition of faculty governance is of an
order to constitute a compelling endorsement.
The more compelling circumstance, on the contrary, is that as
best we can tell, most institutions with long histories of influential
faculty participation in university government define faculty and
administrative roles much as our present constitution does .
We believe that before any new constitution is considered, and
before any extensive revision of the present document, many questions
need to be resolved concerning present Faculty-Administration
relationships. Do most Faculty really feel that only under a brand
new constitution can their legitimate aims in University governance ·
be achieved? Is the present constitution so inherently faulty
(despite its typicality) that a satisfactory working relationship
between Faculty and Administration cannot be achieved under its aegis?
Is the Clemson milieu so nearly unique that a constitution typical of
most other universities cannot serve it? Are the real or alleged
difficulties in present Faculty - Administration relationships owing to
a weakness in the constitution or to imperfect human relations? If
the latter, would a new constitution serve to remove difficulties, or
perhaps even exacerbate them?
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(C)

~

Note on Faculty-Administration Relationships

It is safe to say that every member of this Committee is
convinced beyond question that a University Faculty should
indeed, must
have an influential voice in university governance, not merely in academic policymaking, but in most other aspects
of operation as well. As administrators, we seek to implement this
principle in operating our departments, and we recognize that we
would ignore or discount faculty views only at our peri l.
We think it simplistic, however, to assume that a new consti
tution would inaugurate an era of mature faculty governance and
harmonious faculty-administrative relationships . The language of a
constitution seems less critical than a high level of competence,
good will, mutual respect, and cooperation in both sectors. Faculty
must realize that de jure and de facto authority do not necessarily
accompany each other,~ that-rn confrontation the administration
has the heavier artillery, no matter what a faculty constitution
says. Administrators are obliged to realize that the faculty have
real expertise in university operation and that their counsel cannot
safely be ignored. Above all, communication between the two segments
of the University must be conducted with civility, tact, and decorum
notes which have not been universally in evidence.
In our deliberations we have examined constitutions of several
other ins~itutions with long histories of faculty participation in
governance. We will refer here specifically to only two. At the
University of North Carolina, where faculty influence in all phases
of operation has been extremely strong for many decades, the consti
tution specifically empowers the Faculty "to consider reports from
-- and to make recommendations to -- the Chancellor, faculty
committees, departments, colleges, schools, institutes, and other
units of the University, and the Faculty Council." At Yale, despite
powerful de facto influence, the~ jure basis for such power is so
shaky that a Yale dean recently told one of us that he was not
certain that a faculty constitution even exists.
Rather, he said,
the spheres of influence are defined by a long tradition of faculty
participation, and the legal authority, if indeed there is one,
consists, like the British constitution, of a long series of under
standings and precedents. It is more nearly an "atmosphere" than
a legal instrument. This is, in our opinion, an ideal state, and, we
venture, exists wherever faculty governance is truly effective.

I I I.

LEGISLATIVE POWER AND ADVISORY POWER

As noted earlier, the sticking point in the proposed version is
the section of the preamble which would confer upon the Faculty
"legislative authority in all matters pertaining to the standards of
admission, registration, requirements for and the granting of degrees,
the curriculum, instruction, research, the educational policies and
standards of the University, and academic requirements for extra 
curricular activities ... " that is, in effect, all academic matters.
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We find a number of difficulties inherent in the concept of
vesting the Faculty with sole legislative authority in academic
matters, particularly if only the Board of Trustees could veto their
legislation. We also find a great many questions to be answered
and agreed upon even if the concept were accepted .
(A)
The Matter of Accountability. As faculty members ourselves, we know that a university faculty is an amorphous group
of many kinds of individuals, not a monolithic entity. We like to
think of ourselves and our fellow faculty as professional, objective,
disinterested, idealistic pursuers of truth. We also tend to think
of ourselves as uniformly competent, at least when we are arguing
for our prerogatives. Realism, however, bids us accept that faculties
and administrations alike are made up of the competent and the
incompetent, the unselfish and the selfish, the reasonable and the
unreasonable, the honest and the less honest. Administrators,
however, can be made directly and individually responsible for their
decisions, can be disciplined, shorn of authority, even readily
removed. But how and by whom is a faculty of a thousand to be
disciplined or made accountable and responsible for its joint deci
sions? How is a Senate of thirty - five persons to be admonished?
The answe~ in our observation, is that there is no effective way it
can be done. We cringe when non-academic people propose an analogy
between the task of operating General Motors and the task of
operating a university, but there is at least one point they have in
common: Effective management requires that authority be accompanied
by accountability. It is not sufficient to assume as an act of
faith that a faculty of a thousand or a senate of thirty-five will
consistently subordinate self - interest to university welfare, or that
it will consistently be informed enough to see all situations clearly.
No more faith is to be placed in administrators, to be sure; th~
difference is that when an administrator is overcome by venality or
for any reason muffs his job, both the Faculty and his superiors are
waiting to pounce upon him.
(B)
Authority and Efficiency . Even if the concept of vesting
sole legislative authority in the Faculty were acceptable, the
proposed constitution in its present form would not serve. Present
university governance, vesting actual authority in an administrative
hierarchy and assigning faculty an advisory role, has grown up over a
century of operation; the roles of president, deans, department heads,
and faculty are clearly understood. If authority to make the rules
in matters academic were suddenly shifted, it would be necessary to
redefine all these roles in great detail . The proposed constitution
gives no help in this regard. No one, without detailed definitions or
a slowly evolving tradition, can know precisely what should be
considered pertaining to the long list of areas in which the .Faculty
asks legislative authority. Are departmental operating budgets matters
"pertaining to 11 Instruction, since paper and chalk must be purchased?
Could a dean grant a substitution in a course of study? Could a de 
partment head make a rule concerning office hours, since this pertains
to Instruction? Could the Vice President for Academic Affairs veto
a proposed new curriculum on the grounds that it is not needed?
Could he remove an incompetent dean? These and a thousand similar
11

11
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questions have ready answers at present, but they would become
u na ns we r a b 1 e u nt i 1 a who 1e 1e_x i c o n o f d e f i n i t i o ns a nd a . who 1e 1 i b r a r y
of operating manuals could be built up. The proposed constitution
offers neither definitions not any apparatus for formulating them.
It might be agreed that the Faculty would make policy and the
Administration would carry it out; but the divided authority and
the impossibility of a complete operating manual would produce an
unhappy polarization and atmosphere of confrontation far worse than
anything we know. Realism dictates, further, the assumption that
the Faculty, like most other groups, would interpret the term
"legislative authority" to favor its own views, that is, as broadly as
possible, and that there would be a constant stream of confrontations
to be settled by the Trustees.
(C)
The Role of the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees
is the policy-making body of the University. We feel sure they have
never wished to involve themselves in day-by-day operating policies in
the academic area, and we fervently hope they never will. Yet if
they are to be the direct supervis-0rs of Faculty legislation, as
proposed, they will perforce become involved - - perhaps we should say
embroiled -- in internal university disagreements to the extent that
each Trustee will have to make himself an expert in all facets of the
academic operation, and will have to commit an amount of time and
effort to the job that would be overwhelming. The provision of the
proposed constitution naming the Board of Trustees as the only agency
that can veto a Faculty-made policy or institute a policy counter to
faculty wishes is, in our view, totally unrealistic, in the first
place, and totally unwise, in the second place. The President must
have authority to operate the University, following broad guidelines
set by the Trustees. The Board of Trustees cannot and should not be
made into an administrative body.

IV.

A COROLLARY OBSERVATION

We have a suggestion about procedure if in the future the
constitution is to be revised or replaced. It might be better for a
joint Faculty-Administration committee to try to ascertain attitudes,
define problems of relationships, discuss remedies, reconcile differ
ences in philosophy, smooth out rough spots, eliminate ambiguities,
anticipate objections, and so forth, before revisions are officially
presented for review and adoption. After all, administrators are also
members of the Faculty and have as great a stake in faculty welfare
and harmonious relations as any other faculty members . We are
somewhat discomfited by our necessarily negative role. We do not feel
authorized to re-write the proposed constitution, particularly since
we are convinced that the present one, perhaps with some revision,
provides an adequate apparatus for development of appropriate faculty
participation in policy-making. Consequently, we can only find fault.
If representatives of Faculty and Administration had collaborated from
the beginning, difficulties might have been reduced.
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The aspect of the proposed document which we deplore most is
its projection and cultivation of an adversary relationship of
Faculty and Administration . Aside from occasional passing gestures
to University welfare, the dominant tone is that of a labor
negotiation.

v.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

We are persuaded that adoption of the proposed new constitution
in its present form would not be in the interest of the Faculty, the
students, the Administration, the Trustees, or the University as a
whole; that it would not automatically achieve its purpose of assuring
the Faculty an appropriate voice in University affairs; that it would
not promote harmonious relationships between Faculty and Administration
but would on the contrary ensure confrontation and polarization; that
it would not contribute to the efficient operation of the University
but instead would create an unwieldy and ill-defined apparatus for
academic policy-making.
We urge instead that Faculty and Administration work together
(rather than separately) to examine the present role of Faculty in
academic policy-making and to seek to enlarge it.
The Faculty, we believe, should pursue its~ jure advisory
role with pride, aware that even where faculty governance is strongest
the advisory function is the rule rather than the exception; aware
also that its collective convictions, appropriately formulated and
forcefully expressed, can indeed exert a persuasive influence more
powerful than any de jure legislative authority that could
reasonably be hoped fo~
Administration, likewise, has the obligation to exercise its
authority with tact, responsibility, and restraint; to eschew
paternalism; to realize and admit a responsibility to Faculty as
well as to Trustees; to solicit and give heavy weight to Faculty
views on all academic and most other University busin~ss; to
consider seriously and sympathetically all proposals from the
Facu lty; and, when it feels it cannot follow Faculty advice, to
explain its reasoning fully, promptly , and openly.
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(*Dr. Steirer appends hereto a
separate minority report of
his own vi e~,s. )
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DE,ARTMENT Of' HISTORY

May 9, 1979

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dean Hurst

FROM:

William F. Steirer

RE:

Minority Report: Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance

jµf;S

The following points illustrate my main concerns with the majority
report previously submitted to you. I think it is important for me to
emphasize that while I represented the 1aculty Senate and the Faculty on
this committee,nothing I say in here binds the Senate, the Faculty or
any president of the Faculty Senate to the same opinion .
(1) In asking the committee to "study and make any appropriate
recommendations concerning the proposed new constitution of the Faculty
and Faculty Senate," I believe that you provided the committee with the
opportunity to recommend compromise proposals that would help to bridge
the gap that exists between faculty and administration expectations and
interests in university governance. By interpreting the mandate given
the committee so narrowly that only recommendations on the proposed
constitution would be entertained, that opportunity has been lost. Indeed,
the majority endorses (page 5) the notion that a joint Faculty-Administration
committee should "try to ascertain attitudes, define problems of relationships,
discuss remedies, reconcile differences in philosophy , smooth out rough
spots, eliminate ambiguities, anticipate objections, and so forth before
revisions are officially presented for review and adoption." Although the
majority obviously believes that the committee cannot act in this way at
this time, I disagree. It is precisely to do those things that the majority
says must be done by some Faculty-Administration committee, that this committee
was called- into being.
I embrace the idea of forming joint Faculty-Administration committeesto
discuss issues of university governance. because no opportunity for fruitful
discussions between faculty and administration should be passed up when the
appropriate time is reached. But the appropriate time for such d~scussion
is at the point when the Faculty Senate has developed a document ready to be
presented to the Faculty for satisfaction (as in this case).
(2) At several points the majority has declared its confidence in the
present faculty constitution and has suggested that no mandate for change of
that constitution exists among the faculty . The source for that belief seems
to be the abortive referendum on the Constitution and By-Laws conducted in
February of 1978. On that occasion the issues that provoked controversy and
prompted negative feelings among faculty were all By- Laws provisions,
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a.

removing the vote from faculty members serving as academic
administrators;
b. excluding instructors from the ranks of faculty; and
c. reapportionment questions.
Those controversial provisions have since been dropped, but the By-Laws are
not the problem here.
The preamble of the Constitution (the critical area where the philosophy
of legislative power for the faculty is expressed) has ~een approved by the
Faculty Senate on six separate occasions with no more than one dissenting
vote at any time. The earliest occasion was October, 1977, the most recent,
February, 1979. That the Faculty Senate. the only representative body of the
Faculty, in the past two years has overwhelmingly endorsed the principle of
"legislative authority" in academic matters is clear. That endorsement
must be considered as the only significant representative of faculty opinion
that is ~own on a continuing basis.
(3) It is true that at present no ''crisis" exists in the area of Faculty
participation in university governance, but the lack of such a "crisis atmos
phere" offers an opportunity to discuss philosophical differences in an
atmosphere where reason and light can prevail. But the lack of a "crisis"
does not mean that reasons for a fuller and more comprehensive rQle for
faculty in university governance do not exist.
a. Some university councils and committees do not meet for years
at a time. What appears on paper to be an adequate mechanism
for Faculty participation, in practice does not materialize.
This past year, for example, the Research Council, the Exten
sion Council, the Landscape and Site Development Committee,
and the History and Archives Committee never met. The
Affirmative Action Committee met once, for the first time in
three years. Several of those councils and committees that
do meet are totally ineffectua~ having been given little to
do -- the University Planning Council is a case in point.
Responsible Faculty members who look forward to serving their
colleagues and their University in an effective manner become
frustrated by the inaction.
b. On several occasions in recent years the Faculty Manual has
been breached for reasons that to faculty indicated how little
regard is given to Facui"ty participation in University governance.
While the administrators responsible for those decisions obviously
thought that their reasons were good and compelling ones, Faculty
Senators did not agree. Indeed, the critical point here is not
that the Faculty Manual was not observed on these occasions, but
that Faculty opinion was not solicited in the present constitutional
system.
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The apparent and steady erosion of Faculty perogatives vis-a-vis
that of students has made many Faculty members doubly concerned
about the role that they are playing and should play in university
affairs. Faculty members believe that they constitute the most
important part of the University but see no evidence that other
components of the University acknowledge this. The Gator Bowl
ticket allocation di sturbance of 1977 bears this out. The lack
of a specific facul ty allocation f or Gator Bowl tickets was
deemed an insult by fa culty members and c :-ystallized the feelings
of frustration, re ~ent::1e,1t and a nger chat had been suppressed.
The frequent use of the t.e:::-::1 "er::.ployees" to describe Faculty
angers many (as my ~ail a ft er t he R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund
campaign shows), for it seems to demons~rate a lack of sensitivity
for the faculty's feelings of professionalism and uniqueness.

d.

These feelings of frustration, resentment and anger that have
surfaced on certain occasions have been nowhere more obvious than
in Faculty attitudes toward the Presjdential Selection Process and
the solicitation for the R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund. Faculty
members are suspicious of administration intentions , wary of ad
ministration actions and fearful of retribution should they fail
to act in appropriate ways. I do not share these attitudes and have
tried vigorously to combat these attitudes during the past year.
The fact remains, however, that such attitudes are prevalent and
must be confronted. Full participation by faculty members in the on
going policy- making processes of Clemson University is certainly
one way, and in my opinion the most effective way, of combatting
such divisive notions.

(4) It is, indeed, over the question of how much participation the faculty
should and must have in creating and initiating policy ("making policy") chat
the most controversy has arisen. The words "legislative authority" have been
particularly upsetting to the majority of the committee and other administrators
because co them the words apparently suggest that exclusive power would rest
with the Faculty. Actually , the only power that " legislative authority"
confers is the power to make policy regarding academic matters subject to the
veto by the executive branch of the University -- the academic administrators
and subject, as well, to the ability of the executive branch to interpret and
execute the policies established by the Faculty.
What is being sought is the exclusive authority to initiate and create
policy, not the power to impose policy or the power to enforce policy. That
power to initiate and create policy would only apply to academic matters.
In other matters pertaining to faculty welfare the Faculty asks only for the
power to recommend and review which is nothing more than what the Faculty now
possesses.
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(5) The majority of the committee describes the proposed constitution as
one which would leave those responsible for making policy unaccountable for
their decisions. Quite to the contrary, the proposed constitution would
make those making policy more accountable than ever before because they must
accept the consquences of their decisions in a way that is not now possible.
Certainly under the present mechanism for faculty participation, accountability
is notably lacking. The Faculty coes not elect representatives to University
councils and cor..mittees, and while college deans do appoint Faculty members
to those councils and committees, they point out that they have no control
over their appointees. What is createc, therefore, is a set of people who
are not accountable to anyone. The~e stould be no room in a system of
University governance for pa~-::ic::..?an::s who are accou·. 1table to no ,one. The
proposed constitution would char.ge tn3t by ~aking all participants responsible
to those who select them.
(6) The majority of the comr.iittee states that all roles at Clemson are
clearly understood (page 4).
Ido.not believe this. The roles played by
deans, department heads and Faculty in University governance are constantly
changing, being subject as they are to varying and shifting individual
interpretations. T~ seems as self-evident to me as the opposite apparently
does to the majority that the only thing certain about how roles are defined
within Clemson's system of governance is the uncertainty of the definitions.
I might add that in the proposed constitution no effort is made to present
such definitions because it was felt that a constitution where broad govern
mental responsibilities and jurisdictions are outlined was not the
appropriate place to define specific roles.
Another objection that the majority of the committee cites is the need
for new operating manuals and "whole lexicons of definitions" to be produced
under the new constitution. To the best of my knowledge such manuals and
lexicons exist now only in the minds of administrators and are functional
only in so far as individuals agree to interpret positions similarly and
to act in concert. Nothing, therefore, would be lost by asking all parts
of the system of governance to reinterpret and redefine their participation
in that system.

/

I certainly agree that faculty members would interpret "legislative
authority" to favor their views, for the proposed constitution does not
aim at changing human nature . But as I understand Clemson's faculty, there
exists no monolithic "faculty" viewpoint on any academic matter. The
confrontations that would be likely to surface would occur among faculty
members of different disciplines, departments and colleges. But that is
as it should be. Faculty members have a substantial vested interest in the
academic program of Clemson - in fact, the most substantial vested interest and should, therefore, have the primary responsibility for confronting issues
and resolving conflicts within the academic program.
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(7) How typical among American Universities Clemson's present system of
University governance is, I do not know, but I do not think that this is parti
cularly important. We are especially, and justifiably, proud at Clemson to
exlaim how unique we are as an institution. It is fitting that an institution
proud of its unique heritage and mission create a system of governance which
is suited to its own needs and people. I think that in the proposed constitu
tion we have done that and the significant issue is how well the system
established under that constitution will function at Clemson University.
(8) The majority observes the.t ''::..n ccn-::-::-onta:ion the administration has
the heavier artillery, no :r.at:.:!r ~.-:1at 3 facu1. ::y cor.stitution says." While
this is an unfortunate choice of wot:.!s 't>ecai.:se o:: the images of raw power
that is evoked, it is ;,rooably a::1 acc"t;-::-ate· assessment of the situation that
now prevails at Clemson. It ?revails precisely because dejure and de facto
authority do reside in the same hands. The new constitution could not alter
the manner in which de facto authority is exercised. Faculty members after
all, have other duties as important as making policy and otherwise being
involved in governance while administrators have a primary concern with
implementing policy and exercising authority .
To deny this would be to deny the obvious. What the proposed constitution
would accomplish, therefore, would be to place the faculty in a position where
de jure authority would be shared constitutionally with administrators (who as
noted earlier would continue to possess the veto power) while the nature of
de facto authority would be little changed .
(9) The majority of the committee feels that the proposed document projects
and cultivates "an adversary relationship between Faculty and Administration"
and that "the dominant tone is that of a labor negotiation . " Nothing could
be further from the intent of the Faculty Senate in promoting the proposed
constitution. Rather than creating an adversary relationship, the proposed
constitution would help to bring about a new feeling of harmony and cooperation
between Faculty and Administration by providing the Faculty with the opportunity
to be responsible participants in University affairs . Adversary relationships
are most likely to occur when a disproportionate amount of power rests with
one party so that "in confrontation the administration has the heavier
artiller . .. . " The qualities that the majority describes in the last paragraph
(page 6) do not negate the imbalance of power that the Administration now
holds and end the danger of creating an adversary relationship in the present
circumstances .
I fail to see how "collective convinctions, appropriately formulated and
forcefully expressed, can ••• exert a persuasive influence more powerful than
any de jure legislative authority that could reasonably be hoped for ." (page 6)
I have never known any group to prefer de facto authority over de jure, or to
fail to desire to legitimize the power that they hold or hope to hold.
Persuasion in no way can substitute for authority.
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(10) With the acceptance of this constitution as an integral part of
the system of governance at Cle!nson University, the Faculty would assume
the kind of responsibilities in academic affairs that their training, in
clinations and experience has prepared them to assume and that as full and
equal participants they are e~titlted to assume. With the assumption of
these responsibilities, faculty ffiembers will be able to offer their expertise
and talents to the University at a level and in a way not previously possible
to the mutual advantage of all. Subordinate participants, as faculty have
been encouraged to view tneir role in the present system, are relatively
reluctant to accept the responsibility for new ideas and programs. This
waste of talent would be remedied by making Faculty members full partners in
the operation of the academic side of the University.
All that Facul.ty members desire is to receive the opportunity to serve
Clemson University in the capacities that their training, inclinations and
experiences make possible. The proposed constitution would provide that
opportunity and enable the University to use the services of 900 plus Faculty
members more effectively and more meaningfully.
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Revision
The Constitution of the r.1culty
of Clemson Univer~ity
Preamble
No l ess than its predcces:;ors, the rnodL: r11 institution of higher
le<1rning is .:i guardian <1nd interpreter of intellcctu;-il tr,1dition.
It is
upon the competence, integrity, and devotion rJf iti, Fuculty to profcssion;il
ideals that the Univer·sity must depend for \,llCCC'iS.
In order that this Faculty may more fully ;rnd effectively serve the
University by participating in the establishment of policies, procedures,
and practices, the Faculty, subject to the r eview of the Board of Trustees
by whom these powers arc delegated, shall pu'> s esc, lcgisJ.1tive authority in
<111 matters pert;iining to the standards of ~dmission, registration, require
ments for and the grnnting of degrees, the curriculum, instruction, research,
the educational policies and standards ' of thL' University, .:ind academic re
quirements for extracurricular activities, and shall possess the power to
recommend and review any item which affects F,1culty welfare and appe,1rs in
the Faculty Manual.
The Faculty may delegate certain of th~sc powers and other powers to the
Faculty Senate and to University Councils .ind Committees composed of faculty
members elected by the appropriute departmental and collegiate Faculties. The
faculty members serving in those capacities ~hall exercise the delegated legis
lative powers necessary for achieving the objectives of those councils and
committees .
Article I
The Facu 1ty
Section 1.

Membership

The Faculty of Clemson University sh ;1ll c<w,; i :-t of the President of the
University; the Dean of the University; the.· d,.-.rn,, ~:nd directors of tr.e colleges
und schools; department heads; profession<1l li b rarians; the teaching, research,
and extension faculty with rank of professc1r, il~Sociatc professor, assistant
professor , or instructor; and such other ml!mb~1·s ilS n1Jy be duly elected as
provided for in the By-Laws.
Section 2.

Functions

The functions of the Faculty sha l l be tu exercise legislative powers in
academic matters; to be concerned with matter s nffecting the welfare of the
corporate body and individual members; to approve candidates for degrees ; to
delega1e those powers it chooses not to exercise directly to its Executive
Committee, the Faculty Senate; to determine such other University councils and
committees it deems necessary to carry out the mandates of this Constitution
and to delegate the powers needed for the operation of these councils and
committees; to receive reports from the Faculty Senate of its actions; to
approve new members as provided for in the By-Laws; and to act on any other
matters brought before it by the F.aculty Sen.:ite or any faculty member.
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Officers

The officers of the Faculty shall con~i~t of a chairperson and a
secretary. The chairperson shall be the Dean of the University, or, in
his absence, the President of the Faculty Senate. The Secretary shall
be the Secretary of the Faculty Senate, or in his absence, a person
appointed by the Chairperson.
Section 4.

Meetings

Meetings of the Faculty shall be held prior to each commencement
except the August one, and at such other times as deemed necessary by
the Chairperson. Special meetings may be called by the Faculty Senate,
ten percent of the Faculty, or the Faculty members of any University
council or committee acting unanimously.
A simple majority of the Faculty shall constitute a quorum.
Article I I
The Faculty Senate
Section 1.

Definition

The Faculty shall elect from among its members an executive committee
to be known as the Faculty Senate.
Section 2.

Membership

The Faculty Senate shall consist of those members elected by the
Faculties of the colleges and schools as provided for in the By-Laws.
Any member of the Faculty of a school or college shall be eligible
for membership in the Faculty Senate excluding those with primarily ad
ministrative functions. For the purposes of this Constitution, the pro
fession~) librarians shall constitute the Faculty of a school.
Section 3.

Purposes

The Faculty Senate represents the Faculty of Clemson University in its
negotiations and relationships with the administration of the University;
acts as the primary advoc.ate for Faculty interests at Clemson University,
and promotes the welfare of the Faculty and its individual members.
Specifically, the Faculty Senate acts:
1.

2.

J.
4.

5.
6.

To protect the rights of faculty members to legislate academic policies
and practices on the departmental, collegiate and University levels.
To recommend and review academic policies and practices on the University
1e\le 1.
To recommend and review any item which affects Faculty welfare and appears
in the Faculty Manua1.
To serve as a primAry forum for the redress of Faculty grievances.
To recommend and review all matters concerning the working conditions and
general welfare of the Faculty.
To promote and assert the F;:iculty position on issues of general interest
within the University community.
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The President of the rcJculty Scn.:itc c,h_.1 11 rn-ikc cJn oral clnnual report to
the Faculty at the May meeting and .1 written 1l·Port at the s;ime time.-. Special
reports shall be made clc, necessary to keep the F;iculty cJdcquately inf0rmed.
Sect ion 4.

Officers

The officers of the Faculty Senate sh ,11 1 con<;is t of a Prcc,ident, cJ Vice
Presidcnt , a Secretary and a Parl iclment.1ri.1 n. The Pre~idcnt, Vice - President
and Secretary shal I be elected from amon g the nH!rnbers of the Faculty Sen,1te as
provided for in the By-Laws. The President <;ha ll appoint the Parliamentarian
from among the members of the Faculty Senute.
Section 5,

Committees.

The standing committees of the Faculty S~nate shall be:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Nominating and Credentials Committee
Executive Committee
Welfare Cammi ttee
Academic Affairs Committee
Pol icy Committee

Special committees of the Faculty SencJtc may be appointed by the Nominating
and Credentials Committee or by the President of the F<1culty Senate 1-,ith the
conse nt of the Faculty Senate.
The composition of the standing and sµccicJl committees and duties of the
former are provided for in the By-Laws.
Section 6.

Meetings

The Faculty Senate shall hold one regular mee ting each month clt a time
determined by the Executive Committ ee . The schedule of the ~~etings for the
year shall be announced by May 1, through ilppropriate channels. Special meetings
of the Faculty Senate rnily be called by the Pr ~s idcnt clt any time with the approval
of th~ majority of the Executive Committee.
Except for executive sessions, all meetings of the Facu l ty Senate shall be
open to any member of the Faculty . Such visitors ma y be invited by any membe r
of the Executive Committee to part1c1pate in pu rticular discussions . The
Faculty Senate may go into e xecutive session by simple majority vote of the
members present.
Any member of the Faculty may present any problem or suggestion to the
Senate for its consideration, provided the member notifies the President of the
Faculty Senate at least one week prior to the meeting.
A simple majority of the elected membe r s of the Faculty Senate or their
alternates shall constitute a quorum for the trnnsact ion of all bu~iness, ex
cept the election of Faculty Senate officers dnd the amending of the Constitution
or By-Laws . For these two exceptions, two-thirds of the elected members only
~hall const i tute a quorum.
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.AIJ(lJSI 15, 1979
Art i c 1e 11 I

Councils and Committees
Section I .

Definition

University Councils and Committees ure established as deemed necessary
by the Faculty to provide an effective means for Faculty participation in
University governance, and are essential to the achieving of faculty interests.
Section 2.

Membership

University Councils and Committees established by the Faculty arc generally
composed of faculty members, with such student representation and administration
exofficiomembership as may be desirable to further the purposes of the council
committee. The Faculty reserves the right to specify the method of selection
of Faculty repr~sentatives to such councils and committees, and to delegate
legislative authority only to such councils or committees composed in accordance
with its wishes. Three principles shall govern the composition of such councils
and committees: (1) Each College or School directly affected by the actions of
the council or committee shall be represented by one faculty member; (2) The
Faculty Senate shall be represented by one Senator where it deems desirable for
liaison purposes; and (3) Faculty reprcsentat ives shall constitute at least
two-thirds of the council or committee membership .

or

Section

3.

Chairman

The chairman of each council and committee shall be elected from the mem
bers at the first meeting of the year. The chairman sholl arrange the agenda,
appoint sub - committees, and call meetings as needed.
Section 4.

Meetings

The chairman of each council and commit t ee shal I appoint the time arid place
of each meeting as needed. Except for executive sessions , all meetings of any
council and committee shall be open to any member of the Faculty.
Section

S.

Nothing in the previous sections shall be construed as preventing the
Faculty from taking such steps as are deemed necessary to protect Faculty
academic and welfare intere s ts so Jong as co ll egia te and depa r tmental prerog 
atives are observed.
Section 6.

Implementation

The Facult y will upon the acceptance of this Constitution direct the Faculty
Senate to evaluate, and if neccesary reorganize, the structure ~f existing coun
cils and committ ees . Certain councils and committees may be judged by the Faculty
S-enate not to be of a Fac·u lty nature and therefore not covered by Article Ill,
Section 2. Un t il that evaluation and reorganization is completed the present
structure will be retained with the present members serving the remainder of
their terms.
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Article IV
Ru l es of Order
The Faculty, the Faculty Sen.He and the councils and committees of the
ijniversity sha l l conduct all parl iarnentar y procedure in accordance with
Robert 1 s Ru l es of Order.
/\rticle V
/\mendmcnt
The Faculty may amend this Constitutio11 .il either of the scheduled mee tings
prior to commencement during the regular school sess ion or .:lt any meeting called
for that specific purpose. Approval shall be n two-thirds major ity vote of the
members present. A proposed amendr,ic nt rriay be brough t before the Faculty by
either of two methods:
1.

A proposed amendment accompanied by the signa tures of at least ten
percent (10 %) of the members of the Foculty may be submitted in
\'lriting to the Dean of the 1Jnivers it y no later than one month prior
to the Faculty meeting at which the amendment will be considered.
The Dean wi 11 then publicize the proµoscd amendment at least three
(3) weeks prior to the meeting, OR,

2.

A proposed amendment may be submitted by at least ten (10) members
of the Faculty to the Faculty Senate .:lt a regular meeting of that
body. The Faculty Senate must vote upon the proposed amendment no
later than the fourth meeting following submission. A simple majority
vote of the Faculty Senators present i s required to forward the pro
posed amendment to the full Faculty. An approved amendment must be
presented in writing to the full Foculty at lcilst ten days prior to
the Faculty meeting at which the a men dme nt will be considered.

